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Abstract

IN today’s era of information explosion, users are faced with an overwhelming num-

ber of alternative items to choose from. For example, the Netflix website has millions

of movies for users to watch, whereas Amazon Kindle Store has millions of books for

users to read. Typically, a small fraction of items satisfy users’ information needs and it

is difficult for users to find these items given the sheer number of all items.

Recommender systems serve as primary means to help users easily and quickly find

what they want with the aim of presenting their desired items right in front of them.

Unlike search systems which require a user to explicitly formulate his or her information

needs as a query and retrieve items that are good matches to the query, recommender

systems do not require explicit queries from users and proactively present items that the

users may enjoy according to users’ preferences.

Recommender systems have a wide range of applications in the real world and are

extensively used in our daily life. For example, one real-world application of recom-

mender systems is the Netflix recommendation system: it suggests movies to a user in

the hope that the user will enjoy watching the suggested movies. Another real-world

application of recommender systems is the YouTube recommendation engine: it helps to

select videos that users want to watch from a huge number of available videos online.

Recommender systems play an important role in helping users find results that are of

interest and contribute billions of dollars in net revenue to industry every year.

In this thesis, we focus on improving recommender systems in terms of three differ-

ent aspects, i.e., accuracy, diversity, and unbiasedness, each of which has its own unique

challenges. (1) First, we aim to improve the accuracy of recommender systems. We iden-

tify an important type of resources in many applications of recommender systems, e.g.,
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recommending tags for users to label images uploaded to image-hosting websites. Such

type of resources, which we call privileged provisions, is available when using labeled

data to train models and is not available when using models to predict unseen data. We

propose two general classes of algorithms, collectively referred to as adversarial distil-

lation, that can use privileged provisions to achieve accurate recommendation results.

Moreover, we provide rigorous proofs to show that the proposed algorithms have non-

trivial theoretical guarantees to achieve global optimal recommendation results. (2) Then,

we aim to improve the diversity of recommender systems. We observe that preferences

in diverse results vary across users: a user may be interested in only action movies and

another user may enjoy a variety of movie categories. We propose a novel algorithm

that can explicitly consider such users’ preferences over different item categories when

recommending a personalized rank list of items. To effectively measure how well the

recommended items satisfy individual user’s preferences, we design a metric that can

measure personalized diversity of recommendation results. Extensive experiments show

that the proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms by up to 10.0% and

10.8% in terms of an existing metric and the proposed metric, respectively. (3) Last, we

aim to improve the unbiasedness of recommender systems. Datasets for training recom-

mender systems are often biased and a widely-recognized challenge is to present accurate

recommendation results given biased datasets for training. To address this challenge, we

propose a doubly robust estimator to unbiasedly measure the error of recommendation

results and develop a joint learning approach to obtain accurate recommender systems.

The proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-art approaches by a 12% drop in the

recommendation error. Although recommendation datasets are often biased, it is usu-

ally possible to gather a small unbiased dataset with a reasonable cost in practice. We

propose a bi-level learning approach that can effectively leverage additional information

from the small unbiased dataset to boost the accuracy of recommendation results. The

proposed approach achieves up to a 7.9% drop in recommendation error compared to

previous approaches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

THE age of information has come to existence since the late twentieth century due

to rapid advances in information technologies and prevalence of internet. In the

information age, internet users can access a large amount of information and knowledge

with the touch of a button, which could have never been imagined before. However,

every coin has two sides and an increasing problem brought by the information age into

users’ everyday life is called information overload. It is a state where the amount of

available information is overwhelming, such that users are not able to effectively identify

their desired information. For example, there are millions of movies, which cover a wide

variety of genres, such as action and comedy, for users to watch on the Netflix website.

Another example is Amazon Kindle Store, where there are millions of books with various

genres such as fantasy, romance, and horror for users to read. Given the sheer number

of available items online, it is difficult for users to discover the items that can meet users’

information needs at a certain moment.

Recommendation systems serve as primary means to alleviate the problem of infor-

mation overload by automatically finding the items that users may enjoy. Recommenda-

tion systems are closely related to search systems: many search techniques can be applied

to advance recommendation techniques and vice versa. However, recommendation sys-

tems cannot be replaced by search systems because users interact with recommendation

systems in a different way than search systems. Specifically, a user in a search system has

a clear idea of what he or she needs: the user formulates information needs as a query

and enters the query into the search system. After receiving the query, the search system

will retrieve items that are good matches to the query and usually present a rank list of

1
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the items to the user. On the other hand, a user in a recommendation system does not

need to explicitly formulate a query and enter the query into the recommendation sys-

tem. The recommendation system will try to infer the user’s preferences over items and

present the items that the user may enjoy according to his or her preferences.

Recommendation systems have a wide range of real-world applications, which are

used by billions of users to satisfy their information needs in everyday life. One real-

world application of recommendation systems is the Netflix recommendation system:

it recommends movies to a user in the hope that the user will like watching the rec-

ommended movies. Another real-world application of recommendation systems is the

YouTube recommendation engine: it helps to select videos that users want to watch from

a huge number of available videos online. Recommendation systems play an important

role in today’s era of information overload largely because of the following two reasons.

First, recommendation systems assist users in finding items that are of interest or value

such that users do not need to waste their time in wandering through a huge number

of available items. Second, recommendation systems promote sales by providing users

with what they would like consume and hence create billions of dollars of revenue for

online business every year.

In this thesis, we propose novel techniques to improve recommendation systems from

three important aspects, namely accuracy, diversity, and unbiasedness. Each of the three

aspects comes with its own unique challenges and hence it requires completely different

techniques to address these challenges. On the other hand, the three aspects are closely

connected: (1) The connection between accuracy and diversity is that both aim to gen-

erate a rank list of items for users, which is usually evaluated by ranking metrics; (2)

The connection between accuracy and unbiasedness is that the goal of improving unbi-

asedness is to improve the accuracy of recommender systems on unbiased data; (3) The

connection between diversity and unbiasedness is that both employ the same underlying

models to estimate the relevance between a user and an item. We focus on algorithms,

metrics, and theories that can provide accurate, diverse, and unbiased recommendation

results to satisfy users’ information needs. We make significant contributions to advance

development of research in recommendation systems, which will be summarized in the
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following sections. Section 1.1 deals with the accuracy of recommendation, where we

propose learning with privileged provisions via adversarial distillation. Section 1.2 deals

with the diversity of recommendation, where we propose a joint optimization approach

to diversify recommendation results. Section 1.3.1 deals with the unbiasedness of rec-

ommendation, where we propose doubly robust joint learning to handle missing not at

random data. Intuitively, unbiased recommendation systems mean that they can gener-

alize well to testing data whose distribution is different from that of training data. For

example, compared to testing data, training data often has a much larger fraction of high

ratings and has a much smaller fraction of low ratings. Section 1.3.2 also deals with the

unbiasedness of recommendation, where we propose learning to debias training of rec-

ommendation models on biased datasets.

1.1 Recommendation Accuracy

Knowledge distillation aims to train a student (model) for accurate inference in a resource-

constrained environment. Traditionally, the student is trained by a high-capacity teacher

(model) whose training is resource-intensive. The student trained this way is suboptimal

because it is difficult to learn the real data distribution from the teacher. To address this

issue, we propose to train the student against a discriminator in a minimax game. Such

a minimax game has an issue that it can take an excessively long time for the training

to converge. To address this issue, we propose adversarial distillation consisting of a

student, a teacher, and a discriminator. The discriminator is now a multi-class classifier

that distinguishes among the real data, the student, and the teacher. The student and

the teacher aim to fool the discriminator via adversarial losses, while they learn from

each other via distillation losses. By optimizing the adversarial and the distillation losses

simultaneously, the student and the teacher can learn the real data distribution. To accel-

erate the training, we propose to obtain low-variance gradient updates from the discrim-

inator using a Gumbel-Softmax trick. We conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate

the superiority of the proposed adversarial distillation under both accuracy and training

speed.
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Our main contributions are listed as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on leveraging generative adver-

sarial network to tackle the issue in applying knowledge distillation to address the

problem of learning with privileged provisions.

• We propose a novel framework for training called ADIB: it innovatively takes ad-

vantage of privileged provisions to train a student that is suitable to perform accu-

rate inference in a resource-constrained environment.

• We propose another framework for training called ADIM. It effectively overcomes

a limitation of ADIB: the binary-class discriminator adopted by ADIB does not have

desired theoretical guarantees to achieve equilibrium.

• We propose a new Gumbel-Softmax trick to perform ADIB training. This results in

gradient updates with low variance during training and decreases the number of

training epochs needed to reach a good convergence accuracy.

• We further apply the proposed Gumbel-Softmax trick to accelerate the training of

ADIM. Specifically, we demonstrate how to obtain low-variance gradients for up-

dating the parameters of ADIM.

• We provide rigorous proofs to show that different distillation losses can all be ap-

proximated by the adversarial losses defined by ADIM. This suggests that the ad-

versarial losses of ADIM are quite general in performing knowledge distillation

between a teacher and a student.

• We conduct extensive experiments in two applications, image tag recommendation

and deep model compression. The experimental results confirm the superiority of

the proposed ADIB and ADIM over state-of-the-art methods. We empirically study

the effects of using the proposed Gumbel-Softmax trick, the benefits of allowing the

teacher to learn from the student, and the variance of gradients from the adversarial

and the distillation losses.
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1.2 Recommendation Diversity

In recommendation systems, items of interest are often classified into categories such as

genres of movies. Existing research has shown that diversified recommendations can

improve real user experience. However, most existing methods do not consider the fact

that users’ levels of interest (i.e., user preferences) in different categories usually vary,

and such user preferences are not reflected in the diversified recommendations. We pro-

pose an algorithm that considers user preferences for different categories when recom-

mending diversified results, and refer to this problem as personalized recommendation

diversification. In the proposed algorithm, a model that captures user preferences for dif-

ferent categories is optimized jointly toward both relevance and diversity. To provide the

proposed algorithm with informative training labels and effectively evaluate recommen-

dation diversity, we also propose a new personalized diversity measure. The proposed

measure overcomes limitations of existing measures in evaluating recommendation di-

versity: existing measures either cannot effectively handle user preferences for different

categories, or cannot evaluate both relevance and diversity at the same time. Experi-

ments using two real-world datasets confirm the superiority of the proposed algorithm,

and show the effectiveness of the proposed measure in capturing user preferences.

For the problem of personalized recommendation diversification, we make the fol-

lowing contributions:

• We propose a diversification algorithm that can effectively recommend a personal-

ized rank list of diverse items for a user. The key idea of the proposed algorithm is

to jointly optimize both relevance and diversity of the recommended items.

• We propose a novel measure to evaluate how well a rank list of recommended items

satisfies users’ preferences in diversity. We theoretically analyze advantages of the

proposed measure over existing measures in capturing users’ preferences.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on two real-world datasets from movie

and music recommendation systems, respectively. The experimental results show

that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms several state-of-the-art al-

gorithms. The experimental results also show that the proposed measure better
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capture users’ preferences than existing measures do.

• We propose four weighting schemes to determine weights for the nodes in an in-

tent hierarchy. We explore the effects of various types of intent hierarchies on the

discriminative power and intuitiveness of hierarchical measures. The intent hier-

archies can use one of the four weighting schemes and the leaf nodes in the intent

hierarchies can have the same depth or not.

• We systematically compare a wide range of diversity measures on NTCIR-11 IMine

test collection. The experimental results on NTCIR-11 IMine test collection are con-

sistent with those on TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collections 1 in our

previous work [161]. Our main experimental results include: (i) In general, hier-

archical measures outperform existing measures in terms of both discriminative

power and intuitiveness; (ii) It is preferred for hierarchical measures to leverage

the intent hierarchies whose leaf nodes have the exact same depth; (iii) Hierarchical

measures and existing measures are less correlated on the queries whose intent hi-

erarchy are multilayer; (iv) Compared to existing measures, hierarchical measures

have larger improvements in discriminative power when the intent hierarchy are

multilayer; (v) When computing hierarchical measures, using the whole intent hi-

erarchies is preferred over only using the leaf nodes in terms of intuitiveness; (vi)

Layer-Aware measures are the least intuitive among hierarchical measures because

layer-aware measures favor search results that are highly relevant to popular nodes

in intent hierarchies.

• We observe that it is important to use hierarchical diversity measures to evaluate

performance gains brought by hierarchical diversification algorithms. The perfor-

mance gains of hierarchical diversification algorithms re-ranking search results to

cover hierarchical intents as much as possible may not be correctly evaluated by

existing measures that depend on a flat list of intents. When using hierarchical

measures rather than existing measures to evaluate the diversity of search results,

hierarchical diversification algorithms have larger performance gains over previous

1https://trec.nist.gov/

https://trec.nist.gov/
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diversification algorithms.

1.3 Recommendation Unbiasedness

1.3.1 Doubly Robust Joint Learning

In recommender systems, usually the ratings of a user to most items are missing and

a critical problem is that the missing ratings are often missing not at random (MNAR)

in reality. It is widely acknowledged that MNAR ratings make it difficult to accurately

predict the ratings and unbiasedly estimate the performance of rating prediction. Re-

cent approaches use imputed errors to recover the prediction errors for missing ratings,

or weight observed ratings with the propensities of being observed. These approaches

can still be severely biased in performance estimation or suffer from the variance of the

propensities. To overcome these limitations, we first propose an estimator that integrates

the imputed errors and propensities in a doubly robust way to obtain unbiased perfor-

mance estimation and alleviate the effect of the propensity variance. To achieve good

performance guarantees, based on this estimator, we propose joint learning of rating pre-

diction and error imputation, which outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches on four

real-world datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose a doubly robust estimator that can unbiasedly evaluate the recommen-

dation inaccuracy on biased datasets. We derive the bias and tail bound of the

estimator when imputed errors and estimated propensities are not accurate.

• Using the doubly robust estimator, we propose a joint learning approach that per-

forms rating prediction and error imputation at the same time. We prove that the

proposed approach has rigorous performance guarantees by deriving a generaliza-

tion bound for optimizing the estimator.

• We experiment with four real-world datasets and five synthetic datasets to validate

the effectiveness of the proposed approach and proposed estimator. The experi-

mental results show that the proposed approach achieves up to a 12% drop in the
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prediction inaccuracy compared with the state-of-the-art. The experimental results

also show that the proposed estimator has a smaller bias than existing estimators

in measuring the recommendation inaccuracy.

1.3.2 Learning to Debias Training

Recommendation datasets are prone to selection biases due to self-selection behavior of

users and item selection process of systems. This makes explicitly handling selection

biases an essential problem in training recommender systems. Most previous studies

assume that no unbiased data is available for training. We relax this assumption and as-

sume that a small subset of training data is unbiased. Under our assumption, we propose

a novel objective that utilizes the unbiased data to adaptively assign propensity weights

to biased training ratings. This objective, combined with unbiased performance estima-

tors, alleviates the effects of selection biases on the training of recommender systems.

To optimize the objective, we propose an efficient algorithm that minimizes a variance

of propensity estimates for better generalized recommender systems. Extensive experi-

ments on two real-world datasets confirm the advantages of our approach in improving

the performance of rating prediction and reducing the variance of propensity estimation.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose using a new bi-level learning approach to naturally formulate the prob-

lem of debiasing for recommendation. It is an end-to-end approach that takes ad-

vantages of a small set of unbiased data to train all models towards the final goal

of the debiasing problem. The approach adopts a multilayer perceptron to accu-

rately estimate the propensities by automatically utilizing all available features of

observed ratings.

• We propose a novel algorithm with variance regularization to jointly learn both a

propensity model and a rating model. The proposed algorithm introduces a vari-

ance regularization term to effectively control the variance of estimated propensi-

ties during parameter training. It efficiently computes gradients for updating pa-

rameters by applying back-propagation on a function that simulates a single pa-
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rameter update of the rating model.

• We validate the effectiveness of the proposed learning approach and training algo-

rithm by extensive experiments on four real-world datasets. The experimental re-

sults show that our approach significantly outperforms start-of-the-art approaches

for debiasing (up to a 7.9 drop in recommendation error) The experimental results

also show that our approach achieves much smaller variance of propensity estima-

tion than existing approaches by orders of magnitude.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review related work on

search result diversity evaluation, recommendation diversification, learning with privi-

leged provisions, and debiasing for recommendation. In Chapter 3, we study the prob-

lem of learning with privileged provisions and propose two training frameworks that

effectively use privileged provisions for accurate inference. In Chapter 4, we study the

problem of recommendation diversification and propose both an algorithm and a mea-

sure to recommend personalized rank lists of diverse items. In Chapter 5, we study the

problem of debiasing for recommendation and propose a doubly robust joint learning

approach to accurately predict ratings given biased datasets for training. In Chapter 6,

we further study the problem of debiasing for recommendation and propose a novel bi-

level learning approach to train accurate recommendation models from biased datasets.

In Chapter 7, we summarize our contributions and conclude the thesis.

1.5 Publications of the Thesis

Parts of the thesis are published or submitted to the following conferences and journals

in the field of information retrieval and machine learning:

• Part of the content in Chapter 4 has been published in the IEEE Transactions on

Knowledge and Data Engineering (TKDE 2017): Search Result Diversity Evaluation
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based on Intent Hierarchies. Xiaojie Wang, Ji-Rong Wen, Zhicheng Dou, Tetsuya

Sakai, Rui Zhang.

• Part of the content in Chapter 4 has been published in the 22nd Pacific-Asia Con-

ference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD 2018): Joint Optimiza-

tion Approach for Personalized Recommendation Diversification. Xiaojie Wang,

Jianzhong Qi, Ramamohanarao Kotagiri, Yu Sun, Bo Li, Rui Zhang.

• Part of the content in Chapter 3 has been published the 32nd Conference on Neu-

ral Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2018): KDGAN: Knowledge Distil-

lation with Generative Adversarial Networks. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun,

Jianzhong Qi.

• Part of the content in Chapter 3 has been published the IEEE Transactions on Pat-

tern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (TPAMI 2019): Adversarial Distillation for

Learning with Privileged Provisions. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun, Jianzhong

Qi.

• Part of the content in Chapter 5 has been published in the 36th International Con-

ference on Machine Learning (ICML 2019): Doubly Robust Joint Learning for Rec-

ommendation on Data Missing Not at Random. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun,

Jianzhong Qi.

• Part of the content in Chapter 6 will be submitted to the 14th ACM International

Web Search and Data Mining Conference (WSDM 2021): LTD: Learning to Debias

Training of Recommendation Models. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun, Jianzhong

Qi.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

THIS chapter reviews existing studies on recommendation systems from three im-

portant aspects, i.e., accuracy, diversity, and unbiasedness. First, we provide an

overview of existing literature in two well-established recommendation tasks, rating pre-

diction and item ranking, in Section 2.1. Then, we survey related studies on recommenda-

tion accuracy in Section 2.2, where we aim to recommend relevant tags for user generated

contents such as images uploaded to image hosting websites. Then, we survey related

studies on recommendation diversity in Section 2.3, where we aim to provide a person-

alized rank list of items that satisfy individual user’s preferences in diversity. Last, we

survey related studies on recommendation unbiasedness in Section 2.4, where we aim to

accurately predict the rating that a user will assign to an item and present highly rated

items to users.

2.1 Overview

Existing studies on recommendation mainly focus on two tasks: rating prediction and

item ranking [142]. The rating prediction task aims to predict the rating that a user may

give to an unseen item, whereas the item ranking task aims to provide a user with an

item list that maximizes a ranking metric [140]. Both of the two tasks are of great im-

portance and have been extensively studied by academics and industry over the last

few years [90]. In the two tasks, recommendation models are typically a certain archi-

tecture that computes a real value for a given user-item pair [84]. In general, there are

two classes of recommendation models, traditional recommendation models and deep

11
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learned recommendation models, depending on whether deep learning is applied. Tra-

ditional recommendation models can be further categorized into two classes of models,

which we refer to as non-factorization models and factorization models, respectively. The

most representative type of non-factorization models is perhaps linear recommendation

models such as a logistic regression model which is proposed by McMahan et al. [98].

Linear recommendation models are extensively adopted in the real world because they

are relatively easy to build, deploy, and maintain given large-scale datasets. However, a

limitation of linear recommendation models is that these models lack an ability to auto-

matically learn feature interactions from recommendation datasets. Feature interactions

are important to building recommendation models because input features in recommen-

dation datasets are usually high-dimensional and very sparse. To be able to automatically

learn feature interactions, factorization models use latent vectors with a low dimension

to embed all of user and item features. The most popular type of factorization models in

literature is probably matrix factorization (MF), which takes identity of users and items as

input features [75]. Rendle et al. generalize MF to factorization machines (FM), which can

leverage side information of users and items in addition to user and item identity [114].

Deep learning techniques have achieved state-of-the-art performance in many fields

such as natural language processing, computer vision, and speech recognition. As a re-

sult, there has been an increasing number of researchers that work on designing deep

learning techniques to improve over traditional recommendation models [57, 135]. An

early pioneer study by Salakhutdinov et al. proposes a class of two-layer graphical mod-

els, called restricted boltzmann machines (RBMs), to model users’ ratings to items [124].

This study defines a RBM as a two-layer neural network consisting of a visible layer

and a hidden layer. An advantage of using RBMs is that multiple RBMs can be easily

stacked to construct a deep neural network. Moreover, the study approximates gradients

of a different loss, called contrastive divergence, and uses the approximated gradients

to perform efficient training for RBMs. Since this pioneer study, a popular type of deep

learning models for recommendation is called autoencoders, unsupervised models try-

ing to reconstruct input data on their output layers [80, 133]. For example, Sedhain et

al. propose AutoRec which is a novel autoencoder model for collaborative filtering and
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has several representational and computational advantages [133]. A variant of AutoRec is

called user-based AutoRec, whose key idea is to learn hidden layers that can take a user’s

historical ratings as input data to reconstruct all of his or her ratings. Symmetrically, an-

other variant of AutoRec is item-based AutoRec, which aims to leverage the historical

ratings received by an item to reconstruct all of the ratings to this item. Recently, He and

Chua propose a neural factorization machine (NFM) for recommendation, which can ef-

fectively use extremely sparse features to perform predictions [56]. NFM innovatively

integrates linearity of FM with non-linearity of deep neural networks to capture second-

order and higher-order feature interactions, respectively. Theoretically, NFM has a more

powerful expressiveness than FM because FM can be considered as a special case of NFM

without any hidden layers. A more recent study proposes an extreme deep factorization

machine (xDeepFM), which consists of a novel compressed interaction network (CIN)

and a classical deep neural network (DNN) [84]. The two networks complement each

other: DNN implicitly generates feature interactions at a bit-wise level while CIN explic-

itly generates feature interactions at a vector-wise level. This way, xDeepFM effectively

learns various feature interactions, which can be either explicit or implicit and either low-

order or high-order, without need of manual feature engineering.

2.2 Recommendation Accuracy

Knowledge distillation (KD) and generative adversarial network (GAN) are two main

types of training frameworks for learning with privileged provisions. The key idea of

KD and GAN is to train a teacher model that can take advantage of privileged provi-

sions at training but is not suitable for inference. By using a certain type of training, KD

and GAN transfer knowledge in the teacher model into a student model that is suitable

to perform inference. We extensively review existing literature on KD and GAN in Sec-

tion 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2, respectively. A representative problem of learning with priv-

ileged provisions in recommendation is image tag recommendation, which is reviewed

in Section 2.2.3.
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2.2.1 Knowledge Distillation

The goal of KD is to train a lightweight student that satisfies the requirements of low

memory use and fast running time at inference [15]. Early studies on KD adopt two-

phase training, where training a high-capacity teacher is followed by training a student

to match soft targets or feature representations produced by the teacher. For example, Ba

and Caruana [9] empirically show that a shallow neural network (i.e., a student model)

can mimic the function learned by a deep neural network (i.e., a teacher model). To

mimic the deep neural network, they propose to minimize a L2 loss between the logits

(i.e., log probabilities) from the shallow and deep neural networks. This way, the re-

sulting shallow neural network is able to reach a high accuracy that previously can only

be achieved using a deep neural network. Hinton et al. [60] generalize this work and

propose a more general type of training, which is referred to as “distillation”. The main

idea of distillation is to obtain suitably soft targets from a teacher model by increasing a

temperature for final softmax probabilities. Next, distillation adopts the same high tem-

perature when training a student model to produce these soft targets via a cross-entropy

measure. In the limit of high temperature, distillation is equivalent to matching the logits

between the student and the teacher models via a L2 loss. Sau and Balasubramanian [129]

further introduce logit perturbation into soft targets to simulate learning from multiple

teacher models. They perturb logits from a teacher model, which is equivalent to adding

a regularization term into a loss function for training a student model. By acting as a

noise-based regularizer, the noisy teacher model thus helps the student model to achieve

an accuracy that is close to the teacher model. Besides soft targets, Romero et al. [117]

also use feature representations in the middle layers of a teacher model to train a student

model. Using intermediate representations of the teacher model for training allows train-

ing of a student model that is deeper but thinner than the teacher model. Moreover, they

introduce extra parameters to construct a mapping from the student model’s intermedi-

ate layers to the teacher model’s intermediate layers. To simplify the complex procedure

of previous two-phase training, one-phase training has received increasing attention in

recent studies on KD. For example, Lan et al. [184] propose an on-the-fly native ensem-

ble (ONE) algorithm to perform online distillation in a single phase. Specifically, ONE
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introduces auxiliary branches into a given student model and builds a powerful teacher

model by ensembling all of the branches on-the-fly. Then, ONE simultaneously trains

each of the auxiliary branches by optimizing a cross-entropy loss for ground-truth labels

and a distillation loss for the teacher model. In contrast, Zhang et al. [178] argue that a

powerful teacher model is not necessary and propose deep mutual learning (DML) for

training student models. Unlike previous studies that transfer knowledge from a pre-

defined teacher model into a student model, DML collaboratively trains an ensemble of

student models. These student models teach each other during the training process: a

student model tries to mimic soft targets from other student model via Kullback-Leibler

divergence.

Different from previous studies on classification problems, Chen et al. [22] apply KD

and hint learning to address a problem called object detection. However, it is challenging

to apply KD to object detection largely because object detection is a complex combination

of both classification and regression problems. To address this challenge, they propose

several novel techniques such as a new cross-entropy loss to handle class imbalance and a

teacher bounded loss to conduct regression. There also exists a study that leverages KD to

transfer knowledge between different image modalities such as depth images, infra-red

images, and aerial images [53]. This study treat representations learned from a modal-

ity with large labeled data as training signals for learning representations for a modality

with limited labeled data. This can extract rich representations for a modality with large

unlabeled data, which can be widely used before performing training on a new modality

with limited labeled data. In addition, Tang and Wang propose a novel KD approach,

named ranking distillation (RD), to train both efficient and effective models for ranking

problems [149]. The key idea of RD is to treat top documents provided by a powerful

teacher ranking model as additional training signals to train a lightweight student rank-

ing model. The student model is efficient for inferences due to its small model size and

is also effective by taking advantage of the extra training signals from the teacher model.

Lopez-Paz et al. reveal that KD is closely related to learning using privileged information

(LUPI) and unify KD with LUPI into generalized distillation [92]. In generalization dis-

tillation, a teacher model can either take privileged information as input or have a higher
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learning capacity compared to a student model. A key difference between existing stud-

ies on KD and ours is that we introduce a discriminator to guarantee that the student can

learn the real data distribution in theory.

2.2.2 Generative Adversarial Network

Previous studies mostly formulate GAN as a two-player framework with a generator and

a discriminator. Initially, GAN is proposed by Goodfellow et al. to generate continuous

data by training a generator and a discriminator adversarially in a minimax game [51].

In this fundamental study, the generator aims to model the real data distribution and the

discriminator decides whether a sample comes from the generator or the real data distri-

bution. By playing a minimax game with the discriminator, the generator has theoretical

guarantees to perfectly capture the real data distribution at a unique solution to the mini-

max game. Since discrete data makes it difficult to obtain gradients from a discriminator,

GAN has only recently been introduced to generate discrete data [179]. For example,

Yu et al. propose sequence GAN (SeqGAN) with the goal of obtaining a generator that

can generate a sequence of discrete tokens such as texts [171]. Towards this goal, Seq-

GAN considers the process of generating a sequence of discrete tokens as a sequential

decision making process in reinforcement learning. The generated sequences are eval-

uated by a discriminator and the evaluation results are passed back to train parameters

of the generator using Monte Carlo search. Another example is GAN for information

retrieval (IRGAN) which aims to generate relevant documents from a candidate pool of

documents given a query [158]. In IRGAN, a discriminator uses both labelled and unla-

belled data to provide training signals for a generator towards fitting the real distribution

over documents. On the other hand, the generator aims to fool the discriminator by, for a

given query, generating documents that are difficult for the discriminator to distinguish.

Recently, several multi-player frameworks have been proposed to enhance the learning

capacity of the two-player frameworks [49]. For example, Pu et al. propose JointGAN

which uses multiple generators and a discriminator to learn a joint distribution of mul-

tiple random variables [107]. To learn the joint distribution, they simultaneously model

marginal distribution for each individual domain and condition distributions between
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two different domains. An advantage of JointGAN is that it allows generating samples

from the marginal distributions, the conditional distributions, and the full joint distribu-

tion. Our framework also has multiple players including two generators and a discrimi-

nator, but differs from existing work in the following two aspects [27]: (1) The generators

in our framework learn a conditional distribution over labels given features and hence

can learn from each other to improve their accuracy through KD. (2) We propose a new

Gumbel-Softmax trick to generate fake labels from both generators, which results in low-

variance gradient updates and also speeds up the training.

There is also a rich body of studies on improving the training of GAN, which can

lead to improved accuracy in semi-supervised learning and improved image genera-

tion [7, 125]. Although there is a unique equilibrium in GAN, extensive empirical and

theoretical results show that training of GAN is notoriously unstable [7, 125]. The insta-

bility of GAN training is primarily caused by the following three factors: (1) It is difficult

for GAN to converge to the global equilibrium in practice because it is mostly impossible

to directly learn the underlying probability density function. Instead, neural networks

are usually employed to implement generators and discriminator, and what we learn in

practice is some parameter values for the neural networks. (2) As the discriminator be-

comes better at determining which instances are real or fake during training, gradients

for updating the generator may be vanishing or exploding. For example, the optimal

discriminator produces zero gradients for the generator given almost every instance and

hence the generator does not receive any training signals. (3) A common phenomenon in

GAN training is called mode collapse, where the generator may produce the exact same

output for completely different inputs [66]. A popular class of approaches to improving

the stability of GAN training focuses on architectures of generators and discriminators

while using the original value function [14]. For example, Salimans et al. propose a

wide range of architectural innovations and training techniques to improve convergence

of the training process in GAN [125]. A primary technique is named feature matching,

which introduces a training loss to effectively prevent a generator from over-training

on a certain discriminator. Another key technique is called mini-batch discrimination,

whose main idea is to allow a discriminator to examine multiple training examples at
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the same time. Another example is that Radford et al. propose deep convolution GAN

(DCGAN) and show that images generated by DCGAN have a higher quality than those

from previous GANs [109]. To stabilize the training procedure, DCGAN introduces a

number of architectural constraints on neural network layers underlying both a gen-

erator and a discriminator. An example constraint is, instead of using pooling layers,

using strided convolutions to build the discriminator and using fractional-strided con-

volutions to build the generator. Further improvements in architectures of generators

and discriminators are introduced by Zhang et al., where self-attention GAN (SAGAN)

is proposed [175]. The key idea of SAGAN is adding a novel self-attention module into

both the generator and the discriminator to capture long-range dependencies insides rep-

resentations of images. These studies focus on generating continuous data and avoiding

the problem of mode collapse, whereas we aim at generating discrete data and reduc-

ing the number of training epochs. To increase the stability of GAN training, another

class of approaches focuses on designing alternative value functions to train a generator

and a discriminator. For example, Nowozin et al. show that the Kullback-Leibler diver-

gence and Jensen-Shannon divergence in the original GAN [51] are two special cases of

f -divergence family [103]. The f -divergence between two distributions ppxq and qpxq can

be written as

D f pp } qq “
ż

qpxq f p
ppxq
qpxq

qdx, (2.1)

where f p¨q is called a generator function, which is a convex and lower-semicontinuous

function satisfying a condition f p1q “ 0. One example of generator functions is f pzq “

z logpzq, given which the f -divergence will reduce to the Kullback-Leibler divergence.

Another example generator function is

f pzq “ ´pz` 1q logp
z` 1

2
q ` z logpzq, (2.2)

given which the f -divergence will reduce to the Jensen-Shannon divergence. Empirically,

Nowozin et al. demonstrate which member of the f -divergence family is most suitable

for training a generator that can produce high-quality image samples.

We explore the idea of retaining advantages and avoiding disadvantages of KD and
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GAN in a single framework. Similar ideas have been explored in recent studies. For

example, Xu et al. introduce a discriminator to distinguish logits produced by the stu-

dent and the teacher [168], whereas Chen et al. introduce a discriminator to distinguish

shared embeddings in the student and the teacher [25]. Our work differs from these

studies mainly in that we introduce a discriminator to distinguish among the real data,

the student, and the teacher. This way, the optimal student and the optimal teacher are

guaranteed to fit the real data distribution perfectly.

2.2.3 Image Tag Recommendation

when a user is generating some content online, it aims to recommend appropriate tags for

the user to label the content. Nowadays, user generated contents such as tweets posted

on Twitter and images uploaded on Instagram are widely used to disseminate informa-

tion due to prevalence of internet and advances in technologies. Tagging, a process where

users can assign freely chosen keywords to contents, has emerged as one of the best ways

of describing, summarizing, and organizing user generated contents. We try to facilitate

the tagging process by intelligently recommending appropriate tags, such that users can

easily select from the recommended tags or come up with new tags.

The problem is important because tag recommendation improves the quality of tags

and high-quality tags are essential in making the most of user generated contents. On

one hand, when a user assigns appropriate tags to contents, it will be easy for the user

to deliver the contents to target audience; On the other hand, if all contents are labeled

with proper tags, uses can find contents that are of interest or value with little effort.

Moreover, this problem is important because it is usually difficult and may take a long

time for users to come up with appropriate tags. There is no widely adopted standards

for tag usage and different users may use very different tags to describe similar contents.

Hence, it is difficult for a user to think about and make use of the tags that are widely

recognized and commonly used by other users in tagging. This creates an urgent need for

tag recommendation to assist users in tagging process and standardize tag usage across

different users.

A wide range of approaches have been proposed to recommend a list of tags to a user
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when the user uploads an image to an image-hosting website [83]. These approaches

usually rely on a relevance function f px, t|uq that computes the relevance between an

image x and a tag t for a user u. The relevance function can leverage various types

of input features such as textual content about images, visual content of images, user

information, etc. For example, Zhu et al. define the relevance function by averaging a

similarity measure between a tag t and other tags tt1, t2, ..., tnu that are assigned to an

image x [182]

f px, t|uq “
1
n

n
ÿ

i“1

mpt, tiq. (2.3)

Here, the similarity measure mpt, tiq aims to quantify a semantic similarity between the

two tags t and ti for the image x. The similarity measure is usually defined as a com-

bination of a context similarity from Flickr and the Wu-Palmer similarity by WordNet.

In contrast, Makadia et al. first retrieve k-nearest neighbors of an image x from a set of

images according to a certain distance measure between two images [95]. Then, they

compute the relevance function by counting how many times a tag t is associated with

the k-nearest neighbors of the image x

f px, t|uq “ nt, (2.4)

where nt is the number of images that are associated with the tag t and are within the

neighborhood of the image x. An advantage of this relevance function is that it does

not have any trainable parameters and does not require training. However, it needs to

identify k-nearest neighbors from a set of image at inference stage, which may be time-

consuming. Similarly, Li et al. predict the relevance between an image x and a tag t

based on the frequency that the tag t appears in the neighborhood of the image x [82].

To make the neighborhood objective across different users, they introduce a unique-user

constraint into the process of selecting the k-nearest neighbors. Furthermore, they com-

pute the frequency that the tag t appears in the whole set of images X and use this

frequency to penalize highly frequent tags. Specifically, Li et al. define the relevance

function as

f px, t|uq “ nt ´ k
mt

|X | , (2.5)
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where mt is the number of the images that are associated with the tag t. A common choice

for the number of nearest neighbors is k “ 1, 000, which usually yields a reasonable accu-

racy of image tag recommendation in practice. Guillaumin et al. further extend the idea

of using k-nearest neighbors to define the relevance function by employing distance met-

ric learning [52]. They compute a probability for using an image in the neighborhood of

the image x and assign non-negative weights to the neighbors based on the probabilities

f px, t|uq “
k
ÿ

i“1

wiIpxi, tq, (2.6)

where the non-negative weight wi denotes how important is the i-th neighbor xi in rec-

ommending tags for the image x. Ipxi, tq “ 1 if the i-th neighbor xi is associated with the

tag t, and Ipxi, tq “ 0 otherwise. Different from previous work, Guillaumin et al. sup-

press highly frequent tags by learning a logistic regression model for each tag based on

the relevance function. Recently, Chen et al. leverage textual features of tags to enrich

visual features of images by training a two-class classifier for each of the most frequent

tags [24]. For a tag t, the two-class classifier treats the images with the tag t as positive

images and randomly samples from all the other images to gather negative images. To

train effective two-class classifiers that can boost accuracy of image tag recommendation,

each tag should have a sufficient number of associated images (e.g., 100 images). By con-

catenating textual features of tags and visual features of images, they obtain enriched

features z for a pair of an image x and a tag t. For a tag t at inference, they compute

the relevance function training a support vector machine (SVM) based on the enriched

features, i.e.,

f px, t|uq “ zᵀz̄` b. (2.7)

Here, z̄ is a weighted sum of all support vectors and b is an intercept. On the contrary,

Li and Snoek propose several novel techniques to select positive images and negative

images that are expected to be more correlated with the tag t [81]. In particular, they

propose a late fusion technique to identify positive images by innovatively combining

two existing approaches to image tag recommendation, [82] and [181]. To obtain negative

images, they propose a negative sampling technique that iteratively determines the most
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suitable negative image based on classification accuracy. Suppose the negative sampling

technique results in n two-class classifier, they define the relevance function as

f px, t|uq “
1
n

n
ÿ

i“1

˜

mi
ÿ

j“1

wi,j ¨ yi,j ¨ kpz, zi,jq ` bi

¸

. (2.8)

Here, mi denotes the total number of support vectors in the i-th two-class classifier, wi,j

denotes a non-negative weight for the support vector zi,j, yi,j denotes a class (i.e., either

positive or negative), kp¨, ¨q denotes a certain kernel function, and bi denotes an intercept

for the i-th two-class classifier.

2.2.4 Datasets

One type of datasets to study the problem of learning with privileged provisions is image

classification datasets. The most representative image classification dataset is the MNIST

dataset [78]. The MNIST dataset has 60,000 grayscale images (50,000 for training and

10,000 for testing) with 10 different label classes. A more complex image classification

dataset is called the CIFAR-10 dataset [76]. The CIFAR dataset has 60,000 colored images

(50,000 for training and 10,000 for testing) with 10 different label classes. A recent large-

scale image classification dataset is the IMAGENET dataset [38]. The IMAGENET dataset

has approximately 3,200,000 annotated images which are categorized by a semantic hi-

erarchy from WordNet [100]. Another type of datasets where privileged provisions are

available at training is image tag recommendation datasets. A widely used dataset for

image tag recommendation is the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million (YFCC)

dataset [151]. A fraction of images in the YFCC dataset is associated with additional tex-

tual information such as titles and descriptions.

2.3 Recommendation Diversity

Before receiving attentions in recommendation systems (RS), the problem of diversifica-

tion is studied in information retrieval (IR) [2,18,31,36,123,167]. One difference between

IR work and our work is that there is ground-truth for test item genres in our work (e.g.,
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ML-100K provides the genre information of movies), but there is no such ground-truth

for test document intents (analogous to item genres) in IR work. We explicitly incorpo-

rate such genre information into the diverse ranking model, which makes even the naive

method effective. Another difference is that the embedding is trainable in our work, but

the embedding is not trainable in IR work (it is pre-computed and fixed as relevance

features) [167].

Existing studies investigate the problem of diversification mainly from two inter-

connected aspects, namely diversification algorithms and diversity measures. On other

hand, diversification algorithms are used to deliver diverse results to users; On the other

hand, diversity measures evaluate how well diversification algorithms perform. First, we

review existing studies on developing diversification algorithms for search and recom-

mendation systems in Section 2.3.1. Then, we survey previous studies on designing di-

versity measures that evaluate search and recommendation results in Section 2.3.2. Last,

we review a wide variety of statistical inference techniques that can be used to evaluate

diversity measures in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Diversification Algorithms

Diversification algorithms can be categorized into heuristic-based and learning-based al-

gorithms. Heuristic-based algorithms use a certain pre-defined heuristic rule to re-rank

the candidate items [18,36,186], whereas learning-based algorithms aim to automatically

learn a diverse ranking model from a training set [71, 166, 167, 185].

The earliest heuristic-based algorithm is probably maximal marginal relevance (MRR),

which is proposed by Carbonell and Goldstein [18]. To determine what item should be

appended to the end of a rank list of selected items, MRR computes relevance and nov-

elty of a candidate item independently in re-ranking. Using a linear combination of the

relevance and novelty, MRR attempts to reduce redundant item categories in the item list

while remaining relevant items within top ranks. A shortcoming of MRR is that it im-

plicitly considers item categories to promote the diversity of an item rank list, which may

lead to sub-optimal recommendation results. To address this shortcoming, Dang and

Croft propose PM-2 to explicitly take item categories into consideration when re-ranking
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candidate items [36]. Specifically, PM-2 iteratively applies two consecutive processes to

determine the best item for each position in a rank list of recommended items. At each po-

sition, the first process decides on the item category that best maintains a desired overall

proportionality over different item categories; then, the second process of PM-2 deter-

mines which candidate item best satisfies this item category for this position in an item

rank list. Both MRR and PM-2 are originally proposed for search systems, and there is an

increasing interest in designing diversification algorithms for recommendation systems.

For example, Ziegler et al. introduce a novel intra-list similarity measure to measure the

diversity of recommendation results in terms of item categories [186]. Based on the intra-

list similarity measure, they propose to select the next item by linearly combining the

relevance and the dissimilarity to the selected items.

Unlike heuristic-based algorithms, learning-based algorithms apply machine learn-

ing techniques to improve the diversity of search and recommendation results [26]. The

most representative learning-based algorithm is possibly relational learning-to-rank (R-

LTR), which is proposed by Zhu et al. in 2014 [185]. In particular, R-LTR iteratively

computes a relevance score and a diversity score between a candidate item and previ-

ously selected items in a rank list. The two scores are combined to define a rank function,

which is then used to generate a rank list of diverse items in a sequential selection pro-

cess. Building on the rank function defined by R-LTR, Xia et al. [166] proposes a novel

algorithm, perceptron algorithm using measures as margins (PAMM). An advantage of

PAMM is that it directly optimizes a certain diversity measure and uses training sig-

nals from the diversity measure to learn a rank function. For each query on a training

dataset, PAMM first generates both positive rank lists (i.e., ideal rank lists under a di-

versity measure) and negative rank lists. Then, PAMM repeats a process of adjusting

parameters of a rank function with the aim of maximizing margins between the positive

and negative rank lists. Both R-LTR and PAMM are based on handcraft diversity features;

however, it is difficult to come up with diversity features that are optimal for diversifi-

cation. To tackle this difficulty, Xia et al. propose using a new neural tensor network

(NTN) to model the novelty of an item given a rank list of selected items [167]. Rather

than using manually defined diversity features, NTN uses preliminary representations
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of items to automatically learn marginal novelty of candidate items. Previous relational

learning-to-rank algorithms such as R-LTR and PAMM can work together with NTN to

achieve diversification algorithms R-LTR-NTN and PAMM-NTN, respectively. In addi-

tion to search result diversification, learning-based algorithms have also been proposed

to address problems of recommendation result diversification. For example, Cheng et al.

propose to factorize recommendation result diversification into two coupled optimiza-

tion problems, namely parameterized matrix factorization and structural learning [26].

To solve the coupled optimization problem, the study proposes a diversified collabora-

tive filtering algorithm that seamlessly integrates parameterized matrix factorization into

structural learning.

The proposed algorithm is related to model-based collaborative filtering methods,

which explain user ratings by factoring the ratings into user embedding and item em-

bedding [64, 115]. Our algorithm borrows ideas from learning-to-rank methods [111],

which overcome the problems with heuristic predefined ranking function. For example,

Tran et al. propose to integrate deep neural networks into the learning-to-rank model

[152]. Our algorithm is also related to intent tracking algorithms [144–146, 163] in de-

signing highly personalized recommendation systems: we aim to personalize at genre

level while intent tracking algorithms personalize at intent level. However, none of these

algorithms explicitly consider personalized genre preferences, which is the topic of our

work.

2.3.2 Diversity Measures

Several diversity measures are proposed in IR to evaluate the diversity. Evaluation mea-

sures play an important role in the scientific research because they serve as the inexpen-

sive methods for monitoring the technological progress. In the Information Retrieval

experiments, evaluation measures use test collections to evaluate system performances.

Depending on the task at hand, it is essential to analyze the properties of evaluation mea-

sures and use the appropriate ones. Search result diversification aims to cover different

intents by a ranked list. Given a query q, most existing measures evaluate the diversified

search results by modeling users’ information needs as a flat list of intents tiu. Some mea-
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sures can handle intent probability Prpi|qq and graded relevance assessments but some

cannot.

Intent Recall

Intent recall (I-rec) [122], also known as subtopic recall [174], is probably the simplest

diversity measure. This diversity measure essentially computes the proportion of user

intents covered by top results of a ranking list. Formally, let dr denote the document at

rank r and let Ipdrq denote the set of user intents to which document dr is relevant. Then,

I-rec for a certain cutoff K can be expressed as:

I-rec@K “
|
ŤK

r“1 Ipdrq|

|tiu|
. (2.9)

The key idea behind I-rec is to credit minor user intents, such that minor intents will

not get crowded out by major intents within top positions of a document list. However, a

limitation of I-rec is that it does not take the positions of relevant documents into account.

Another limitation of I-rec is that it cannot handle intent probability and graded relevance

assessments.

α-nDCG

In order to balance both relevance and diversity of ranked lists, Clarke et al. propose

α-nDCG [31], which has been widely used in practice. By building upon normalized

discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [69], α-nDCG assumes that graded relevance assess-

ments for documents are available. Formally, Clarke et al. compute α-nDCG at document

cutoff K by:

α-nDCG@K “
řK

r“1 NGprq{ logpr` 1q
řK

r“1 NG˚prq{ logpr` 1q
. (2.10)

Here, NGprq represents novelty-biased gain of the document at rank r, which is computed

as follows

NGprq “
ÿ

iPtiu

Jiprqp1´ αqCipr´1q. (2.11)
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NG˚prq is NGprq in the ideal ranked list. Jiprq “ 1 if the document at rank r is relevant to

intent i, and Jiprq “ 0 if the r-th document is not relevant. Ciprq denotes the number of

documents that are relevant to intent i within top r positions in a document list, i.e.,

Ciprq “
r
ÿ

k“1

Jipkq. (2.12)

α is a constant that may take a value from 0 to 1, which reflects the possibility of making

errors in judgments. This constant is often pre-determined by heuristics before comput-

ing α-nDCG and a common practice is to set α “ 0.5. This setting of α assumes that

assessors never miss an existing intent and find a non-existing intent in documents 50%

of the time, which may be counterintuitive [122].

Intent-Aware measures

Intent-Aware measures (IA measures) [2] is a general framework to evaluate ranked doc-

ument lists. This family of diversity measures builds on an assumption that the sum of

all intent probabilities for a query is equal to 1, i.e.,

ÿ

iPtiu

Prpi|qq “ 1. (2.13)

Given this assumption, M-IA can be computed as:

M-IA@K “
ÿ

iPtiu

Prpi|qqMi@K (2.14)

where Mi is the per-intent version of measure M. Measure M can be nDCG [69], ERR

[21], nERR [28], etc. Take nDCG as an example, measure M at a certain cutoff K can be

computed by:

Mi@K “
řK

r“1p2
Jiprq ´ 1q{ logpr` 1q

řK
r“1p2

J˚i prq ´ 1q{ logpr` 1q
, (2.15)

where J˚i prq is Jiprq in the ideal ranked list under nDCG, i.e., the ranked list that sorts all

documents for an intent in descending order of their relevance to this intent. When using
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ERR, measure M at cutoff K can be computed by:

Mi@K “
K
ÿ

r“1

1
r

r´1
ź

s“1

p1´ RipsqqRiprq. (2.16)

Here, Riprq is a function that maps from a relevance assessment of a document to a prob-

ability of relevance to intent i. A popular choice for this function is to define Riprq as

follows:

Riprq “
2Jiprq ´ 1

2Jmax
i

, (2.17)

where Jmax
i is defined as the maximum value of relevance assessments for all documents

w.r.t. intent i.

D-measures

Assume that giprq is the gain value of the document at rank r for intent i, and giprq is

calculated using per-intent relevance assessments. Then the global gain at rank r is given

by:

GGprq “
ÿ

iPtiu

Prpi|qqgiprq. (2.18)

Let CGGprq “
řr

k“1 GGpkq, i.e. the cumulative global gain at rank r. Let GG˚prq and

CGG˚prq denote the global gain and the cumulative global gain at rank r in the ideal

ranked list. The ideal list is obtained by listing up all relevant documents in descending

order of global gains. Let Jprq “ 1 if the document at rank r is relevant to any of the

intents tiu, and Jprq “ 0 otherwise. Let Cprq “
řr

k“1 Jpkq, which is the number of relevant

documents within top r. D-nDCG and D-Q at document cutoff K are defined as:

D-nDCG@K “
řK

r“1 GGprq{ logpr` 1q
řK

r“1 GG˚prq{ logpr` 1q
, (2.19)

D-Q@K “
1

minpK, Rq

K
ÿ

r“1

Jprq
Cprq ` βCGGprq
r` βCGG˚prq

, (2.20)

where R is the number of judged relevant documents.
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D7-measures

D7-measures [123] aim to boost intent recall, and to reward documents that are highly

relevant to popular intents. D7-measure is defined as:

D7-measure@K “ γI-rec@K` p1´ γqD-measure@K, (2.21)

where D-measure can be D-nDCG or D-Q. γ is a parameter between 0 and 1. D7-measures

are free of the under-normalization problem of α-nDCG and IA measures.

The measures mentioned above are widely used in several tasks of TREC Web Track
1 or NII Testbeds and Community for Information access Research (NTCIR) 2, but they

do not take the relationships between intents into consideration, which is what we aim to deal

with.

They are not designed to evaluate the personalized diversity, which will be discussed

in Section 4.5.1.

In RS, Smyth and McClave [139] define the dissimilarity-based diversity, i.e., the av-

erage dissimilarity between all pairs of the recommended items. Vargas et al. argue that

the dissimilarity-based diversity is less likely to be perceived as diverse by users than the

genre diversity [156]. They propose a Binomial framework to evaluate the genre diver-

sity. The Binomial framework cannot evaluate the relevance (random recommendations

may achieve high scores under this framework) and does not model the position of rele-

vant item in an item list. It differs from our measure which evaluates both relevance and

diversity and models the relevant item position. A more recent study [143] is most closely

related to ours, since it measures the diversity of recommendation results with respect to

users’ preferences. This study proposes calibration measures which quantify how well a

rank list of items satisfy a user’s preferences over item categories. Calibration measures

compute a distribution over categories based on the items that a user has consumed, and

another distribution over categories for a rank list of items that are recommended to the

user. Then, a certain similarity measure, such as Kullback-Leibler divergence, between

the two distribution is used to measure how well the user’s preferences over categories

1http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/˜trecweb/
2http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html

http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/~trecweb/
http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html
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are covered by the recommended items.

2.3.3 Evaluation of Diversity Measures

Given a significance level, discriminative power measures the stability of measures across

queries and experiments based on significance tests, e.g. paired bootstrap test [119],

Tukey’s Honestly Significant Differences(HSD) [19] test, etc.

Concordance test [121] is proposed to quantify the intuitiveness of diversity measures.

In concordance test, one or more gold standard measures are chosen and assumed to

truly represent intuitiveness. Given two diversity measures M1 and M2, the relative in-

tuitiveness of M1 (or M2) is measured in terms of preference agreement with the gold

standard measures. The preference agreement is that M1 (or M2) agrees with the gold

standard measure(s) about which one of two ranked lists should be preferred.

Kendall’s τ [73] is a statistic to measure the rank correlation of two rankings. However,

τ lacks the property of top heaviness. In the context of IR evaluation, the swaps near the

top is generally more important than those near the bottom. τap [170] is proposed to deal

with the problem. Note that τ is symmetric but τap is not. However, a symmetric τap can

be obtained by averaging two τap values when each list is treated as the former one. Both

τ and τap range from -1, which implies two ranked lists perfectly disagree, to 1, which

implies two ranked lists are identical.

2.3.4 Datasets

To study the problem of recommendation diversification, we assume that genre infor-

mation for all items in a dataset is readily available. There are a number of real-world

datasets where the genre information is available. One real-world dataset, called Movie-

Lens 100k dataset (ML-100K), comes from a movie recommendation system [54]. On the

ML-100K dataset, there are 100,000 ratings assigned by 943 users to 1,682 movies. Each

of the movies is associated with one or more genres such as animation, comedy, drama,

etc. Another real-world dataset is a song recommendation dataset, which is called mil-

lion song dataset (MSD) [12]. A subset of the MSD dataset contains the songs associated
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properly to one of the predefined genres. This subset of the MSD dataset consists of

88,078 playing counts from 1,217 users to 2,051 songs.

TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collections 3 are widely used in existing

studies on search result diversity evaluation. There are 50 queries in the diversity test

collection for each year from 2009 to 2013. Each query in the diversity test collections has

a list of user intents representing different interpretations or aspects of the query. For each

of the queries, there exists a pool of candidate documents for ranking. Each document

is manually judged to be not relevant, relevant, or highly relevant to the corresponding

query and the list of user intents. Another widely adopted dataset in search result di-

versity evaluation is NTCIR-11 IMine test collection 4. This diversity test collection also

consists of 50 queries in total. However, each query in the diversity test collection is rep-

resented by a hierarchical structure of user intents with nonuniform weights. Similarly,

relevance of candidate documents for each query are manually assessed w.r.t. the query

as well as each of the user intents.

2.4 Recommendation Unbiasedness

In this section, we first survey existing studies on debiasing for the rating prediction task

and the item ranking task in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2, respectively. Then, we survey

existing studies on doubly robust estimator and bi-level learning framework, which we

adapt for recommendation debiasing, in Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.4, respectively.

2.4.1 Unbiased Rating Prediction

A widely-recognized problem in the rating prediction task is that datasets for training

recommendation models are usually biased [97]. This is because users are more likely

to assign ratings to items that they enjoy, while users are less likely to assign ratings to

items that they do not enjoy. To handle biased datasets, early studies optimize a joint

likelihood of a missing data model and a complete data model, which requires highly

3https://trec.nist.gov/data/webmain.html
4http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/permission/ntcir-11/perm-en-IMine.html

https://trec.nist.gov/data/webmain.html
http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/permission/ntcir-11/perm-en-IMine.html
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complex inferences [59, 96]. The complete data model aims to explain what ratings will

be assigned by users to items, whereas the missing data model aims to explain what frac-

tion of ratings will be actually observed. For example, Marlin and Zemel implement the

complete data model by a mixture of multinomials (MM), which can be easily extended

to deal with biased datasets at a low computational cost [96]. They further propose two

missing data models, named CPT-v and Logit-vd, which can be jointly trained with the

complete data model using an expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm. However, a

shortcoming of their approach is that the MM model lacks expressive power and usu-

ally underperforms more powerful MF model in the rating prediction task in practice.

To overcome this shortcoming, Hernández-Lobato et al. propose MF-MNAR, the first

viable MF model that explicitly deals with missing not at random (MNAR) data for rec-

ommendation [59]. They propose to use a novel MF model with hierarchical priors as

the complete rating model and this MF model has state-of-the-art performance in the

rating prediction task. They also use a MF model as the missing data model and this

MF model has a capability to capture highly complex dependencies that are hidden in

biased recommendation datasets. This study proposes to use two well-established infer-

ence techniques, namely expectation propagation and stochastic variational inference, for

efficiently training MF-MNAR. To avoid such inference complexity, recent studies adopt

two-phase learning, which first learns a propensity model and then applies propensity

weighting techniques to train a rating model [130]. For example, Schnabel et al. pro-

pose several inverse-propensity-scoring estimators – unbiased estimators for a variety of

metrics used to measure the quality of recommendation results [130]. Given these un-

biased estimators, they propose an empirical risk minimization framework for training

recommendation models and drive generalization bounds for the training process. Fur-

thermore, they propose two methods (a naive Bayes and a logistic regression method) for

estimating propensities and instantiate this framework by using a MF model as the rating

model. The main difference between these studies and our work is that we are the first

to directly relate the objective for the propensity model to the final goal of the debiasing

problem, i.e., minimizing the recommendation error of a rating model.
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2.4.2 Unbiased Learning to Rank

As for the item ranking task, recent studies show that directly using biased datasets

in learning to rank approaches usually yields suboptimal results [3, 72]. Traditionally,

learning to rank approaches require annotated datasets to train a rank model. These

annotated datasets provide relevance assessments for pairs of documents and queries.

The relevance assessments are usually obtained by manual judgments, which is time-

consuming. Traditional learning to rank approaches can be classified into pointwise,

pairwise, and listwise approaches [91]. The pointwise approaches, e.g., Regression [33]

and McRank [79], consider a single document as a training instance. The pairwise ap-

proaches, e.g., RankBoost [48] and RankNet [16], regard a pair of two documents as a

training instance. The listwise approaches, e.g., ListNet [17] and ListMLE [165], treat

a rank list of documents as a training instance. Normally, these learning to rank ap-

proaches optimize a certain loss function on annotated datasets. A substantial limita-

tion of annotated datasets is that it is often expensive to make such datasets [108]. An-

other limitation is that due to privacy restrictions, it may be hard to obtain annotated

datasets [162]. Furthermore, the relevance assessments do not necessarily reflect real

preferences of users [126]. The limitations of annotated datasets motivate researchers to

develop alternative learning to rank approaches.

Approaches that learn a rank model from user interactions address the limitations of

using annotated datasets. This is because user interactions can be cheaply obtained dur-

ing users’ normal use of a certain online system. Besides, user interactions reflect user

preferences in some way and thus can be used to model user preferences. However, it

is difficult to effectively learn from user interactions because they are prone to noise and

bias. User interactions are very noisy because users may click irrelevant documents for

some unexpected reason. Users may not click relevant documents when their informa-

tion needs have been satisfied by other documents. Besides, user interactions are biased

because other factors, in addition to relevancy, also affect interactions. A type of bias is

position bias: documents at a higher position in a rank list often receive more attention.

Another type of bias is selection bias: only the documents selected by systems will receive

user interactions. Unbiased learning to rank approaches aim to capture the real prefer-
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ences of users from user interactions. A challenge of learning from user interactions is to

avoid being biased by other factors that affect interactions. Existing unbiased learning to

rank can be categorized into counterfactual learning to rank [72] and online learning to

rank [173].

Joachims et al. propose a counterfactual learning to rank approach, called propensity-

weighted SVM-Rank [72]. First, they aim to unbiasedly evaluate a new rank model when

only historical user interactions are available. The historical user interactions are ob-

tained from a previous rank model in a production environment. The previous rank

model causes position bias: it is more likely for higher ranks to be clicked in histori-

cal data. To account for the position bias, they propose an unbiased estimator based

on inverse propensity scoring. Using the unbiased estimator, they propose propensity-

weighted empirical risk minimization (ERM) for learning to rank. Propensity-weighted

ERM is a general framework and can build upon various existing approaches for learn-

ing to rank. Specifically, the overall procedure of using propensity-weighted ERM for

learning to rank is summarized as follows. First, propensity-weighted ERM estimates

position-based propensities and obtains a dataset of user interactions. Then, for each user

interactions, it computes gradients of a certain objective derived from the unbiased esti-

mator. Last, propensity-weighted ERM updates parameters of a rank model by ascending

or descending along the gradients. Joachims et al. instantiate the propensity-weighted

ERM as an efficient approach called propensity-weighted SVM-Rank. Propensity-weighted

SVM-Rank generalizes traditional SVM-Rank by applying propensity weighting to the

objective. Note that Joachims et al. separate the estimation of propensities and the train-

ing of a rank model into two phases. Instead, recent studies investigate how to estimate

the propensities and train the rank model at the same time. For example, Ai et al. pro-

poses a dual learning algorithm (DLA) which simultaneously trains an unbiased rank

model and an unbiased propensity model [3]. A benefit of using DLA is that it neither

adopts result randomization nor conduct offline experiments, which makes it suitable for

online production systems.

Yue and Joachims propose the first online learning to rank approach called dueling

bandit gradient descent (DBGD) [173]. The main idea is to improve a rank model using
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online evaluation that can tell which one of two rank models is better. For a current rank

model, DBGD first randomly samples a direction from an unit sphere after receiving a

user query. Second, DBGD computes a candidate rank model by adding the sampled

direction into parameters of the current rank model. Third, for the user query, DBGD ob-

tains two rank lists from the current and the candidate rank models, respectively. Fourth,

DBGD decides which one of the two rank lists is preferred using an online evaluation

technique called interleaving [173]. Last, only when the rank list of the candidate rank

model is preferred, DBGD updates parameters of the current rank model. Theoretically,

Yue and Joachims prove that the optimal rank model can be approximated by repeat-

ing the above four steps. Schuth et al. extend DBGD into multileave gradient descent

(MGD) that replaces the interleaving technique by multileaving [131]. Multileaving is

another online evaluation technique that simultaneously compares multiple rank lists of

documents. Based on the multileaving technique, MGD can compare the current rank

model with multiple candidate rank models. This way, MGD increases the probability

of identifying a gradient direction that can improve the current rank model. Empirical

results show that, compared to DBGD, MGD greatly speeds up the training, leading to

better user experiences. However, a drawback of MGD is that it requires extensive com-

putational costs because multiple rank models are applied. An issue with DBGD and

its extensions (e.g., MGD) is that they perform much worse than offline learning to rank

approaches. This is largely because DBGD makes two assumptions that do not hold for

all rank models used in the real world [105]. The first assumption is that there is a sin-

gle optimal rank model, which does not hold for linear and neural models. The second

assumption is that an utility function of a rank model is smooth w.r.t. the rank model’s

parameters. This assumption is also unrealistic for linear and neural models that are

used for learning to rank in practice. To address the issue of DBGD, Oosterhuis and Ri-

jke propose pairwise differentiable gradient descent (PDGD) [104]. The key idea is that

pairwise learning to rank approaches, while being differentiable, can be adapted to be

unbiased. This way, PDGD is different from previous online learning to rank approaches

in that it does not need online evaluation. Specifically, PDGD optimizes a Plackett-Luce

rank model that computes a probability distribution over documents. First, PDGD sam-
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ples a rank list of documents from a current document distribution after receiving a user

query. Then, PDGD presents the resulting rank list of documents to the user who issues

the query to the system. Third, PDGD infers the user’s preferences over the documents

in the rank list according to the user’s clicks. Last, PDGD updates the parameters of the

current rank model based on some unbiased estimation of gradients.

The above studies on unbiased learning to rank are largely orthogonal to our work

on unbiased rating prediction.

2.4.3 Doubly Robust Estimator

Doubly robust estimators are first proposed in statistical inference to estimate the causal

effect of an exposure (a.k.a. a treatment) on an outcome [11, 102]. The key idea of dou-

bly robust estimators is to combine two missing data models such that the estimators

remain unbiased even if one of the missing data models is not accurate. More recently,

doubly robust estimators have been used in online advertising to determine whether in-

troducing a new feature into an ads system helps advertisers [20, 112]. Unlike previous

studies that focus on parameter estimation, doubly robust estimators are used for pol-

icy evaluation and optimization in reinforcement learning [43, 44]. For example, Dudı́k

et al. apply doubly robust estimators to evaluate a new policy given historical datasets

consisting of contexts, actions and rewards [43]. An approach for policy evaluation de-

pends on a model that can accurately estimate rewards given contexts and actions, but

this approach is prone to a large bias. Another approach for policy evaluation adjusts

proportions of actions in the historical datasets via importance weighting, but this ap-

proach may have a large variance. To leverage advantages and overcome weaknesses of

these two approaches, Dudı́k et al. adapt doubly robust estimators for policy evaluation

and optimization. These studies differ from ours in that: (1) They do not employ dou-

bly robust estimators as training losses while we do, which is challenging since using an

imputation model may hurt the prediction inaccuracy; (2) They only have rewards that

reveal part of target variables while we have target variables to learn, which gives our

approach a rigorous performance guarantee. Doubly robust approaches are also applied

to recommender systems for bias-variance tradeoff in offline evaluation [50]. This recent
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work bases its theoretical analyses on the assumption that the propensities are accurate.

We do not require such a strong assumption and theoretically analyze how inaccurate

propensities impact the bias and tail bound. To the best of our knowledge, we are the

first to adapt doubly robust estimators for training recommendation models given bi-

ased datasets.

Most debiasing approaches for recommendation rely on a single missing data model

to deal with biased datasets [59,96]. Two representative types of missing data models are

an error imputation model and a propensity estimation model [130, 142]. On one hand,

an error imputation model proposed by Steck aims to accurately impute the error of a

recommendation model predicting a true rating [142]. On the other hand, a propensity

estimation model proposed by Schnabel et al. aims to accurately estimate the propen-

sity of observing a true rating [130]. An issue of using a single missing data model for

debiasing is that mis-specification of the missing data model may lead to recommenda-

tion models with a poor generalization ability. To address this issue, we integrate two

missing data models in a doubly robust way such that our approach is less affected by

mis-specification of each of the two missing data models.

It is challenging to make use of doubly robust estimators for training an accurate rec-

ommendation model given biased datasets. This is because it is difficult to prevent the er-

ror imputation model from worsening the training of the recommendation model. To ad-

dress this challenge, we propose to perform joint training of the error imputation model

and the recommendation model. Previous studies have also shown benefits of joint train-

ing of a classification model and an imputation model on medical datasets [39, 154]. For

example, Van et al. propose a novel joint training approach for performing classification

on medical datasets in the real world [154]. A common problem in the medical datasets

is existence of missing data values, e.g., it is difficult to collect all relevant data for trauma

patients. To address this problem, Van et al. propose using effects of an imputation model

on a classification model to provide signals for parameter training. Unlike these studies,

we weight the joint training with propensity estimates to make our approach robust to

inaccuracy imputation models. Compared with the expectation maximization (EM) ap-

proach [37], our approach also alternates between imputing missing data and updating
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model parameters but does not require to take expectation.

2.4.4 Bi-level Learning Framework

Bi-level learning, which performs upper-level learning subject to the optimality of lower-

level learning, has received increasing attention in recent years [70, 93]. For example,

Jenni and Favaro present a novel bi-level learning approach to regularize training of deep

neural networks in the problem of image classification. This approach adapts bi-level

learning to simulate cross-validation: monitoring and preventing deep neural networks

from overfitting based on a validation set. To control overfitting, the approach adaptively

determines weights of examples in a training mini-batch according to classification errors

on the validation set. Recently, Franceschi et al. propose a bi-level learning framework

which provides a unified view of the problems of hyper-parameter optimization and

meta-learning [47]. For the problem of hyper-parameter optimization, they treat hyper-

parameters in a supervised learning problem as outer variables of the bi-level learning

framework. As for the problem of meta-learning, they interpret the outer variables as

parameters of a meta-learner that aims to learn good shared representations among tasks.

Moreover, this study proposes an approximation of the two bi-level learning problems

and present sufficient conditions that guarantee good quality of approximation. Among

existing bi-level learning approaches, the most related one is from Ren et al. (2018), which

dynamically determines weights for examples on each training batch. This approach

may generate negative weights, and it resorts to heuristics for adjusting these weights

to avoid unstable training behaviors. In contrast, our approach generates non-negative

weights based on propensity estimates, and explicitly controls the variance of the weights

to improve the rating model’s generalization ability.

Generally, it is challenging to train parameters in bi-level learning because the lower-

level learning cannot be performed in closed form [70, 134]. To tackle this challenge, an

early approach applies implicit differentiation, and assumes that the optimality to the

lower-level learning uniquely exists [106]. This assumption often does not hold in prac-

tice, and thus this approach may incur large errors in gradient computation. To address

this issue, a recent approach differentiates a certain parameter update function to better
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compute gradients [47]. We further develop this approach by regularizing the upper-

level learning with the variance of propensity estimates, which helps stabilize training at

the lower level and thus results in a low recommendation error.

2.4.5 Datasets

To the best of our knowledge, only two real-world datasets with unbiased ratings are

public available. The first dataset, which we call the MUSIC dataset, has 311,704 biased

and 54,000 unbiased ratings given by 15,400 users to 1,000 songs [97]. The second dataset,

which we call the COAT dataset, has 6,960 biased and 4,640 unbiased ratings assigned by

290 users to 300 coats [130]. On the contrary, there are a variety of public datasets in

the real world that have only biased ratings. One example of such datasets is the BOOK

dataset: it has 1,273,679 biased ratings given by 19,804 users to 22,086 books [58]. Another

example dataset is the MOVIE dataset: it has 1,000,209 biased ratings assigned by 6,040

users to 3,706 movies [54].

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we conduct an extensive survey on several important application domains

of search and recommendation systems. We review a wide range of existing algorithms,

metrics, and theories that are developed for search and recommendation. We also re-

view several public datasets that are widely adopted by researchers to study search and

recommendation problems.





Chapter 3

Recommendation Accuracy –
Learning with Privileged Provisions

This chapter is based on two papers. The first is a conference paper that has been published in the

32nd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2018): KDGAN: Knowledge

Distillation with Generative Adversarial Networks. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun, Jianzhong

Qi. The second is a journal paper that has been published in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analy-

sis and Machine Intelligence (TPAMI 2019): Adversarial Distillation for Learning with Privileged

Provisions. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun, Jianzhong Qi.

3.1 Introduction

IN many machine learning tasks, more resources are available at training (e.g., us-

ing labeled data to estimate a model’s parameters) than at inference (e.g., fixing a

model’s parameters to predict unseen data) [60]. We refer to such extra resources avail-

able only at training as privileged provisions. Privileged provisions are not available at

inference due to some requirement imposed by a specific task. An example task is to

recommend tags for users to label their images, where extra textual features are privi-

leged provisions [81, 155]. At training, textual features (i.e., titles and comments about

images) are available in training data (see Fig. 3.1a). We can use these textual features

to train more accurate tag recommendation models. However, such textual features can-

not be used at inference. This is because this task requires a model to recommend tags

even when users do not provide any textual features (see Fig. 3.1b). Another example

task is to unlock mobile phones by face recognition, where intensive computational re-

sources are privileged provisions [62,160]. At training, we can use powerful servers with

41
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At time t1, a user uploaded an image.

At time t2, the user added a tag.

lake

At time t3, the user added a title.

Lake mead.

At time t4, another user left a comment.

Nice lake!

(a) At training, we use historical data for training where extra texts, e.g., comments and
titles (besides labeled tags) were accumulated over time t1 ă t2 ă t3 ă t4.

New post

Please attach some tags...

Recommended: lake, sky

(b) At inference, we aim to recommend lake and sky right after an image is uploaded.

Figure 3.1: When we recommend tags, extra texts about images are available at training
(a) but not available at inference (b).

intensive computational resources (e.g., strong computation capability and large mem-

ory space) to train high-capacity face recognition models. Such computational resources

are not available at inference. This is because this task requires a model to run on mo-

bile phones with restricted computational resources, so that legit users can unlock their

mobile phones without depending on remote services or internet connections. Here, a

widely-recognized problem is called learning with privileged provisions, where the goal

is to train an accurate model that satisfies stringent inference requirements [92].

Knowledge distillation (KD), a typical approach to learning with privileged provi-

sions, consists of a student and a teacher [9]. The student is meant for resource-constrained

inference and hence cannot rely on privileged provisions. Compared with the student,

the teacher makes use of privileged provisions by having a larger model capacity if in-

tensive computational resources are available or by exploiting more features for learning

if extra input features are available. KD first trains the teacher and then uses a different

type of training, named distillation, to transfer the knowledge of the teacher into the stu-

dent [15]. For example, Hinton et al. [60] treat the label distributions produced by the

teacher as the “soft targets” and perform training by minimizing the Cross-Entropy mea-

sure between the soft targets and the label distributions produced by the student. Since

the teacher often provides limited extra supervision signals on top of the real labels, it

is difficult for the student to learn the real data distribution from the teacher [92]. The
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real labels are often represented by a vector of binary variables, each of which indicates,

e.g., whether a tag should be recommended for an image if the problem is image tag

recommendation.

To guarantee that the student can perfectly model the real data distribution in theory,

we propose adapting generative adversarial network to learning with privileged pro-

visions, where the student is trained against a discriminator in a minimax game. The

student, serving as a generator, aims to generate fake labels that look like the real labels,

whereas the discriminator aims to distinguish between the real and the fake labels. Such a

naive adaptation provides theoretical guarantee, but has the issue of slow training speed:

it usually requires a large number of training epochs for the training to converge with a

good accuracy [45]. The training speed is slow because the gradients from the discrimina-

tor to update the student often vanish or explode during the training process [6]. Hence,

it is challenging to theoretically guarantee the equilibrium, while empirically reducing

the number of training instances and epochs required for training.

To tackle this challenge, we propose a novel training framework, named adversarial

distillation, where a student and a teacher play a minimax game against a discriminator.

We propose two variants of adversarial distillation: one uses a binary-class discrimina-

tor for less costly training and the other uses a multi-class discriminator for more accu-

rate inference. We start with the one using a binary-class discriminator, called adversarial

distillation with a binary-class discriminator (ADIB). The student and the teacher compete

against the discriminator via adversarial losses: the student and the teacher aim to gen-

erate fake labels that resemble the real labels, whereas the discriminator is a binary-class

classifier that aims to distinguish between the real and the fake labels. Meanwhile, the

student and the teacher learn from each other via distillation losses to reach an agreement

on generating what fake labels. By optimizing both the adversarial and the distillation

losses, the student and the teacher can learn the real data distribution with less training

epochs and instances. However, a limitation of ADIB is that the adversarial losses drive

a mixture distribution of the student and the teacher, rather than each of the student and

the teacher, towards the real data distribution. The adversarial losses may even nudge

the teacher away from the real data distribution if the student is still far from the real
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data distribution, which leads to less accurate inference. To overcome this limitation, we

further propose adversarial distillation with a multi-class discriminator (ADIM), where the

discriminator is a multi-class classifier that distinguishes whether a label is generated by

the real data, the student, or the teacher. The multi-class discriminator has more parame-

ters and operations than the binary-class discriminator does, which results in more costly

training. The adversarial losses associated with the multi-class discriminator drive each

of the student and the teacher towards the real data distribution. The adversarial losses

are general in the sense that the distillation losses for training the student and the teacher

are special cases of the adversarial losses under certain conditions.

We further consider reducing the variance of the gradients from the discriminator to

accelerate the training of adversarial distillation. The gradients from the discriminator

may have high variance when obtained through the widely used policy gradient meth-

ods [158, 171]. It is non-trivial to obtain low-variance gradients from the discriminator

because the student and the teacher generate discrete samples, which are not differen-

tiable. We propose to relax the discrete distributions learned by the student and the

teacher into concrete distributions by applying the Gumbel-Softmax trick [67, 94]. We

use the concrete distributions for generating continuous samples to enable end-to-end

differentiability and sufficient control over the variance of gradients. Given the continu-

ous samples, we obtain low-variance gradients from the discriminator to accelerate the

training.

The main contributions are listed as follows.

C1: To our knowledge, we are the first to adapt generative adversarial network to ad-

dressing the issue of knowledge distillation in learning with privileged provisions.

C2: We propose a training framework, named ADIB, for using privileged provisions

available only at training to learn a student suitable for resource-constrained infer-

ence.

C3: We propose a training framework, named ADIM, to overcome the limitation that

the binary-class discriminator of ADIB cannot guarantee the equilibrium (Section 3.3.2).

C4: We propose a Gumbel-Softmax trick to train ADIB, which yields low-variance gra-
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dient updates and reduces the training epochs required for a good convergence

accuracy.

C5: We also apply the proposed Gumbel-Softmax trick to speeding up the training

of ADIM by deriving the formulas for computing low-variance gradients (Sec-

tion 3.3.3).

C6: We prove that the adversarial losses of ADIM can approximate the distillation losses,

which shows the generality of the adversarial losses for distillation (Section 3.3.4).

C7: We empirically investigate the superiority of ADIM, the benefits of the Gumbel-

Softmax trick, the effects of the teacher learning from the student, and the gradient

variance of the adversarial and the distillation losses (Section 3.4).

We have presented the contributions C1, C2 and C4 in our conference paper. In the

journal extension, we make new contributions C3 and C5 to C7. The main challenges

of the journal extension include: (1) Imposing several distributions (i.e., the distribu-

tions underlying the real data, the student, and the teacher) to be identical with a single

discriminator, which is tackled by C3. (2) Obtaining low-variance gradients of the adver-

sarial losses associated with the multi-class discriminator to update the student and the

teacher, which is tackled by C5. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2

introduces the problem of learning with privileged provisions. Section 3.3 proposes the

adversarial distillation and describes the theoretical results in detail. Section 3.4 presents

experiments in two real-world tasks. Section 3.5 concludes the paper.

3.2 Preliminaries

We focus on multi-label classification [77, 164, 176], although the same ideas can be ap-

plied to other problems with a discrete output space, e.g., webpage ranking [158]. We

study the problem of learning with privileged provisions: it makes use of privileged pro-

visions $, available only at training and not available at inference, to learn a student S

(a multi-label classifier) that satisfies stringent inference requirements [92]. The inference

requirements can be running in real time with restricted computational resources where
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Data D `$ S T `$

real/fake

ADIB

Data D `$ S T `$
optional

real/student/teacher

ADIM

Figure 3.2: Difference between ADIB and ADIM. The student S does not use privileged
provisions, whereas the teacher T and the discriminator D do (`$). Adversarial and
distillation losses are denoted by lines with single and double arrows, respectively. The
equilibrium remains the same if the optional line is removed. Sampling with the GS trick
is denoted by .

privileged provisions are intensive computational resources [60], or lacking a certain type

of input features where privileged provisions are extra input features, a.k.a, privileged

information [155]. Let x be a random vector in a feature (input) space X and y be a ran-

dom variable in a label (output) space Y . Let prpy|xq be the real data distribution from

which a real label y is sampled given a feature vector x. Let pspy|xq parameterized by θs

be the categorical distribution defined by the student. The goal is to learn the optimal

student S˚ that fits the real data distribution perfectly pspy|xq “ prpy|xq and does not

require privileged provisions to perform inference.

A typical approach to learning with privileged provisions is knowledge distillation

(KD), which consists of a student S and a teacher T. The teacher is a multi-label classifier

that makes use of privileged provisions by having a larger model capacity or by tak-

ing more features as input. Let ptpy|xq parameterized by θt be the categorical distribution

defined by the teacher. Here, with a slight abuse of notation, we also use x to denote a fea-

ture vector including privileged information, which should be clear from context. First,

the teacher is typically trained by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is

equivalent to minimizing the Cross-Entropy measure between the distributions of the

real data and the teacher

min
θt
LKLppr } ptq “

ÿ

yPY
prpy|xq log

prpy|xq
ptpy|xq

. (3.1)

Once the teacher has been trained, the student is typically trained by learning from both
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the teacher and the real data, which are balanced by a hyper-parameter υ ą 0

min
θs
LKDppt } psq “ LKLppt } psq ` υLKLppr } psq . (3.2)

We refer to such losses used to characterize a distillation training process, e.g., in Eqn. (3.2)

as the distillation losses.

An alternative approach naively adapts generative adversarial network (NGAN) to

learning with privileged provisions, where a student S and a discriminator D play a min-

imax game. The discriminator is a binary-class classifier and also makes use of privileged

provisions in the same way as the teacher. Given a feature vector x, the discriminator pa-

rameterized by θd computes the probability Dpx, yq of a label y being real. The student

aims to generate fake labels that look like the real labels by sampling from its categorical

distribution, whereas the discriminator aims to draw a clear distinction between the real

and the fake labels. We define the value function for the minimax game of NGAN as

min
θs

max
θd
VNGAN “ Ey„pr rlog Dpx, yqs `Ey„psrlogp1´Dpx, yqqs . (3.3)

We refer to such losses used to characterize an adversarial training process, e.g., in Eqn. (3.3)

as adversarial losses. The adversarial losses differ from the distillation losses in that the

former are related to a certain discriminator but the latter are not. The minimax game

of NGAN has an equilibrium, where the student perfectly fits the real data distribution

while the discriminator does no better than random guesses at deciding whether a label

is real or fake [8]. The existence of the equilibrium shows that by training a discrimi-

nator to distinguish between real and fake labels, the generator can at last learn the real

data distribution. Adversarial training often proceeds by updating the student and the

discriminator alternately until convergence [158].

Our key observation is that the advantages and the disadvantages of KD and NGAN

are complementary: (1) KD usually requires a small number of training instances and

epochs for a good convergence accuracy, but does not guarantee the student to learn the

real data distribution [184]. (2) NGAN guarantees the student to learn the real data dis-

tribution, but normally requires a large number of training instances and epochs which
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may be difficult to satisfy in practice [6]. We aim to retain the advantages and avoid the

disadvantages of the two approaches in a single framework.

3.3 Proposed Frameworks

To speed up the training while preserving the equilibrium, we first propose adversarial

distillation with a binary-class discriminator (ADIB), a three-player framework with a stu-

dent, a teacher, and a binary-class discriminator. The student and the teacher are trained

against the discriminator via adversarial losses, which is regularized by distillation losses

between the student and the teacher. The distillation-regularized adversarial training can

theoretically guarantee the equilibrium where both the student and the teacher perfectly

fit the real data distribution. A limitation of ADIB is that by optimizing the adversarial

losses, the binary-class discriminator pushes a mixture distribution of the student and

the teacher towards the real data distribution. This is not ideal because as the equilib-

rium suggests, we aim to push each of the student and the teacher (rather than their

mixture) towards the real data distribution. To overcome this limitation, we further pro-

pose adversarial distillation with a multi-class discriminator (ADIM). Our key idea is to de-

sign a multi-class discriminator that can distinguish not only whether a label is real or

fake, but also whether a fake label comes from the student or the teacher. Following this

idea, we formulate the adversarial losses by training a multi-class discriminator to distin-

guish among the real data, the student, and the teacher. Moreover, we provide a rigorous

theoretical interpretation that builds up the connection between the adversarial and the

distillation losses of ADIM.

3.3.1 Binary-class Adversarial Distillation (ADIB)

We formulate ADIB as a minimax game with a student S, a teacher T, and a binary-

class discriminator D, which is illustrated by the left half of Fig. 3.2. Given a feature

vector x, the student and the teacher generate fake labels by sampling from the categor-

ical distributions pspy|xq and ptpy|xq, while the discriminator is a binary-class classifier

that computes the probability Dpx, yq of a label y being real. The discriminator aims to
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maximize the probability of correctly distinguishing the real and the fake labels, whereas

the student and the teacher aim to minimize the probability that the discriminator rejects

their fake labels. Meanwhile, the student and the teacher learn from each other by mim-

icking the categorical distributions learned by each other. Such mutual learning helps the

student and the teacher avoid generating different fake labels to fool the discriminator.

Formally, we define the value function for the minimax game of ADIB as

min
θs,θt

max
θd
VADIB “ Ey„pr rlog Dpx, yqs `ωsEy„psrlogp1´Dpx, yqqs ` νLKDppt } psq

`ωtEy„ptrlogp1´Dpx, yqqs ` µLKDpps } ptq ,
(3.4)

where hyper-parameters ωs, ωt, ν, µ ą 0 and ωs ` ωt “ 1. On the right hand side of

Eqn. (3.4), we denote byLBA the expectation terms (the adversarial losses) and byLBD the

other two terms (the distillation losses). LKDppt } psq and LKDpps } ptq are the distillation

losses for training the student and the teacher, respectively. The distillation losses can be

defined in several ways, e.g., the L2 loss between logits [9].

We show that the student and the teacher perfectly fit the real data distribution at the

equilibrium of ADIB. To see this, we first derive the optimal discriminator D˚ as follows.

Lemma 3.1. For any fixed student and teacher, the optimal discriminator that maximizes the

value function of ADIB is

D˚px, yq “
prpy|xq

prpy|xq ` pωpy|xq
, (3.5)

where pωpy|xq “ ωs pspy|xq `ωt ptpy|xq is a mixture distribution of the student and the teacher.

Proof. Since the distillation losses LBD do not contain the parameters of the discriminator,

we can maximize the adversarial losses LBA to obtain the optimal discriminator

V˚ADIB “ max
θd
LBA ,

“
ÿ

yPY
prpy|xq log Dpx, yq `ωs

ÿ

yPY
pspy|xq logp1´Dpx, yqq `ωt

ÿ

yPY
ptpy|xq logp1´Dpx, yqq ,

“
ÿ

yPY
prpy|xq log Dpx, yq `

ÿ

yPY
pωpy|xq logp1´Dpx, yqq .

Hence, the optimal discriminator is given by Eqn. (3.5) because a function hpzq “ a log z`
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b logp1´ zq (0 ă z ă 1) achieves the maximum at z “ a
a`b . This completes the proof.

Given the optimal discriminator, we show that both the student and the teacher fit

the real data distribution perfectly when ADIB achieves its equilibrium in the minimax

game.

Theorem 3.1. In the minimax game of ADIB, the equilibrium is achieved if and only if pspy|xq “

ptpy|xq “ prpy|xq. At that point, the value function is equal to ´ logp4q.

Proof. Given the optimal discriminator in Lemma 3.1, the minimax game of ADIB can be

reformulated as

min
θs,θt

"

V˚ADIB ` νLKDppt } psq ` µLKDpps } ptq

*

“
ÿ

yPY
prpy|xq log

prpy|xq
prpy|xq ` pωpy|xq

` νLKDppt } psq

`
ÿ

yPY
pωpy|xq log

pωpy|xq
prpy|xq ` pωpy|xq

` µLKDpps } ptq ,

“ 2LJSppr } pωq ´ logp4q ` νLKDppt } psq ` µLKDpps } ptq ,

where the Jensen-Shannon divergence is given by

2LJSppr } pωq “ LKL

ˆ

pr

›

›

›

›

pr ` pω

2

˙

`LKL

ˆ

pω

›

›

›

›

pr ` pω

2

˙

.

Note that the Jensen-Shannon divergence achieves zero (the minimum) if and only if

pωpy|xq “ prpy|xq while the distillation losses achieve zero (the minimum) if and only

if pspy|xq “ ptpy|xq [27]. Therefore, the equilibrium is reached if and only if pspy|xq “

ptpy|xq “ prpy|xq, where the value function is equal to ´ logp4q, which completes the

proof.

3.3.2 Multi-class Adversarial Distillation (ADIM)

A limitation of ADIB is that the adversarial losses alone, i.e., setting ν “ µ “ 0 in

Eqn. (3.6), cannot guarantee the student and the teacher to learn the real data distribu-

tion. This is because when ν “ µ “ 0, the equilibrium is reached if and only if pωpy|xq “
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prpy|xq (see Theorem 3.1), which is not equivalent to pspy|xq “ ptpy|xq “ prpy|xq. This lim-

itation results from the fact that the binary-class discriminator of ADIB does not distin-

guish whether a fake label comes from the student or the teacher. Therefore, the binary-

class discriminator cannot force the student and the teacher to move towards each other.

We overcome this limitation by designing the discriminator as a multi-class classifier.

Specifically, we formulate ADIM as a minimax game with a student S, a teacher T,

and a multi-class discriminator D, which is illustrated by the right half of Fig. 3.2. The

discriminator is a multi-class classifier that computes the probability of label y coming

from the real data Drpx, yq, the student Dspx, yq, or the teacher Dtpx, yq. To simplify nota-

tion, let I “ tr, s, tu be the set of subscripts corresponding to the real data, the student,

and the teacher. We define the value function for the minimax game of ADIM as

min
θs,θt

max
θd
VADIM “

ÿ

iPI
ωiEy„pirlog Dipx, yqs (3.6)

` νLKDppt } psq ` µLKDpps } ptq , s.t.,
ÿ

iPI
Dipx, yq “ 1 ,

where hyper-parameters ωr, ωs, ωt ą 0 satisfy ωr ` ωs ` ωt “ 1 and ν, µ ě 0. On the

right hand side of Eqn. (3.6), we denote by LMA the expectation terms (the adversarial

losses) and by LMD the other two terms (the distillation losses).

We show that the student and the teacher perfectly fit the real data distribution at the

equilibrium of ADIM by first deriving the optimal discriminator D˚ as follows.

Lemma 3.2. For any fixed student and teacher, the optimal discriminator that maximizes the

value function of ADIM is

D˚i px, yq “
ωi pipy|xq

p̄apy|xq
, i P I , (3.7)

where p̄apy|xq “ ωr prpy|xq `ωs pspy|xq `ωt ptpy|xq.

Proof. Since the distillation lossesLMD do not contain the parameters of the discriminator,

we can maximize the adversarial losses LMA to obtain the optimal discriminator

V˚ADIM “ max
θd
LMA “

ÿ

iPI
ωi

ÿ

yPY
pipy|xq log Dipx, yq .
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After introducing a Lagrange multiplier λy for each y P Y , we compute a Lagrange func-

tion as

LADIM “ LMA `
ÿ

yPY
λy

ˆ

ÿ

iPI
Dipx, yq ´ 1

˙

,

“
ÿ

yPY

ÿ

iPI
ωi pipy|xq log Dipx, yq `

ÿ

yPY
λy

ˆ

ÿ

iPI
Dipx, yq ´ 1

˙

,

“
ÿ

yPY

ˆ

ÿ

iPI
ωi pipy|xq log Dipx, yq ` λy

ˆ

ÿ

iPI
Dipx, yq ´ 1

˙˙

.

We set gradients of the Lagrange function w.r.t. the discriminator’s distribution and the

Lagrange multipliers to zero

BLADIM

BDipx, yq
“

ωi pipy|xq
Dipx, yq

´ λy “ 0 , y P Y , i P I ,

BLADIM

Bλy
“

ÿ

iPI
Dipx, yq ´ 1 “ 0 , y P Y .

Solving these equations yields the optimal discriminator given by Eqn. (3.7), which com-

pletes the proof.

Given the optimal discriminator, we show that both the student and the teacher fit

the real data distribution perfectly when ADIM achieves its equilibrium in the minimax

game.

Theorem 3.2. In the minimax game of ADIM, the equilibrium is achieved if and only if pspy|xq “

ptpy|xq “ prpy|xq. At that point, the value function is equal to logpωωr
r ωωs

s ωωt
t q.

Proof. Given the optimal discriminator in Lemma 3.2, the minimax game of ADIM can

be reformulated as

min
θs,θt

"

V˚ADIM ` νLKDppt } psq ` µLKDpps } ptq

*

“
ÿ

iPI
ωi

ÿ

yPY
pipy|xq log

ωi pipy|xq
p̄apy|xq

` νLKDppt } psq ` µLKDpps } ptq ,

“
ÿ

iPI
ωi

ÿ

yPY
pipy|xq

ˆ

log ωi ` log
pipy|xq
p̄apy|xq

˙

` νLKDppt } psq ` µLKDpps } ptq ,

“ logpωωr
r ωωs

s ωωt
t q `

ÿ

iPI
ωiLKLppi } p̄aq ` νLKDppt } psq ` µLKDpps } ptq .
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The second term, i.e., the summation over three Kullback-Leibler divergences, achieves

zero (the minimum) if and only if pspy|xq “ ptpy|xq “ prpy|xq “ p̄apy|xq [107]. Therefore,

even when the distillation losses are not used (ν “ µ “ 0), the equilibrium is still achieved

if and only if the student and the teacher perfectly fit the real data distribution. The

distillation losses are usually defined as the Kullback-Leibler divergences between the

real data, the student, and the teacher. These Kullback-Leibler divergences achieve zero

(the minimum) if and only if pspy|xq “ ptpy|xq “ prpy|xq. Hence, adding the distillation

losses does not change the equilibrium, at which point the value function is equal to

logpωωr
r ωωs

s ωωt
t q. This completes the proof.

To achieve the equilibrium, we should be able to sample sufficient training instances

from the real data distribution, but in practice we often have a finite set of training in-

stances. Besides, the equilibrium requires the student and the teacher to have enough

capability to represent the real data distribution, but these models are often implemented

by a certain family of distributions. Our empirical results suggest that while the theoret-

ical guarantee may not hold in practice, we can achieve a reasonable approximation to

the equilibrium by training limited-capacity models on a finite training set.

3.3.3 Training Acceleration via the Gumbel-Softmax Trick

Next, we discuss how to accelerate the training speed of the proposed frameworks in

terms of reducing the number of training epochs required to converge. The training

speed is closely related to the variance of gradients: high-variance gradients usually

make the training process oscillate and slow down the training speed [13, 153]. Com-

pared with the two-player framework NGAN, the proposed three-player frameworks

ADIB and ADIM by design can already reduce the variance of gradients. This is because

the three-player frameworks introduce the teacher, and the gradients from the teacher

often have lower variance than those from the discriminator. Moreover, we propose to

obtain gradients with even lower-variance by smoothing the discrete samples (i.e., fake

labels) propagated between the student (or teacher) and the discriminator into contin-

uous samples with a reparameterization trick [67, 94]. The reparameterization trick al-
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Algorithm 1: Minibatch stochastic gradient descent training of ADIM using the
Gumbel-Softmax trick.
1 Randomly initialize the parameters θs, θt, and θd of a student S, a teacher T, and a

discriminator D, respectively.
2 for the number of epochs for training ADIM do
3 for the number of steps for training the discriminator do
4 Sample a batch tpxr

j , yr
jqu

nr
j“1 „ ppxqprpy|xq, tpxs

j , ys
jqu

ns
j“1 „ ppxqqspy|xq, and

tpxt
j, yt

jqu
nt
j“1 „ ppxqqtpy|xq.

5 Update the discriminator by ascending along the gradients of the value
function w.r.t. its parameters

∇θdVADIM “
ωr

nr

nr
ÿ

j“1

∇θd log Drpxr
j , yr

jq `
ωs

ns

ns
ÿ

j“1

∇θd log Dspxs
j , ys

jq

`
ωt

nt

nt
ÿ

j“1

∇θd log Dtpxt
j, yt

jq .

6 end
7 for the number of steps for training the teacher do
8 Sample a batch of feature-label pairs tpxt

j, yt
jqu

nt
j“1 „ ppxqqtpy|xq and

tpxr
j , yr

jqu
nr
j“1 „ ppxqprpy|xq.

9 Update the teacher by descending along the gradients of the value
function w.r.t. its parameters

∇θtVADIM “
ωt

nt

nt
ÿ

j“1

∇θt log qtpyt
j|x

t
jq log Dtpxt

j, yt
jq

`
µ

nr

nr
ÿ

j“1

∇θtLKDppspyr
j |x

r
jq } ptpyr

j |x
r
jqq .

10 end
11 for the number of steps for training the student do
12 Sample a batch of feature-label pairs tpxs

j , ys
jqu

ns
j“1 „ ppxqqspy|xq and

tpxr
j , yr

jqu
nr
j“1 „ ppxqprpy|xq.

13 Update the student by descending along the gradients of the value
function w.r.t. its parameters

∇θsVADIM “
ωs

ns

ns
ÿ

j“1

∇θs log qspys
j |x

s
jq log Dspxs

j , ys
jq

`
ν

nr

nr
ÿ

j“1

∇θsLKDpptpyr
j |x

r
jq } pspyr

j |x
r
jqq .

14 end
15 end
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lows us to attain sufficient control over the variance, and hence reduces the variance of

gradients from the discriminator. In the section, we will focus on ADIM and the same

techniques can also be applied to ADIB.

We begin by showing that the high-variance of a random variable can be reduced by

a low-variance random variable.

Lemma 3.3. Random variables X and Y have finite variance and satisfy an inequality VarpXq ď

VarpYq. For any random variable Z “ λX` p1´ λqY (0 ď λ ď 1), we have VarpZq ď VarpYq.

Proof. Given VarpXq ď VarpYq, the covariance CovpX, Yq is no more than the variance

VarpYq because

CovpX, Yq ď |CovpX, Yq| ď
a

VarpXqVarpYq ď VarpYq .

Since Z “ λX` p1´ λqY, we rewrite the variance VarpZq as

λ2 VarpXq ` 2λp1´ λqCovpX, Yq ` p1´ λq2 VarpYq

ď λ2 VarpYq ` 2λp1´ λqVarpYq ` p1´ λq2 VarpYq .

This right hand side is VarpYq, completing the proof.

Given the above lemma, we show that ADIM by design can reduce the variance of

gradients by introducing the teacher into NGAN. In NGAN, the student only receives

gradients ∇θsVNGAN from the discriminator, whereas in ADIM the student receives gra-

dients ∇θsVADIM from both the discriminator and the teacher, i.e.,

∇θsVNGAN “ ∇D
θs

, ∇θsVADIM “ ω∇T
θs
` p1´ωq∇D

θs
, (3.8)

where 0 ď ω ď 1, ∇T
θs

and ∇D
θs

are the gradients of the distillation and the adversarial

losses w.r.t. the parameters of the student. In practice, we observe that the gradients of

the distillation loss usually have lower variance than those of the adversarial loss (see

Section 3.4 for more details), which is also consistent with previous findings [60, 129],

Therefore, according to Lemma 3.3, it can be shown that the gradients w.r.t. the parame-
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ters of the student in ADIM have lower variance than those in NGAN, i.e.,

Varp∇T
θs
q ď Varp∇D

θs
q ñ Varp∇θsVADIMq ď Varp∇θsVNGANq . (3.9)

We further reduce the variance of gradients with a reparameterization trick, in par-

ticular, the Gumbel-Softmax (GS) trick [67, 94]. The essence of the GS trick is to repa-

rameterize generating discrete samples from the student into a differentiable function of

the original parameters and an additional random variable that obeys a Gumbel distribu-

tion. Since the student defines a categorical distribution, we adopt a concrete distribution

qspy|xq to perform the GS trick [67]. Specifically, we define the concrete distribution as

qspy|xq “ softmax
ˆ

log pspy|xq ` g
τ

˙

, (3.10)

where g „ Gumbelp0, 1q is a sample from the Gumbel distribution 1 and τ ą 0 is a

temperature hyper-parameter. We apply the concrete distribution qspy|xq to generate

continuous samples and use the continuous samples to compute the gradients via the

REINFORCE algorithm [158]:

∇θsVADIM “ ∇θspωsEy„psrlog Dspx, yqsq ,

“ ωsEy„psr∇θs log pspy|xq log Dspx, yqs ,

« ωsEy„qsr∇θs log qspy|xq log Dspx, yqs .

(3.11)

We leverage the temperature hyper-parameter τ to control the variance of gradients. With

a high temperature, the continuous samples from the concrete distribution are smooth,

which results in low-variance gradient estimates [94]. A limitation of the concrete distri-

bution is that with a high temperature, it becomes a less accurate approximation to the

original categorical distribution, which leads to biased gradient estimates. We overcome

this limitation by annealing the concrete distribution into the original categorical distri-

bution: we use a high temperature at the beginning and anneal the temperature to a small

and non-zero value during training.

1Samples from the Gumbel distribution can be obtained by first drawing u „ Uniformp0, 1q and then
computing g “ ´ logp´ log uq.
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Besides improving the training of the student, we also apply the GS trick to improve

the training of the teacher. We use the standard back-propagation to update the parame-

ters of the discriminator. The overall logic of training ADIM is summarized in Algorithm

1. The three players are first initialized with random values and then trained alternatively

via minibatch stochastic gradient descent.

3.3.4 Correlating Adversarial and Distillation Losses

During the training of ADIM, we observe that the gradients of the adversarial and the

distillation losses have a larger cosine similarity when the hyper-parameters vary across

a certain range (e.g., Fig. 3.7). This observation motivates us to explore the correlation

between the adversarial and the distillation losses. In this section, we show that in theory

the adversarial losses used in ADIM can be reduced to the distillation losses under certain

conditions.

We first show that given the optimal discriminator, the adversarial losses used in

ADIM can be reduced to the distillation loss used to train the student.

Lemma 3.4. Let υ “ ωr
ωt

. As ωs approaches 1, suppose that the discriminator is optimal, the

adversarial losses are reduced to the distillation loss used for training the student

lim
ωsÑ1

V˚ADIM
ωt

“ LKLppt } psq ` υLKLppr } psq . (3.12)

Proof. As ωs approaches 1, ωt approaches 0. Hence, we can write the following Taylor

expansion [66]

LKLpps } ps ` ∆sq “ ∆ᵀ
s Hs∆s ,

where Hs is a positive definite Hessian matrix, ∆s “ ωtδs is a vector with infinitesimally

small values, and δs is given by

δs “ υpprpy|xq ´ pspy|xqq ` pptpy|xq ´ pspy|xqq .
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Based on the Taylor expansion, we can compute the limit as

lim
ωsÑ1

V˚ADIM
ωt

“ lim
ωsÑ1

ÿ

iPI

ωiLKLppi }ωr pr `ωs ps `ωt ptq

ωt
,

“
ωr

ωt
LKLppr } psq ` lim

ωsÑ1

ωs

ωt
LKLpps } ps ` ∆sq `LKLppt } psq ,

“ υLKLppr } psq ` lim
ωsÑ1

ωtδ
ᵀ
s Hsδs `LKLppt } psq ,

which is equal to the distillation loss used to train the student. This is because as ωs goes

to 1, ωt goes to 0 and hence the second term vanishes. This completes the proof.

Since the student and the teacher are symmetric up to privileged provisions in ADIM,

we show that the same adversarial losses can also be reduced to the distillation loss used

to train the teacher. Due to page limit, we omit the proof which can essentially be ob-

tained by switching the student and the teacher in the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Lemma 3.5. Let υ “ ωr
ωs

. As ωt approaches 1, suppose that the discriminator is optimal, the

adversarial losses are reduced to the distillation loss used for training the teacher

lim
ωtÑ1

V˚ADIM
ωs

“ LKLpps } ptq ` υLKLppr } ptq . (3.13)

Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 show the generality of the adversarial losses: the distillation

losses are different limits of the adversarial losses given the optimal discriminator. Note

that the conditions, under which Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 hold, are often hard to satisfy in

practice: (1) The optimal discriminator is difficult to obtain due to the dependence on

the student and the teacher, both of which keep changing during training. (2) The limits

of the adversarial losses cannot be reached because the hyper-parameters are usually

set within a reasonable range for good empirical performance. However, finding such

a tight correlation between the adversarial and the distillation losses can help us obtain

more insights into the behaviors of ADIM. We will use these theoretical results to explain

our observation in experiments (see Section 3.4).
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Table 3.1: Accuracy in deep model compression (n is the number of training images). Our
approaches are ADIB and ADIM.

MNIST

n “ 100 n “ 1, 000 n “ 10, 000 n “ 50, 000

CODIS 74.02 ˘ 0.13 95.77 ˘ 0.10 98.89 ˘ 0.08 99.31 ˘ 0.06
DISTN 68.34 ˘ 0.06 93.97 ˘ 0.08 98.79 ˘ 0.07 99.26 ˘ 0.05
NOISY 66.53 ˘ 0.18 93.45 ˘ 0.11 98.58 ˘ 0.11 99.05 ˘ 0.10
MIMIC 67.35 ˘ 0.15 93.78 ˘ 0.13 98.65 ˘ 0.05 98.99 ˘ 0.04
NGAN 64.90 ˘ 0.31 93.60 ˘ 0.22 98.95 ˘ 0.19 99.36 ˘ 0.16

ADIB 77.95 ˘ 0.08 96.42 ˘ 0.09 99.25 ˘ 0.06 99.54 ˘ 0.05
ADIM 78.70 ˘ 0.11 97.20 ˘ 0.09 99.38 ˘ 0.08 99.61 ˘ 0.04

CIFAR

n “ 500 n “ 5, 000 n “ 10, 000 n “ 50, 000

CODIS 54.17 ˘ 0.20 77.82 ˘ 0.14 81.60 ˘ 0.13 85.12 ˘ 0.11
DISTN 50.92 ˘ 0.18 76.59 ˘ 0.15 80.03 ˘ 0.09 83.32 ˘ 0.08
NOISY 50.18 ˘ 0.28 75.42 ˘ 0.19 79.89 ˘ 0.17 82.99 ˘ 0.12
MIMIC 51.74 ˘ 0.23 75.66 ˘ 0.17 80.32 ˘ 0.14 84.33 ˘ 0.10
NGAN 46.29 ˘ 0.32 76.11 ˘ 0.24 81.11 ˘ 0.22 85.34 ˘ 0.27

ADIB 57.56 ˘ 0.18 79.36 ˘ 0.16 83.02 ˘ 0.11 86.50 ˘ 0.10
ADIM 59.10 ˘ 0.20 80.53 ˘ 0.17 83.93 ˘ 0.10 87.03 ˘ 0.09

3.4 Experiments

The proposed three-player frameworks can be applied to a wide range of multi-label

learning tasks where privileged provisions are available. We use the task of deep model

compression to illustrate the applicability of our frameworks in Section 3.4.1, where in-

tensive computation resources are privileged provisions. We also apply our frameworks

to the task of image tag recommendation in Section 3.4.2, where extra textual features are

privileged provisions.

First, we briefly describe the common experimental setup used across different tasks.

We use Tensorflow [1] to implement the proposed ADIB and ADIM frameworks. We use

two widely adopted formulations of distillation losses: the L2 loss between logits [9] and

the Kullback-Leibler divergence between distributions [60]. The two formulations exhibit

comparable results and the results presented in this paper are based on the Kullback-

Leibler divergence. To compute the categorical distribution defined by the student, we
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apply a softmax function to a scoring function f px, y; θsq that does not use privileged

provisions

pspy|xq “ softmaxp f px, y; θsqq , y P Y . (3.14)

In contrast, to compute the categorical distribution defined by the teacher, we apply a

softmax function to a scoring function g$px, y; θtq that makes use of privileged provisions

ptpy|xq “ softmaxpg$px, y; θtqq , y P Y . (3.15)

Like the teacher, the discriminator can also use privileged provisions. Hence, we imple-

ment the binary-class discriminator by applying a sigmoid function to the same scoring

function g$px, y; θdqwith a different set of parameters

Dpx, yq “ sigmoidpg$px, y; θdqq . (3.16)

For simplicity, we implement the multi-class discriminator with two binary-class dis-

criminators: one decides whether a label is real or fake, and the other decides whether

a fake label is generated by the student or the teacher. The scoring functions are task-

specific and are detailed in respective sections. We search the hyper-parameters within

0 ă ωs ă 1, 0 ă ωt ă 1, 0.001 ă ν ă 1000, 0.0001 ă µ ă 100 based on validation

performance. We apply the GS trick when training ADIB and ADIM in all experiments,

unless otherwise stated. We find that a reasonable annealing schedule for the tempera-

ture hyper-parameter τ is to start with a large value (10.) and exponentially decay it to a

small value (0.1).

3.4.1 Deep Model Compression

Deep model compression aims at improving the deployability of deep models on portable

devices such as smart phones by reducing the storage and the runtime complexity of such

models. Since we usually train deep models on powerful servers, we treat extensive com-

putational resources available at training as privileged provisions in this task.

Experimental Setup. We experiment with the widely adopted MNIST [78] and CI-
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Figure 3.3: Effects of the hyper-parameters in ADIM using 100, 1,000, and 10,000 training
images on the MNIST dataset.

Table 3.2: Storage and runtime complexity of the student (S) and the teacher (T) in the
task of deep model compression.

Dataset Model Implementation #Parameters #Flops

MNIST
S MLP 1.28M 2.55M
T LeNet 4.62M 9.23M

CIFAR
S LeNet 1.03M 2.06M
T DenseNet 15.58M 77.66M
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Table 3.3: Storage and training complexity in deep model compression. The training time
of ADIB is regarded as 1ˆ.

Dataset Approach #Parameters #Flops Training (s)

MNIST
ADIB 10.51M 21.01M 1ˆ
ADIM 15.13M 30.24M 1.23ˆ

CIFAR
ADIB 32.30M 156.09M 1ˆ
ADIM 47.78M 233.10M 1.17ˆ
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Figure 3.4: Training curves of the student on MNIST.

FAR [76] datasets. The MNIST dataset has 60,000 grayscale images (50,000 for training

and 10,000 for testing) with 10 different label classes. For fair comparison with previous

work [129], we do not preprocess the images on MNIST. The CIFAR dataset has 60,000 col-

ored images (50,000 for training and 10,000 for testing) with 10 different label classes. We

preprocess the images by subtracting per-pixel mean and augment the training dataset

by mirrored images. On MNIST, we implement the scoring functions f px, yq and g$px, yq

based on an MLP and a LeNet. On CIFAR, we implement the scoring functions f px, yq

and g$px, yq based on a LeNet and a DenseNet.

We detail the architectures of the MLP, the LeNets, and the DenseNet in the appendix

(see Section A.1). We summarize the storage and the runtime complexity of the student

and the teacher by the number of parameters and floating point operations (flops) in Ta-

ble 3.2. We can see that compared to ADIB, ADIM has a larger number of parameters and

needs a larger number of flops to update parameters during training. Hence, ADIM is
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Figure 3.5: Variance of the gradients w.r.t. the student on MNIST.

more computationally expensive than ADIB by replacing the binary-class discriminator

in ADIB with a multi-class discriminator. We evaluate the approaches over 10 different

runs with random initializations and report the mean accuracy and the standard devia-

tion.

Overall Results.

First, we compare ADIB and ADIM with NGAN and KD-based approaches includ-

ing MIMIC [9], DISTN [60], NOISY [129], and CODIS [4] in terms of accuracy. We vary

the number of training images from 100 to 50,000. We show the results on MNIST and

CIFAR in Table 3.1. The proposed ADIM performs the best on both datasets, e.g., ADIM

(78.70%) outperforms CODIS (74.02%) by 6.32% on MNIST. Although the architectures of

the student are the same in ADIB and ADIM, we can see that ADIM is more accurate than

ADIB at the cost of increased storage and training complexity, as shown in Table 3.3. We

also find that ADIM requires a smaller number of training instances than NGAN does

to reach the same level of accuracy. For example, ADIM using fewer training samples

(10,000) has a higher accuracy (99.38% vs. 99.36%) than NGAN using more training sam-

ples (50,000) on MNIST. This can be explained by that the teacher of ADIM provides

soft targets for training the student. The soft targets have high entropy and reveal much

useful information about training instances. Hence, the soft targets impose much more

constraints on the training than the real labels do, which reduces the number of instances

required to train the student. We further compare NGAN with the KD-based approaches.
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Figure 3.6: Accuracy of the teacher on MNIST with varying µ.

We observe that NGAN performs better when a large number of training instances are

available (e.g., 50,000 training images on CIFAR), while KD-based approaches perform

better when a small number of training images are available (e.g., 500 training images on

CIFAR). This is consistent with our analyses in Section 3.2 that NGAN can learn the real

data distribution better, which however requires a large amount of training data.

Training Speed. Next, we investigate the training speed of various approaches in

terms of the number of training epochs required for convergence. To examine the benefits

of using the GS trick for training, we refer to ADIM that does not use the GS trick as

ADIM-NGS. We present typical training curves (i.e., accuracy against training epochs) of

the student using 100 training images on MNIST in Fig. 3.4 (the training curves of using

more training images are similar). We can see that NGAN converges to a worse accuracy

even with a larger number of training epochs than the other approaches (involving a

teacher) do. We also find that the training curve of NGAN is less stable than those of

the other approaches after convergence. This is largely because the gradients that the

student obtains from the discriminator (via the adversarial losses) have higher variance

than those from the teacher (via the distillation losses), as shown in Fig. 3.5. By comparing

ADIM with ADIM-NGS, we can see that the GS trick speeds up the training by around

50% and improves the accuracy by around 2% (from 77.20% to 78.70%). One possible

reason is that the GS trick can effectively reduce the variance of the gradients from the

discriminator as discussed in Section 3.3.3. This is also observed in our experiments by
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Table 3.4: Accuracy of the student (with varying hidden layer sizes) and the teacher
(shown in parenthesis) in ADIM on the MNIST dataset (n is the number of training im-
ages).

Hidden Size #Parameters #Flops n “ 5, 000 n “ 10, 000 n “ 50, 000

100 0.09M (4.62M) 0.18M (9.23M) 98.03 (99.28) 98.81 (99.45) 99.10 (99.68)
200 0.20M (4.62M) 0.40M (9.23M) 98.79 (99.29) 98.99 (99.49) 99.34 (99.73)
800 1.28M (4.62M) 2.55M (9.23M) 99.08 (99.30) 99.38 (99.51) 99.65 (99.75)

1,000 1.80M (4.62M) 3.59M (9.23M) 99.13 (99.31) 99.47 (99.56) 99.78 (99.79)
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Figure 3.7: Cosine similarity between the gradients of adversarial and distillation losses
w.r.t. the student (a) or the teacher (b).

comparing the gradient variance of the adversarial loss in ADIM-NGS (see Fig. 3.5a) with

that in ADIM (see Fig. 3.5b).

Ablation Study. Next, we study how the proposed ADIM achieves the highest accu-

racy. We present the accuracy of ADIM against the hyper-parameters using 100, 1,000,

and 10,000 training images on MNIST in Fig. 3.3 (note the logarithmic scale of the x-axis).

We find that ωr, ωs, and ωt have a relatively small effect on the accuracy, which suggests

that ADIM is a robust framework. We can see that the teacher is important in improving

the accuracy of the student especially when the number of training images is small.

For example, if we set ν to a very small value (0.001), we get more than 2% drop in

accuracy (from 78.70% to 76.46%) when using 100 training images. We also find that a

large value of µ causes the accuracy of the student to deteriorate rapidly. Such accuracy
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deterioration occurs because the soft targets provided by the student are usually noisy.

Emphasizing on training the teacher to predict the noisy targets decreases the accuracy

of the teacher, as shown in Fig. 3.6. The decrease in the accuracy of the teacher in turn

decreases the accuracy of the student via the distillation process. However, the teacher

achieves a higher accuracy when learning from the student, e.g., the accuracy of setting

µ “ 0.001 is higher than that of setting µ “ 0, as shown in Fig. 3.6. To study the correla-

tion between the adversarial and the distillation losses, we compute the cosine similarity

between their gradients during training. We average the cosine similarity over training

epochs when training ADIM using 100 training images on MNIST and present the results

in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.7a shows that the gradients of the adversarial and the distillation losses

w.r.t. the student become more similar as ωs goes to 1. Fig. 3.7b shows that the gradients

of the adversarial and the distillation losses w.r.t. the teacher become more similar as ωt

goes to 1. We do not observe such trend if we set ωs (ωt) to a very small value (ă 2´3) or

to a very large value (ą 26). This is because when we set the hyper-parameters outside a

reasonable range, ADIM does not perform well and the discriminator can be far from the

optimality. These results are consistent with our theoretical results in Lemmas 3.4 and

3.5. We obtain similar results about the effects of the hyper-parameters on CIFAR.

3.4.2 Image Tag Recommendation

Next, we experiment with the task of image tag recommendation, which aims to recom-

mend relevant tags for users to label their images uploaded to image-hosting websites

such as Flickr. Specifically, the goal is to recommend relevant tags right after a user up-

loads an image. This way, the user can just select from the recommended tags instead of

inputting tags, which is inconvenient. Users may continue to add extra texts, e.g., titles

and descriptions about the uploaded image. We only use such extra texts for training as

privileged provisions. The student, once trained, only takes an uploaded image as input

to recommend tags at inference.

Experimental Setup. We use the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million (YFCC)

dataset [151]. To simulate the case where extra texts about images are available at train-

ing, we randomly sample 20,000 images with titles or descriptions for training and sam-
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Table 3.5: Accuracy in image tag recommendation on YFCC. The proposed approaches
are ADIB and ADIM.

Most Popular Tags

MAP MRR P@3 R@3 F@3 NDCG@3

KVOTE 0.5755 0.5852 0.2320 0.4400 0.2339 0.5592
TPROP 0.6177 0.6270 0.2420 0.5281 0.2811 0.6103
TFEAT 0.6417 0.6503 0.2560 0.5420 0.2871 0.6371
REXMP 0.7015 0.7122 0.2720 0.6285 0.3324 0.6999
NGAN 0.7432 0.7555 0.2892 0.6676 0.3516 0.7465

ADIB 0.7787 0.7905 0.3047 0.6971 0.3678 0.7846
ADIM 0.7862 0.7980 0.3060 0.7032 0.3687 0.7914

Randomly Sampled Tags

MAP MRR P@3 R@3 F@3 NDCG@3

KVOTE 0.3970 0.4092 0.1623 0.2790 0.1575 0.3607
TPROP 0.4512 0.4636 0.1883 0.3244 0.1810 0.4225
TFEAT 0.5149 0.5309 0.2002 0.4132 0.2195 0.4990
REXMP 0.5205 0.5331 0.2228 0.4450 0.2427 0.5377
NGAN 0.5791 0.5911 0.2415 0.4904 0.2693 0.5834

ADIB 0.6302 0.6452 0.2572 0.5403 0.2946 0.6255
ADIM 0.6480 0.6623 0.2620 0.5462 0.2950 0.6416
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Figure 3.8: Effects of the hyper-parameters in ADIM using the most popular tags on the
YFCC dataset.
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Figure 3.10: Variance of the gradients w.r.t. the student on YFCC.

ple another 2,000 images for testing. We create a dataset of images labeled with the 200

most popular tags and create another one labeled with 200 randomly sampled tags. Fol-

lowing an earlier study [5], we use a VGGNet [138] pretrained on ImageNet [38] to extract

visual features and use a LSTM [61] with pretrained word embeddings [99] to learn tex-

tual features. We implement the scoring function f px, yq as an MLP taking visual features

as input and g$px, yq as an MLP taking element-wise product of the visual and the textual

features as input. The architectures of the MLPs are detailed in the appendix (see Sec-

tion A.2). We use precision (P@3), recall (R@3), F-measure (F@3), normalized discounted

cumulative gain (NDCG@3), mean average precision (MAP), and mean reciprocal rank-

ing (MRR) to evaluate the accuracy of the student and the teacher.

Overall Results. First, we compare the students of ADIB and ADIM with KNN [95],
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Figure 3.11: Accuracy of the teacher on YFCC with varying µ.

TPROP [52], TFEAT [24], and REXMP [81] in terms of accuracy. The results using the

most popular and using the randomly sampled tags are presented in Table 3.5. We can

see that ADIM achieves consistent improvements over the other approaches under all

the evaluation metrics. Although ADIM does not explicitly model the semantic similar-

ity between two tags like what REXMP does, it still makes better recommendations than

REXMP does. The reason is that in ADIM, the teacher provides the student with soft tar-

gets at training. The soft targets contain a rich similarity structure over tags which cannot

be modeled well by any pairwise similarities between tags in REXMP. For example, an

image labeled with a tag volleyball is provided with a soft target assigning probabil-

ities of 10´2 to basketball, 10´4 to baseball, and 10´8 to dragonfly. The reason

why the teacher generalizes is reflected in the relative probabilities over tags, which can

be used for guiding the student to generalize better.

Training Speed. We also examine the training speed of the approaches. We use P@3

to evaluate the accuracy of the student and present the training curves using the most

popular tags in Fig. 3.9. We can see that: (1) ADIM learns a more accurate student with

a smaller number of training epochs than the other approaches; (2) NGAN is unstable

largely due to high variance of the gradients from the adversarial losses, as shown in

Fig. 3.10. We observe a similar trend when using the other metrics to evaluate the accu-

racy.

Ablation Study. Last, we explore how the accuracy of ADIM varies against the hyper-
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parameters. The results using the most popular tags are presented in Fig. 3.8. We can see

that the effects of the hyper-parameters in image tag recommendation are consistent with

those in deep model compression. We also study the benefits of the teacher learning from

the student by varying µ. We use MAP and P@3 to evaluate the accuracy of the teacher

and present the results using the most popular tags in Fig. 3.11. We can see that the

teacher achieves the highest accuracy when learning from the student with µ “ 0.001.

We further compute the cosine similarity, averaged over training epochs, between the

gradients of the adversarial and the distillation losses. Fig. 3.7 shows the results using

the most popular tags, which are similar to those in deep model compression.

We compare the student and the teacher in terms of accuracy when varying the hid-

den layer size of the student from 100 to 1,000 in ADIM. We show the results on MNIST

in Tables 3.4. As shown in the left half of Tables 3.4, the storage (#Parameters) and the

runtime complexity (#Flops) of the student increase as the hidden layer size increases.

We vary the number of training images from 5,000 to 50,000 and present the results on

MNIST in the right half of Tables 3.4. We can see that compared with the teacher, the

accuracy loss of the student generally decreases as the hidden layer size and the number

of training examples increase.

3.5 Summary

We proposed a novel training framework, adversarial distillation, for learning with priv-

ileged provisions. We formulated adversarial distillation as a minimax game where a

student and a teacher compete against a discriminator via adversarial losses while learn-

ing from each other via distillation losses. We proposed two variants of adversarial dis-

tillation: one uses a binary-class discriminator for more efficient training and the other

uses a multi-class discriminator for more accurate inference. We proved that both of the

variants guarantee the equilibrium where the student and the teacher fit the real data

distribution perfectly. We proposed a Gumbel-Softmax trick to control the variance of

gradients and hence obtain low-variance gradient updates during training. We proved

that the adversarial losses can be reduced to the distillation losses used to train the stu-
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dent and the teacher. We showed that adversarial distillation significantly outperforms

the state-of-the-art in the tasks of image tag recommendation and deep model compres-

sion. We also showed that the Gumbel-Softmax trick speeds up the training by reducing

the variance of the gradients from the discriminator.



Chapter 4

Recommendation Diversity –
Personalized Result Diversification

This chapter is based on two papers. The first is a journal paper that has been published in IEEE

Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering (TKDE 2017): Search Result Diversity Evalua-

tion based on Intent Hierarchies. Xiaojie Wang, Ji-Rong Wen, Zhicheng Dou, Tetsuya Sakai, Rui

Zhang. The second is a conference paper that has been published in the 22nd Pacific-Asia Conference

on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD 2018): Joint Optimization Approach for Per-

sonalized Recommendation Diversification. Xiaojie Wang, Jianzhong Qi, Ramamohanarao Kotagiri,

Yu Sun, Bo Li, Rui Zhang.

4.1 Introduction

IN most recommendation systems, items are classified by predefined categories, e.g.,

genres of movies or styles of musics. Recent studies show that users’ interests often

spread into several genres [172,186] (for ease of presentation, we will simply use genres to

represent categories in the following). However, many existing algorithms (e.g., [64, 74])

only try to optimize toward recommendation accuracy or item relevance, which is not

optimal to cover users’ diverse interests. In fact, the objectives of relevance and diversity

are largely orthogonal, i.e., optimizing toward relevance may recommend very similar

items, while optimizing toward diversity may present less relevant items. Recommenda-

tion diversification algorithms aim to achieve these two objectives at the same time and

recommend diverse items with high relevance. Existing work in this area either separates

relevance and diversity optimization [156], or does not explicitly consider the personal-

ization in genre preferences [18, 36, 167] as discussed below.

73
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Table 4.1: Three lists of recommended movies in movie recommendations.

Recommendations by three different ranking measures

Rank Non-diverse recomm. Diverse without user pref. Diverse with user pref.

1 First Shot (‹) First Shot (‹) First Shot (‹)

2 Rapid Fire (‹) Snow Angels (˚) Snow Angels (˚)

3 Black Dawn (‹) Rapid Fire (‹) Rapid Fire (‹)

4 Shadow Man (‹) iss Potter (˚) Black Dawn (‹)

Count #Action=4 #Drama=0 #Action=2 #Drama=2 #Action=3 #Drama=1

1 Star (‹) stands for action movies and asterisk (˚) stands for drama movies.

Users usually have varied preferences over different genres [156]. High variances in

such genre preferences require highly personalized recommendation diversification al-

gorithms, which aim to present diverse recommendations catering to individual user’s

genre preference [156]. For example, Table 4.1 shows three lists of movies recommended

to a user interested in both action and drama movies. The movies under the “non-diverse

recomm.” column are all action movies, which are not diverse in terms of genres. The

movies under the “diverse without user pref.” and “diverse with user pref.” columns

resolve this issue by also presenting drama movies. Suppose that the user prefers action

movies. The “diverse without user pref.” column treats the two genres equally (recom-

mending two action movies and two drama movies) and does not consider the user’s

genre preference. The “diverse with user pref.” column in this case presents a better

recommendation, i.e., personalized diverse recommendations, which is the aim of this

paper.

Toward this end, we propose a personalized diversification algorithm to jointly optimize

both relevance and diversity and explicitly consider personalized genre preferences in di-

versification. The proposed algorithm iteratively selects the item that maximizes a func-

tion (i.e., the ranking function) of two components: one models a user’s rating for an

item, and the other models the user’s preference over diverse genres. The two compo-

nents are collaborated by a joint optimization method to recommend items as accurately

as possible (accurate rating prediction) and make an item list as personalized diverse
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as possible (personalized diverse ranking). The joint optimization method enables the

personalized diversification algorithm to use the true ratings and pre-determined item

rankings as sources of training information, where the item rankings indicate which item

should be selected for personalized diverse recommendations given a selected item list.

To provide effective item rankings (i.e., training labels) to our algorithm, we need to

measure the diversity of recommendations for each user, i.e., personalized diversity. Ex-

isting measures have limitations in evaluating personalized diversity: they either cannot

handle the genre preferences of a user [31], or ignore the minor interests of a user [2], or

cannot evaluate both relevance and diversity at the same time [156]. To overcome these

limitations, we propose a new personalized diversity measure, which evaluates an item list

based on user preferences for the covered genres of the list. This makes the item list hav-

ing the highest score under our measure (i.e., the ideal list) has a desired property [156]:

each genre is represented according to personalized genre preferences in the list.

The main contributions include: (1) We propose a novel recommendation diversifi-

cation algorithm which can learn a ranking function by jointly optimizing the relevance

and diversity. (2) We also propose a personalized diversity measure that can effectively

evaluate personalized diversity of recommendations. (3) Experiments using real-world

datasets of different domains show that the proposed algorithm outperforms several

baseline methods and the proposed measure is more effective in capturing personalized

genre preferences.

4.2 Preliminaries

Nowadays, people tend to meet their daily information needs by issuing keywords into

search engines. However, these keywords, i.e. queries, are often ambiguous or broad

[32, 41, 68, 137]. The queries usually have several interpretations or aspects, also known

as subtopics or user intents. When users submit the same query to retrieval systems,

they may want different information returned to fulfill their own information needs. This

poses a challenge to search engines when the user intent cannot be known in advance.

To tackle this problem, a wide range of search result diversification algorithms ([2,
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(a) Official intents of the query “bobcat”.

(b) LEFT: OIH is comprised of the solid boxes, whereas EIH includes both solid and dashed nodes.
RIGHT: An example showing relevance assessments for the added nodes (under R

1
in red) de-

rived from relevance assessments for the official intents (under R in blue).

Figure 4.1: The official intents, original intent hierarchy (OIH), and extended intent hier-
archy (EIH) of No. 77 query “bobcat” in TREC Web Track 2010.

18, 23, 35, 36, 40, 110, 127, 128, 183]) have been proposed over the past years. They aim at

returning a diversified ranked document list that covers different intents of a query. In

the meantime, some researchers have introduced a variety of diversity measures, such as

I-rec [122], α-nDCG [31], Intent-Aware measures [2], D7-measures [123], etc. These mea-

sures evaluate ranked lists in terms of both diversity and relevance, and can be used to

indicate which diversification algorithms are better. Existing diversity measures assume

that the users’ information needs could be represented by a single layer of intents and

different types of intents are independent of each other. However, intents can be related

to each other in reality, which is illustrated as follows.

We use the query “bobcat”, No. 77 topic in Text Retrieval Conference(TREC) 2010 Web

Track [30], as an example. This query is ambiguous because of the polysemy of “bobcat”:

one interpretation is a company called “bobcat company” whose core business is about

tractors; another interpretation is a kind of wild animals called “wild bobcat.” We show

its official intents, marked by i1-i4, in Figure 4.1(a). The figure shows that except intent

i2 which is about “wild bobcat,” the remaining ones, i1, i3, and i4, are all about “bobcat
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company.” This indicates that i1, i3, and i4 are more related to each other, but are less

related to i2. Even within the three intents about “bobcat company,” i1 and i3 are closer

because they are about the businesses involving tractors of the company, whereas i4 is

about homepage the company. We argue that this kind of relationships between intents

should be modeled when evaluating search result diversity. However, none of existing

measures considers this.

Specifically, we find two submitted runs for the query, namely cmuFuTop10D and

THUIR10DvNov, in TREC Web Track 2010 diversity task. cmuFuTop10D covers i1, i3,

and i4, while THUIR10DvNov covers i1, i2, and i4 in their top ten documents. Since i1,

i3, and i4 are all about “bobcat company,” cmuFuTop10D misses another interpretation

of bobcat, i.e. “wild bobcat,” but THUIR10DvNov covers both interpretations. In this

sense, the latter is more diversified but I-rec [122] treats them as equally good because

they cover the same number of intents. Some other existing measures also have similar

problems, which will be illustrated in Section 4.2.4. We think that this is due to their lack

of recognition of the relationships among intents.

In our previous work [161], we define two kinds of intent hierarchies with four weight-

ing schemes to represent the relationships between user intents. We then introduce our

method for creating such intent hierarchies and obtaining the relevance assessments

based on TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collections. Last, we propose sev-

eral diversity measures based on intent hierarchies, and show that the new measures

outperform the corresponding existing measures.

4.2.1 Intent Hierarchies

Given a query q, the users’ information needs are represented as a set of intents tiu. We

assume these intents cannot be further subdivided, and refer to them as atomic intents.

Based on the semantic relatedness of the intents, we build an intent hierarchy possessing

the following properties:

Property 1. The intent hierarchy is in a tree structure, where every child has only one parent.
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Property 2. The root of intent hierarchy is denoted by q itself, which stands for the users’ infor-

mation needs as a whole. The root is a dummy node for the completeness of the tree, and is not

considered in our measures.

Property 3. When q is broad, the intent hierarchy is built in such a way that a parent node refers

to a more general concept than its children, and a child node refers to one aspect of its parent.

When q is ambiguous, each child node of the root denotes one interpretation of q, and each of its

subtrees is built in the same way as a broad query.

Property 4. These atomic intents, i.e. tiu, correspond one to one with leaves of the intent hier-

archy. This means the number of leaves in the intent hierarchy is the same as the number of the

atomic intents.

An intent hierarchy that satisfies the above four properties is called an original intent

hierarchy (OIH). The leaf nodes of an OIH may not have the same depth. We extend such

an OIH by recursively adding one child node to the leaves which do not have the highest

depth until it satisfies:

Property 5. All leaf nodes of the intent hierarchy, i.e. the atomic intents, have the same depth.

The resulting intent hierarchy are called an extended intent hierarchy (EIH). As an OIH,

the leaves of an EIH also correspond one to one with the atomic intents {i}.
We define an atomic intent subset S as a subset of atomic intents which has at lease

two atomic intents. Extending OIH to EIH is justified as follows: (1) An atomic intent

subset S corresponds to |S| leaves in an OIH or EIH. The maximum depth of the nodes

that are common ancestors of these leaves acts as a simple indicator of how much these

intents are related to each other. Hence, we can refer to the maximum depth as the re-

dundant degree of S; (2) When OIH is extended to EIH, the redundant degree remains the

same for any atomic intent subset. This means that if OIH, which is built by experts,

thinks that one atomic intent subset is more related than another, so does EIH and vise

versa.

We consider the root of an intent hierarchy as the zeroth layer, the child nodes of

the root as the first layer and so forth. If an intent hierarchy only has the zeroth layer

and the first layer, the height of the intent hierarchy is one. In the paper, a single-layer
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intent hierarchy refers to an intent hierarchy whose height is one, while a multilayer intent

hierarchy refers to that whose height is greater than one.

4.2.2 Weighting Intent Hierarchies

For an intent hierarchy, its nodes are weighted according to their relative popularity. The

node weights should satisfy:

Property 6. Wpqq “ 1 and Wpnq “
ř

cPCpnqWpcq p@n P Nq

where q is the root node, N is the set of non-terminal nodes, and Cpnq is the set of

child nodes of node n.

We propose four weighing schemes that make resulting node weights satisfy Property

6 as follows:

(1) Uniformly top-down (UT) can be used in any situation. It assumes that given a

parent node, its child nodes are equally weighted. Starting from the root, the weight of

node n is Wpnq “ Wppq{|Cppq|, where p is the parent node of n, and Cppq is the set of

child nodes of p.

(2) Uniformly bottom-up (UB) can be used in any situation. It assumes that given an

intent hierarchy, its leaf nodes are equally weighted, i.e. Wpnq “ 1
|B| p@n P Bq where

B is the set of leaf nodes. Starting from the leaves, the weight of node n is defined as:

Wpnq “
ř

cPCpnqWpcq, where Cpnq is the set of child nodes of node n.

(3) Nonuniformly top-down (NT) can only be used when all the node weights in an

intent hierarchy are known but they do not satisfy Property 6. This may happen when

the atomic intents that receive no relevant documents are removed and node weights

need renormalization. Starting from the root, the new weight of node n is defined as:

Wpnq “
W
1

pnq ˚Wppq
ř

cPCppqW 1
pcq

(4.1)

where p is the parent of n, Cppq is the children of p, W
1

pnq (W
1

pcq) is the original weight

of node n (c).

(4) Nonuniformly bottom-up (NB) can be used only if the weights of leaf nodes in an
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intent hierarchy are known. First the weights of leaf nodes are normalized, and then

starting from the leaves, the weight of node n is Wpnq “
ř

cPCpnqWpcq, where Cpnq is the

set of child nodes of n.

4.2.3 Creating Intent Hierarchies

Our proposed hierarchical measures, which will be introduced in 4.2.4, can work with

any type of intent hierarchies. NTCIR-11 IMine test collection comes with multilayer in-

tent hierarchies, and we directly use them in the experiments. In this section, we show the

method for creating multilayer intent hierarchies from the predefined intents on TREC

Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collections. For each query in the test collections, the

first intent is the same as the description of the query itself. Although the descriptions

are the same, if a query has several different interpretations, the first intent is just one of

these interpretations. A query’s first intent does not refer to a more general concept than

the other intents. So we do not treat the first intent differently.

We use the official intents as atomic intents to avoid reassessing the relevance of doc-

uments. First we create OIH by manually grouping the official intents based on their

semantic similarity. Then, we extend them to EIH. Figure 4.1 illustrates how we create

OIH and EIH for the query “bobcat” in TREC 2010 Web Track. It can be seen from Figure

4.1(a) that this query has four official intents and intent i1 and i3 are related to the trade

involving bobcat tractors. So we create a new node n1 that stands for “bobcat tractors”

as their parent node. Similarly, n1 and i4 are related to “bobcat company,” hence we cre-

ate another new node n2 representing “bobcat company” as their parent. Finally, since

n2 (“bobcat company”) and i2 (“wild bobcat”) are two distinct interpretations of query

“bobcat,” they are considered as the child nodes of the root node. The resultant OIH is

shown in solid boxes in the left of Figure 4.1(b). Further, we extend the OIH by adding a

child to i2, and adding a child and a grandchild to i4. The resultant EIH is shown in solid

boxes plus dashed boxes in the left of Figure 4.1(b).

As for the OIH or EIH shown in Figure 4.1(b): (1) It is in a tree structure (Property

1); (2) Its root is query “bobcat” itself (Property 2); (3) The query is ambiguous, so the

child nodes of root are its two different interpretations, i.e. “bobcat company” and “wild
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bobcat.” A parent node refers to a more general concept than its children (Property 3),

e.g. “bobcat company” is more general than “bobcat company homepage;” (4) The leaf

nodes are exactly the official intents of query “bobcat” (Property 4). Further, the depth of

all the leaf nodes in EIH is three (Property 5).

Only the relevance assessments for the original intents are available in TREC Web

Track diversity test collections. For the intent hierarchies we create, document relevance

judgments are just available for their leaf intents. As assessing document relevance is

usually very time-consuming, it is not desirable to reassess the documents for the inter-

mediate nodes. Fortunately, according to Property 3, a parent node of an intent hierarchy

stands for a more general concept than its child nodes. Hence it is reasonable to assume

that if a document is relevant to a node, it would be relevant to the node’s parent. This

means that we can derive relevance assessments for the intermediate nodes starting from

the leaves. In this paper, we simply let:

Ldpnq “ max
cPCpnq

Ldpcq (4.2)

where Ldpnq is the relevance rating assigned to document d for node n, and Cpnq is the

set of child nodes of n.

We show an actual document (denoted by d in the following) from TREC Web Track

2010 diversity test collection in Figure 4.1(b). In the table, the officially provided rele-

vance assessments are marked in blue, e.g. the relevance rating of d for i1 is 1. Firstly,

node n1 has two child nodes, i1 and i3, and the relevance ratings of d for them are 1 and 0.

According to Equation (4.2), the relevance rating of d for n1 is 1. Similarly, we can derive

the relevance rating for n2 based on its child node i4 and n1. These derived relevance

assessments are shown in red in the table of Figure 4.1(b).

To conclude, we create a new dataset containing intent hierarchies by manually group-

ing the official intents from TREC Web track test collections. The good news is that we

do not need to reassess document relevance with regards to the intent hierarchies. We

directly leverage document relevance assessments for the leaf intents, and automatically

assign relevance ratings for the intermediate intents. This also implies that when we

want to create hierarchical intents for evaluating diversity, we just need to assess docu-
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Figure 4.2: Official intents of the query “defender” in TREC Web Track 2009.

ment relevance for the leaf nodes or atomic intents.

Most of the time of creating the new dataset is spent on grouping the original in-

tents. On average, we spend about three minutes per query mainly in understanding the

original intents with the assistance of Google and Bing.

4.2.4 Hierarchical Measures

We assume that: (1) The user who is interested in an intent will be interested in the

broader intents. Based on this assumption, we automatically assign relevance assess-

ment for the intermediate intents of an intent hierarchy according to Equation 4.2 in Sec-

tion 4.2.3; (2) The user who is interested in an atomic intent will be likely to be more

interested in the more related atomic intents, and be less interested in the less related

atomic intents in an intent hierarchy. The relatedness between two atomic intents is de-

fined by the length of the shortest path between the two intents: the shorter the length

of the shortest path is, the more related the two intents are. This implies that the search

results that cover more related atomic intents will only be of interested to a specific user

group, and should be considered less diverse by the measures. N-rec and the measures

based on N-rec reward search results that cover less related atomic intents in an intent

hierarchy, which is illustrated in Section 4.2.4.
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Figure 4.3: LEFT: We construct an original intent hierarchy (OIH) and an extended intent
hierarchy (EIH) for No. 20 query “defender” which is shown in Figure 4.2. OIH is com-
prised of the solid boxes, whereas EIH includes both solid and dashed nodes. RIGHT:
1st column: document IDs (d˚: the ideal one), each of which is a ranked list of length
1. 2nd to 5th column (R and R

1

): relevance assessments for the official intents (in red)
and derived relevance assessments for added nodes (in blue). 6th to 12th column (S): the
scores computed by a measure at rank 1.

Node Recall

Given a query q, let V denote the nodes in its intent hierarchy except for its root. Let

dr denote the document at rank r, and let Npdrq denote the nodes in V to which dr is

relevant. Node recall (N-rec) at rank K is defined as:

N-rec@K “
|
ŤK

r“1 Npdrq|

|V|
(4.3)

N-rec is a natural generalization of I-rec when using the intent hierarchy . They both are

rank-insensitive and cannot handle graded relevance assessments. I-rec credits minor

intents,while N-rec credits minor nodes, which contribute to rewarding wide coverage

of users’ information needs.

We use an example to show that N-rec outperforms I-rec in terms of discriminative

power. In the right of Figure 4.3, I-rec1@1 means only using the first layer, I-rec2@1 means

only using the second layer, and N-recE@1 means using EIH when computing N-rec.

These measures are computed at rank 1. Note that the original I-rec is equal to I-rec2.

We find that d1ąd2“d3 according to I-rec1@1, d1“d2ąd3 according to I-rec2@1, whereas

d1ąd2ąd3 according to N-recE@1. As we discussed in Section 4.2.4, The real preference

is d1ąd2ąd3. I-rec1@1 fails to tell the difference between d2 and d3, while I-rec2@1 fails to
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distinguish between d1 and d2. Only N-recE@1 can tell the difference between the three

documents, and thus is more discriminative than I-rec. The ranking list that covers less

related atomic intents is rewarded by N-rec, which is consistent with the second user

assumption.

Another point worth noting is that the types of intent hierarchies are crucial to

N-rec. In the right of Figure 4.3, N-recO@1 means using OIH instead of EIH. We find

that N-recO@1 cannot determine which one of d1 and d2 is better because they have ex-

actly the same score. This indicates that using EIH has higher discriminative power than

using OIH.

We aim to retrieve documents that cover as many nodes of intent hierarchies as pos-

sible. Besides, we prefer the documents that are highly relevant to more popular nodes

and layers. N-rec mainly rewards wide coverage of different nodes of intent hierarchies

in the top ranks. In the following, we will discuss some measures to complement N-rec.

Layer-Aware measures

Our next proposal is to first evaluate a ranked list for each layer of an intent hierarchy

using existing measures, then combine the evaluation scores across multiple layers.

Let H denote the height of the intent hierarchy, and let L “ tl1, l2, ..., lHu denote its H

layers. We define Layer-Aware measures (LA measures) at document cutoff K as:

M-LA@K “
H
ÿ

i“1

wi ˚Mi@K (4.4)

Here, wi is the weight of layer li, where
řH

i“1 wi “ 1, and Mi is the evaluation score of

measure M by using the intents of layer li. For example, ERR-IA-LA is computed as

follows: (1) For each layer, compute the per-layer scores of ERR-IA; (2) Compute the

weighted average of the per-layer scores using Equation (4.4).

We find that the combination of measures over layers of intent hierarchies could out-

perform the original measures. We use the query “defender”, No. 20 topic in TREC Web

Track 2009 [29], as an example. We choose this query because it has a relatively sim-

ple intent hierarchy. Its EIH is shown in the left of Figure 4.3. Suppose we have three
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documents, d1-d3, and each of them can be viewed as a ranked list containing only one

document. Their relevance assessments for the EIH are displayed in blue in the right of

Figure 4.3. To save space, the nodes that receive no relevant documents within the doc-

uments are not displayed. Assume that d˚ is the first document within the ideal rank

list and it is relevant to every node displayed. In the right of Figure 4.3, D7-nDCG1@1

is the evaluation score when only using the first layer of the EIH, D7-nDCG2@1 means

only using the second layer, and D7-nDCG-LAE@1 is the average of D7-nDCG1@1 and

D7-nDCG2@1. The original D7-nDCG is equal to D7-nDCG1. We use the measures to

score d1 to d3, i.e. evaluating at document cutoff 1.

We show the evaluation results in Figure 4.3: d1ąd2“d3 under D7-nDCG1@1, d1“d2ąd3

under D7-nDCG2@1, whereas d1ąd2ąd3 under D7-nDCG-LAE@1. Here, “ą” means the

former document is preferred compared with the latter when evaluating them at rank 1,

and ““” means neither is preferred. The real preference is d1ąd2ąd3: (1) d1 is more diver-

sified than d2 because d1 covers both “windows defender” and “defender arcade game

online,” while d2 only covers the former; (2) d2 is more diversified than d3 because d2

covers both “windows defender homepage” and “windows defender reports” while d3

just covers the former. Here, only D7-nDCG-LAE@1 is consistent with the real preference.

D7-nDCG1@1 fails to tell the difference between d2 and d3, whereas D7-nDCG2@1 fails to

tell the difference between d1 and d2. This indicates that the combination over layers has

higher potential to reflect real user satisfaction than the use of a flat list of intents.

HD-measures

The global gain of an intent hierarchy at rank r is given by:

GGhprq “
H
ÿ

i“1

wi ˚ GGiprq (4.5)

where wi is the weight of layer li and GGiprq is the global gain for layer li at rank r. Let

CGGhprq “
řr

k“1 GGhpkq, which is the cumulative global gain for the intent hierarchy at

rank r. Further, let GG˚h prq and CGG˚h prq denote the global gain and the cumulative global

gain for the intent hierarchy at rank r in the ideal ranked list. The ideal list is obtained
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by listing up all the judged documents in descending order of global gains for the intent

hierarchy. Let Jprq “ 1 if the document at rank r is relevant to the intent hierarchy, and

Jprq “ 0 otherwise. Let Cprq “
řr

k“1 Jpkq. We define HD-nDCG and HD-Q at document

cutoff K as:

HD-nDCG@K “
řK

r“1 GGhprq{ logpr` 1q
řK

r“1 GG˚h prq{ logpr` 1q
(4.6)

HD-Q@K “
1

minpK, Rq

K
ÿ

r“1

Jprq
Cprq ` βCGGhprq

r` βCGG˚h prq
(4.7)

where R is the number of judged documents relevant to the intent hierarchy.

LD7-measures

We use the leaf nodes of intent hierarchies to compute D-measures, such as D-nDCG and

D-Q. Then, LD7-measure is defined as:

LD7-measure@K “ γN-rec@K` p1´ γqD-measure@K (4.8)

where γ is a parameter controlling the tradeoff between diversity and relevance. Since

D-measures only use the leaf nodes, LD7-measures mainly reward high relevance with

more popular leaves Also, LD7-measures cannot handle the weights of layers. To tackle

these, we propose HD7-measures and LAD7-measures in the next two sections.

HD7-measures

We define HD7-measure as:

HD7-measure@K “ γN-rec@K` p1´ γqHD-measure@K (4.9)

where HD-measure can be HD-nDCG or HD-Q, and γ is a parameter between 0 and 1.
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LAD7-measures

We define LAD7-measure as:

LAD7-measure@K “ γN-rec@K` p1´ γqD-measure-LA@K (4.10)

where γ is a parameter balancing diversity with relevance, and D-measure-LA is the LA

version of D-measure.

To measure the relevance of ranked lists, HD7-measures use HD-measures, while

LAD7-measures use D-measures-LA. HD-measures and D-measures-LA reward high rel-

evance to more popular nodes, and can handle layer weights. The difference between

them is what to combine over layers: HD-measures combine the global gain for each

layer while D-measures-LA combine D-measures for each layer. Take HD-nDCG and

D-nDCG-LA as an example:

HD-nDCG@K “
řK

r“1 r
řH

i“1 wi ˚ GGiprqs{ log2 pr` 1q
řK

r“1 r
řH

i“1 wi ˚ GG˚i prqs{ log2 pr` 1q

D-nDCG-LA@K “
H
ÿ

i“1

wi ˚D-nDCGi@K

where GGiprq is the global gain for layer li at rank r, and D-nDCGi means only using the

nodes of layer li.

Summarization and Discussion

We call the proposed diversity measures hierarchical measures. LA measures mainly re-

ward high relevance to major nodes, and thus take little account of minor nodes. This

can be seen if we transform the definition of M-IA-LA, e.g., into

M-IA-LA@K “
ÿ

nPV

wn Mn@K (4.11)

where V is the nodes of an intent hierarchies except for the root, and wn is the weight of

node n. Mn is the per-node version of measure M, which can be nDCG, ERR, etc. This
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Figure 4.4: Relating D7-measures, LD7-measures, HD7-measures, and LAD7-measures.

problem does not exist for the hierarchical measures which rely on N-rec because N-rec

can credit minor intents.

Each of D7-measures, LD7-measures, HD7-measures, and LAD7-measures is a linear

combination of two measures: one mainly rewards search result diversity, whereas an-

other mainly rewards the relevance. We show their relationships in Figure 4.4. The figure

shows that: (1) To reward diversity, LD7-measures, HD7-measures, and LAD7-measures

use the whole intent hierarchy, but D7-measures only use the leaves; (2) To reward the rel-

evance, HD7-measures and LAD7-measures use the whole intent hierarchy. In contrast,

D7-measures and LD7-measures only use the leaves.

Hierarchical measures work more easily with EIH than with OIH because they require

that for every layer, the node weights sum up to 1. EIH can guarantee this no matter

which weighing scheme is used, while OIH cannot. So one drawback of using OIH is

that when the node weights of one layer do not sum up to 1, renormalization is required.

Besides, some hierarchical measures work in a layer wise way, like LA measures and
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Table 4.2: The types of intent hierarchies in TREC Web Track 2009-2013 test collections
and NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.

(A) TREC (Uniform) (B) NTCIR (EIH)
OIH EIH Uniform Nonuniform

Top-down OUT EUT EUT ENT
Bottom-up OUB EUB EUB ENB

HD-measures, but the document relevance assessments for some atomic intents may not

be considered in the deep layers when using OIH. This means that hierarchical measures

using OIH may neglect some atomic intents, and be counterintuitive sometimes.

4.3 Problem Formulation

We assume that items to be recommended are categorized into genres. Let X “ txnu
N
n“1

be an item set, G “ tgku
K
k“1 be a genre set, R P RUˆN be a rating matrix (Ru,n is the

rating of user u for item xn), J P RNˆK be the genre information for items X (Jn,g “ 1 if

item xn is with genre g and Jn,g “ 0 otherwise). We define the problem of personalized

recommendation diversification as:

Definition 1 (Personalized Recommendation Diversification). Given U users, N

items, K genres, the rating matrix R, the genre information J, and a personalized di-

versity measureM, the task is to generate the item list Yu “ rxy1 , ..., xyN s that maximizes

the measureM for each user u.

Intuitively, the problem is to consider personalized genre preferences (referred to as

user preferences in the following for brevity) in diversification.

We consider two formulations of modeling user preferences. Let X u be the item set

rated by user u and X u
g Ď X u be the subset of items with genre g. The frequency-based

user preference is given by pu
g 9 |X u

g |{|X u| pg P Gq [156]. Here, pu
g is the user preference for

genre g, which is proportional to the percentage of rated items with genre g. To consider

the scale of ratings, we define the rating-based user preference as qu
g 9

ř

n:xnPX u
g

Ru,n{
ř

n:xnPX u Ru,n pg P

Gq. Here, qu
g is proportional to the sum of ratings for items with genre g,

ř

n:xnPX u
g

Ru,n,

over the sum of ratings for items with any genre,
ř

n:xnPX u Ru,n.

We identify a few key characteristics of user preferences using a movie rating dataset
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(a) The frequency-based user preference.
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(b) The rating-based user preference.

Figure 4.5: User preference analysis on a movie rating dataset (#genres=18).

detailed in Section 4.6. We show the entropy of user preferences against the number

of interested genres (those genres covered by X u) in Figure 4.5, where each user is a

blue dot. For both user preference formulations, we find that: (1) Users prefer different

degrees of diversity: the number of interested genres varies from 8 to 18 and the entropy

of user preferences varies from 1.5 to 3.0 across users; (2) Users have varied preferences

for different genres: no single user reaches the maximum entropy line where all genres

are of the same interest to a user. These findings motivate us to consider user preferences

in diversification.

4.4 Personalized Diversification Algorithms

In theory, optimizing a diversity measure is NP-hard [2], and a greedy strategy is often

adopted [18]: at iteration r, r´1 items Yr´1 have been selected. A marginal score function
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Algorithm 2: Personalized Diversification Algorithm by Joint Optimization
Input: users U , items X , ratings R, a personalized diversity measureM

1 Pre-train tpu, buuuPU , tqn, bnuxnPX based on R
2 while PDA-JO has not converge do
3 Z Ð ∅,B Ð ∅ ˛ Z is sampled item lists and B is training instances
4 for each user u in U do
5 for length l from 0 to |X | ´ 1 do
6 Add the ideal list of length l under the measureM into Z
7 Sample S non-ideal lists of length l and add them into Z
8 end
9 end

10 for item list Y in Z do
11 for item pair pxm, xnq from X zY do
12 if MpY ` rxmsq ą MpY ` rxnsq then L Ð 1
13 else L Ð 0
14 Add pY , xm, xn, y “ pRu,m, Ru,n, Lqq into B
15 end
16 end
17 for mini-batch b in B do
18 Update tpu, buuuPU , tqn, bnuxnPX , µ based on Equation 4.14
19 end
20 end

spxn,Yr´1q is used to select the next best item, which is then added to Yr´1. Two methods

for modeling spxn,Yr´1q are presented as follows.

4.4.1 Personalized Diversification Algorithm by Greedy Re-ranking

A naive method is to use a re-ranking strategy which greedily selects next items based

on predicted ratings, which is called personalized diversification algorithm based on greedy

re-ranking (PDA-GR). It consists of: (1) A prediction phrase uses matrix factorization to

predict ratings tR̂u,nuxnPX ; (2) A re-ranking phrase uses a training set to estimate user

preferences tp̂u
gugPG , and a heuristic-based marginal score function to re-rank. Using the

genre information J, the marginal score function is defined as a combination of a rating

component f pR̂u,nq, which models a user’s rating for item xn, and a genre preference
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component Jn,gpp̂u
gq

Cgpr´1q, which models the user’s genre preference of item xn:

spxn,Yr´1q “
ÿ

gPG
f pR̂u,nq ¨ Jn,gpp̂u

gq
Cgpr´1q (4.12)

Here, f prq “ 2r, and Cgpr ´ 1q is the number of previous items with genre g. PDA-GR

is sub-optimal because it divides optimizing accurate rating prediction and personalized

diverse ranking into two separate phrases.

4.4.2 Personalized Diversification Algorithm by Joint Optimization

To tackle the sub-optimality, we propose a personalized diversification algorithm based on

joint optimization (PDA-JO), which can optimize both accurate rating prediction and per-

sonalized diverse ranking simultaneously.

For user u, let pu P RF be the embedding and bu P R be the bias. For item xn, let

qn P RF be the embedding and bn P R be the bias. The rating for item xn is predicted by

R̂u,n “ pᵀ
uqn ` bu ` bn. We use a parameter µ to alleviate the error of rating prediction.

The marginal score function is defined as:

spxn,Yr´1q “
ÿ

gPG
f pR̂u,n ` µq ¨ Jn,gpp̂u

gq
Cgpr´1q (4.13)

Here, f prq “ 2r, Jn,g “ 1 if item xn is with genre g and Jn,g “ 0 otherwise, pu
g is the

preference of user u for genre g, and Cgpr´ 1q is the number of previous items with genre

g. tpu, buuuPU , tqn, bnuxnPX , and µ are learnable parameters.

We define a training instance for user u as pY , xm, xn, yq where Y is selected items,

xm and xn are two candidate items, and y “ pRu,m, Ru,n, Lq. Here, Ru,m and Ru,n are the

true ratings for items xm and xn. Training label L indicates which item ranking is better

under the measureM: L “ 1 ifMpY ` rxmsq ąMpY ` rxnsq and L “ 0 otherwise. The

probability of L “ 1 is P “ σpspxm,Yq´ spxn,Yqq, where σp¨q is the sigmoid function. The

loss function of our algorithm consists of a relevance loss Lr a personalized diversity loss
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Ld:

L “ 0.5rpR̂u,m ´Ru,mq
2 ` pR̂u,n ´Ru,nq

2s
l jh n

The relevance loss: Lr

´DrL log P` p1´ Lq logp1´ Pqs
l jh n

The personalized diversity loss: Ld

Here, D balances between accurate rating prediction (loss Lr) and personalized diverse

ranking (loss Ld). We use L2 regularization to regularize the model.

The model is trained by stochastic gradient descent with gradient given by:

BL
Bpu

“peu,mqm ´ eu,nqnq `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,m ` µqqm ´

ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,n ` µqqnu,

BL
Bql

“eu,lpu `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,l ` µqpuu l P tm, nu,

BL
Bbu

“peu,m ´ eu,nq `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,m ` µq ´

ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,n ` µqu,

BL
Bbl

“eu,l `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,l ` µqu l P tm, nu,

BL
Bµ

“DEt
ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,m ` µq ´

ÿ

gPG
dg f 1pR̂u,n ` µqu,

(4.14)

Here, eu,l “ R̂u,l ´Ru,l l P tm, nu, E “ P´ L, and dg “ pp̂gq
Cgpr´1q. The total number of

training instances is ΘpMN!q. To speed up training, we use a sampling method similar

to the negative sampling [99]: both ideal lists and a number of sampled non-ideal lists

under measureM are used to estimate the gradient. The overall procedure of the joint

optimization method is summarized in Algorithm 2. The model is first pre-trained by

training ratings. Then, we sample S non-ideal lists with a certain length l P r0, N ´ 1s for

each user and update the parameters with the gradient given by Equation 4.14.

Time Complexity. The training time complexity is ΘpE ¨M ¨ S ¨N2 ¨ Tq, where E is the

number of epoches, S is the number of sampled non-ideal item lists. T “ maxtF, Ku is

the time complexity of computing the marginal score function. The test time complexity

is ΘpN2 ¨ Tq for each user.
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Algorithm 3: Building the ideal list for p-nDCG

Input: user u, items X “ txnu
N
n“1, user ratings R, genre information J

Output: ideal list Y “ txynu
N
n“1

1 Estimate the user preferences tpu
gugPG based on the genre information J

2 Y0 Ð ∅ ˛ a selected item list
3 for r “ 1, ..., N do
4 xm Ð arg maxxnPX zYr´1

pp-nDCGpYr´1 ` rxnsq ´ p-nDCGpYr´1qq

5 Yr Ð Yr´1 ` rxms

6 end
7 Yu Ð YN

4.5 Personalized Diversity Measure

Existing measures have limitations in evaluating personalized recommendation diver-

sity. Therefore, we proposed a personalized diversity measure in this section.

4.5.1 Limitations of Existing Diversity Measures

Our goals are to recommend items that (I) cover a user’s interested genres, and (II) have

a genre distribution satisfying the user’s preference for different genres. Existing diver-

sity measures cannot serve our goals: (1) α-nDCG [31] does not model user preferences

(or intent probabilities). (2) IA measures [2] tend to favor the major interests and ignore

the minor interests of a user [123]. (3) One of the goals of D7-measures [123] is to recom-

mend items that cover as many genres (or intents) as possible, but not to optimize toward

individual user’s preference.

4.5.2 Formulation of Personalized Diversity Measure

To overcome these limitations, we propose a personalized diversity measure. Our mea-

sure is motivated by α-nDCG [31], which discounts the gain of redundant items by a

constant α P r0, 1s. Users often have varied preferences for different genres. A constant

cannot model such variances. Intuitively, redundancy under more preferred genres is

better than redundancy under less preferred genres.

Let Jgprq “ 1 if the item at rank r is labeled with genre g and Jgprq “ 0 otherwise, and
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Table 4.3: The movielens 100k dataset (ML-100K) and the million song dataset (MSD)

Data
Stat.

#users #items #ratings #genres Range Sparsity

ML-100K 943 1,682 100,000 18 1-5 6.30%
MSD 1,217 2,051 88,078 15 1-225 3.53%

Cgprq “
řr

k“1 Jgpkq. Based on the preference of user u tpu
gugPG , we define the personalized

novelty-biased gain (PNG) for the item at rank r as:

PNGprq “
ÿ

gPtgu

hprq ¨ Jgprqppu
gq

Cgpr´1q (4.15)

Here, hprq “ p2r´ 1q{2rmax . PNG models the marginal gain of an item after a user has seen

previous items. We define p-nDCG at cutoff C as:

p-nDCG@C “
řC

r“1 PNGprq{ logpr` 1q
řC

r“1 PNG˚prq{ logpr` 1q
(4.16)

Here, PNG˚ is PNG of the ideal list built by Algorithm 3. The algorithm iteratively selects

the item that maximizes the p-nDCG score of current item list based on the true ratings

and user preferences.

Theoretical Analysis. p-nDCG is effective in capturing user preferences: item lists

with a high p-nDCG score tend to contain more items with more preferred genres. To

see this, we analyze the ideal list under p-nDCG. If genre g is under-represented in the

list, i.e. pg is high while Cg is low, the PNG for a relevant item with genre g will be

large. This makes p-nDCG select more relevant items with genre g as next items. The

selection process reaches an equilibrium when each genre is represented according to

user preferences:

ppg1q
Cg1 ” ppg2q

Cg2 pg1, g2 P Gq ñ Cg 9 logppgq pg P Gq. (4.17)

The ideal list is effective in reflecting user preferences: the number of items with genre g

(Cg) is positively correlated with the preference for genre g (pg) in the list. This is a desired

property for personalized recommendation diversification [156]: each genre needs to be
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Figure 4.6: Performances of PDA-JO with varied parameters after z-normalization.

represented according to user preferences in an item list.

4.6 Experiments

We experiment with the movielens 100k dataset (ML-100K) [54] and the million song

dataset (MSD) [12]. ML-100K is a movie rating dataset. It contains 100,000 ratings on

1,682 movies from 943 users. MSD contains music play counts. We use a subset of MSD

containing the playing counts of the songs associated properly to one of the predefined

genres. This subset contains 88,078 playing counts on 2,051 songs from 1,217 users. The

two datasets are summarized in Table 4.3.

We try both formulations of user preferences and obtain similar results in the exper-
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Table 4.4: Performance comparison of algorithms on ML-100K and MSD. For MMR and
PM-2, the subscript is the parameter achieving the best score on validation set.

Performance on MK-100K Performance on MSD
Method nDCG α-nDCG p-nDCG nDCG α-nDCG p-nDCG

MF 0.7206 0.6035 0.5799 0.6061 0.4728 0.5001

MMR0.7 0.6944 0.6206 (2.82%) 0.6172 (6.44%) 0.6081 0.4803 (1.58%) 0.5068 (1.33%)
PM-20.5 0.6829 0.6759 (11.98%) 0.6525 (12.53%) 0.5895 0.4954 (4.77%) 0.5179 (3.54%)
LTR-N 0.7301 0.7134 (18.21%) 0.7017 (21.00%) 0.6230 0.4997 (5.70%) 0.5246 (4.89%)

PDA-GR 0.7283 0.7782 (28.93%) 0.7690 (32.61%) 0.6295 0.5430 (14.85%) 0.5665 (13.27%)
PDA-JO 0.7417 0.7846 (29.99%) 0.7778 (34.13%) 0.6309 0.5579 (18.00%) 0.5808 (16.14%)

iments. We only show the results using the frequency-based user preference due to the

page limit. We use normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG), α-nDCG (α “ 0.5)

[31], and the proposed p-nDCG to evaluate algorithm performances. All these measures

are computed at cutoff C “ 10.

4.6.1 Personalized Diversification Algorithms

The compared methods include MF [64], MMR [18], PM-2 [36], and LTR-N [167]. We use

5-fold cross validation to tune parameters for all algorithms.

Effects of Parameters. In Figure 4.6, we present the effects of tuning (1) D varied

from 0.01 to 100 , and (2) S varied from 0 to 25. We apply the z-normalization method to

amplify the effects. The proposed PDA-JO performs best when pD, Sq “ p1, 10q on ML-

100K and pD, Sq “ p10, 5q on MSD. Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(c) show the effects of D on ML-

100K (S “ 10) and MSD (S “ 15). The performance of PDA-JO increases with the growth

of D (0.1 ď D ď 10), after which the performance decreases under α-nDCG and p-nDCG.

This is because: (1) If D is small, PDA-JO is biased toward rating prediction and disregard

diverse ranking, which will degrade the performance under diverse measures. (2) If D

is large, rating prediction is less accurate, which will in turn degrade the performance

because diverse ranking relies on rating prediction (see Equation 4.13). The influence of

D is stable when 1 ď D ď 10. Figures 4.6(b) and 4.6(d) show the effects of S on ML-100K

(D “ 1) and MSD (D “ 10). The proposed PDA-JO performs better as S increases (0 ď
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Figure 4.7: The distance between the ground-truth user preferences and the genre dis-
tribution of the top-C ranked items by p-nDCG (α-nDCG), where the item cutoff C P

r5, 100s.

S ď 10), but a performance decrease occurs when S ě 15. The overall difference when

varying D and S is less than 0.8%, which indicates that PDA-JO is a robust framework.

Comparison of Algorithms. Table 4.4 compares the performances of all algorithms

on ML-100K and MSD. The proposed PDA-JO performs best on both datasets under all

three measures. The improvement of PDA-JO over baseline methods is significant based

on two-tailed paired t-test. We compare all methods in the following aspects: (1) Per-

sonalized diversification methods (PDA-GR and PDA-JO) outperform non-personalized

diversification methods (MMR, PM-2, and LTR-N) on all three measures. (2) Heuristic-

based methods (MMR and PM-2) sacrifice relevance to boost diversity, while learning-

based methods (LTR-N and PDA-JO) can improve both relevance and diversity. (3) PDA-

JO is consistently better than PDA-GR for all measures on both datasets.

4.6.2 Personalized Diversity Measures

We compare the ideal lists of p-nDCG and α-nDCG (α “ 0.5) on ML-100K as follows: (1)

For each user, we randomly split ratings into a training set (80%) and a test set (20%).

We also use time-based split (the most current 20% are used for testing), and the results

are similar; (2) We use the training set to build the ideal list of p-nDCG (α-nDCG) by

Algorithm 3. Here, the user preferences used to compute the p-nDCG score are obtained
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Figure 4.8: Rank correlation (Kendall’s τ) with α-nDCG, where p-nDCG f uses the
frequency-based user preference while p-nDCGr uses the rating-based user preference.

using the training set.

Satisfying User Preferences. We show that the ideal list of p-nDCG is more effective

than α-nDCG in reflecting user preferences. We compute genre distribution Pp (Pα) of

p-nDCG (α-nDCG) by applying user preference formulations to the top-C ranked items

in the ideal list. The ground-truth user preference P˚ is obtained using the test set. We

compute the distance between P˚ and Pp (Pα) using KL-divergence or L2-norm, and aver-

age all distances across users. We plot the average distance against item cutoff in Figure

4.7. We find that compared with α-nDCG, the genre distribution of the top-C ranked

items by p-nDCG consistently better satisfy user preferences, especially when cutoff C is

small.

Rank Correlation. We use Kendall’s τ to measure rank correlation between the ideal

lists of p-nDCG and α-nDCG. The results of averaging Kendall’s τ over the users who

are interested in the same number of genres are shown in Figure 4.8. We find that as

the number of interested genres increases, the rank correlation decreases. This is because

when a user’s interested genres are of the same interest to the user, p-nDCG reduces

to α-nDCG. As the number of interested genres grows, the probability that a user has

the same preference for different genres decreases. This causes p-nDCG and α-nDCG to

produce less similar item lists.
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Table 4.5: The ideal list of p-nDCG for a real user on ML-100K.

Pref.

Pos. Top-10 items by p-nDCG Ground-truth Frequency-based Rating-based

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ct. Pref. Rank Pref. Rank Pref. Rank

Comedy ˛ ˛ ˛ ˛ 4 0.3789 1 0.2353 1 0.2500 1

Horror ˛ ˛ ˛ ˛ 4 0.2756 2 0.2353 1 0.2500 1

Romance ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.2067 3 0.1765 3 0.1842 3

Animation ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.0689 4 0.1765 3 0.1447 4

Adventure ˛ ˛ 2 0.0689 4 0.1176 5 0.1184 5

Thriller ˛ 1 0.0011 6 0.0588 6 0.0526 6

Statistics L2 (0.20) τ (0.89) L2 (0.17) τ (0.93)

1 Diamond ˛ indicates the movie at a certain position is categorized as a certain genre.
2 L2 stands for the L2-norm and τ stands for the Kendall’s τ.

Case Study. We use a real user on ML-100K to illustrate the advantage of p-nDCG

over α-nDCG in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The ground-truth column (user preferences) is com-

puted by applying the frequency-based user preference to the test set. We find that: (1)

In terms of genre ranking, p-nDCG is more consistent (Kendall’s τ = 0.89) with the user

preferences than α-nDCG (Kendall’s τ = 0.39); (2) The genre distribution of recommended

items by p-nDCG is closer (L2-norm = 0.20 using the frequency-based user preference) to

the user preferences than α-nDCG (L2-norm = 0.29 using the frequency-based user pref-

erence).

4.6.3 Hierarchical Diversity Measures

First, we show that hierarchical measures using EIH weighted bottom-up, i.e. comput-

ing the node weights upwards given the leaf node weighs, have advantages over existing

measures in discriminative power and intuitiveness. Then, we present the experimental

results of comparing the performance of hierarchical measures using different intent hi-

erarchies, i.e. OIH or EIH weighted top-down or bottom-up uniformly or nonuniformly.

Last, we show the benefits of using nonuniform weights, which are usually more costly

than simple uniform weights.
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Table 4.6: The ideal list of α-nDCG for a real user on ML-100K.

Pref.

Pos. Top-10 items by p-nDCG Ground-truth Frequency-based Rating-based

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ct. Pref. Rank Pref. Rank Pref. Rank

Comedy ˛ ˛ ˛ ˛ 4 0.3789 1 0.2353 1 0.2500 1

Horror ˛ ˛ ˛ ˛ 4 0.2756 2 0.2353 1 0.2500 1

Romance ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.2067 3 0.1765 3 0.1842 3

Animation ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.0689 4 0.1765 3 0.1447 4

Adventure ˛ ˛ 2 0.0689 4 0.1176 5 0.1184 5

Thriller ˛ 1 0.0011 6 0.0588 6 0.0526 6

Statistics L2 (0.20) τ (0.89) L2 (0.17) τ (0.93)

1 Diamond ˛ indicates the movie at a certain position is categorized as a certain genre.
2 L2 stands for the L2-norm and τ stands for the Kendall’s τ.

Settings

We experiment with diversity measures on TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test col-

lections and NTCIR-11 IMine test collection. We build a new test collections from the

TREC test collections , which contains intent hierarchies and the relevance assessments.

The new dataset is publicly available onl1. Available types of intent hierarchies in TREC

Web Track 2009-2013 and NTCIR-11 IMine are summarized in Table 4.2. TREC Web

Track 2009-2013 do not provide nonuniform intent weights, so only uniformly top-down

and uniformly bottom-up weighting schemes can be applied. The intent hierarchies in

NTCIR-11 IMine are EIH already. Since NTCIR-11 IMine provides nonuniform intent

weights, the other two weighting schemes can also be applied, i.e. nonuniformly top-

down and nonuniformly bottom-up. In the following, we use subscripts to denote the

types of intent hierarchies.

Except for concordance test, we use document cutoff K “ 20 for all the measures. In

concordance test, we use document cutoff K “ 10 instead because: (1) When we perform

case studies, the details of top 20 documents cannot be fitted into one page; (2) The con-

clusions drew when K “ 10 are almost the same as those drew when K “ 20. We set

1http://www.playbigdata.com/dou/heval/

http://www.playbigdata.com/dou/heval/
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Table 4.7: Discriminative power of existing measures and LA measures based on the
paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05.

(A) TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collections.
Existing measure disc. power LA measure disc. power

α-nDCG 58.11% α-nDCG-LA 58.32%
ERR-IA 53.26% ERR-IA-LA 53.79%

nDCG-IA 54.63% nDCG-IA-LA 55.37%
Q-IA 47.47% Q-IA-LA 48.95%

D7-nDCG 57.05% D7-nDCG-LA 57.47%
D7-Q 56.21% D7-Q-LA 56.32%

(B) NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.
measure disc. power LA measure disc. power
α-nDCG 65.63% α-nDCG-LA 63.13%
ERR-IA 62.50% ERR-IA-LA 65.00%

nDCG-IA 68.75% nDCG-IA-LA 73.13%
Q-IA 65.00% Q-IA-LA 71.88%

D7-nDCG 68.75% D7-nDCG-LA 69.38%
D7-Q 70.63% D7-Q-LA 71.25%

γ “ 0.5 in Equation (2.21), (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10).

Hierarchical Measures Outperform Existing Measures

In this section, we fix the type of intent hierarchies used by hierarchical measures: (1) On

TREC Web Track 2009-2013 test collections, hierarchical measures use EIH weighted uni-

formly bottom-up; (2) On NTCIR-11 IMine test collection, hierarchical measures use EIH

weighted nonuniformly bottom-up. In the following sections, we will give explanation

for selecting such types of intent hierarchies.

Discriminative Power Following the previous work [118–121,123], we use the paired

bootstrap test and set B “ 1, 000 (B is the number of bootstrap samples). On TREC test

collections we conduct the experiments as follows: (1) Sampling 20 submitted runs ev-

ery year (2009-2013), which produces 950 pairs of sampled runs; (2) With the 950 pairs of

sampled runs, computing the discriminative power using all the queries in TREC test col-

lections. On the NTCIR test collection, we conduct the experiments as follows: (1) Using

all the runs in NTCIR-11 IMine test collection because there are only 11 runs in Chinese

and 15 runs in English. This gives us 160 pairs of runs; (2) With the 160 pairs of runs,
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Table 4.8: Discriminative power of D7-measures, LD7-measures, HD7-measures, and
LAD7-measures based on the paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05.

(A) TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collections.
measure disc. power measure disc. power

D7-nDCG 57.05% D7-Q 56.21%
LD7-nDCG 57.58% LD7-Q 56.42%
HD7-nDCG 57.26% HD7-Q 56.53%

LAD7-nDCG 57.26% LAD7-Q 56.53%
(B) NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.

measure disc. power measure disc. power
D7-nDCG 68.75% D7-Q 70.63%

LD7-nDCG 68.75% LD7-Q 71.25%
HD7-nDCG 69.38% HD7-Q 71.25%

LAD7-nDCG 69.38% LAD7-Q 71.25%

Table 4.9: Intuitiveness based on preference agreement with gold standard measures. For
each measure pair, the higher score is shown in bold.

(A) TREC Web Track 2009-2013. Gold standard: N-rec and Precision.
α-nDCG-LA ERR-IA-LA nDCG-IA-LA Q-IA-LA

LD7-nDCG .673/.237 .715/.185 .385/.051 .375/.227
HD7-nDCG .667/.233 .712/.181 .392/.086 .372/.229

LAD7-nDCG .672/.236 .714/.184 .385/.054 .374/.226
LD7-Q .787/.106 .814/.080 .678/.151 .578/.111
HD7-Q .787/.105 .814/.079 .678/.152 .578/.111

LAD7-Q .787/.106 .814/.080 .678/.151 .578/.111
(B) NTCIR-11 IMine. Gold standard: N-rec and Precision.

α-nDCG-LA ERR-IA-LA nDCG-IA-LA Q-IA-LA
LD7-nDCG .705/.171 .806/.131 .653/.112 .654/.144
HD7-nDCG .704/.145 .813/.108 .624/.130 .633/.144

LAD7-nDCG .721/.151 .815/.114 .657/.119 .657/.130
LD7-Q .785/.096 .835/.077 .718/.091 .728/.067
HD7-Q .792/.070 .845/.058 .718/.100 .736/.082

LAD7-Q .782/.096 .837/.078 .720/.094 .730/.070
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computing the discriminative power using all the queries in the NTCIR test collection.

The results are shown in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

By comparing the discriminative power of existing measures and the corresponding

LA measures in each row of Table 4.7, we find that except α-nDCG-LA, LA measures

using EIH weighted bottom-up usually have higher discriminative power than (or have

the same discriminative power as) the corresponding existing measures, especially in the

case of IA measures. For example, (1) On TREC test collections, Q-IA-LA (49.16%) outper-

forms Q-IA (47.47%) in terms of discriminative power; (2) On the NTCIR test collection

with nonuniform weights, Q-IA-LA (71.88%) beats Q-IA (65.00%) in terms of discrimina-

tive power.

By comparing the results of discriminative power of D7-measures, LD7-measures,

HD7-measures, and LAD7-measures (each column in Table 4.8), we find that (1) When

using EIH weighted bottom-up, LD7-measures, HD7-measures and LAD7-measures are

consistently better than (or as good as) D7-measures in terms of discriminative power. For

example, on TREC test collections, LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG, and LAD7-nDCG (57.58%,

57.26%, and 57.26% respectively) are all more discriminative than D7-nDCG (57.05%) in

terms of discriminative power; (2) On the NTCIR test collection, the results of discrimi-

native power of most measures are the same, which is due to the relatively small size of

NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.

Concordance Test In Section 4.2, we argue that LA measures may be less intuitive

among hierarchical measures. On TREC test collections (or the NTCIR test collection),

we compare the intuitiveness of two measures, M1 and M2, as follows: (1) N-rec (or

Precision) is used as the gold standard: The relative intuitiveness of M1 (or M2) is the

ratio of ranked list pairs, for which M1 (or M2) and the gold standard have the same

preference, to those for which M1 and M2 have different preference; (2) Both N-rec and

Precision are used as the gold standard measures: The relative intuitiveness of M1 (or M2)

is the ratio of ranked list pairs, for which M1 (or M2) has the same preference with N-rec

and Precision, to those for which M1 and M2 have different preference. The results are

shown in Table 4.9. N-rec is used as the gold standard measure for diversity because: (1) It

is a simple binary measure; (2) It measures search result diversity better than I-rec, which
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Table 4.10: Intuitiveness based on preference agreement with gold standard measures.
For each measure pair, the higher score is shown in bold.

(A) TREC Web Track 2009-2013. Gold standard: N-rec
ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-

IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG
α-nDCG .987/.390 .646/.979 .632/.985 .643/.980 .640/.982
ERR-IA - .561/.984 .551/.990 .559/.987 .557/.988

D7-nDCG - - .303/.741 .646/.789 .607/.794
LD7-nDCG - - - .905/.762 .895/.777
HD7-nDCG - - - - .682/.950
(B) TREC Web Track 2009-2013. Gold standard: Precision.

ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-
IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG

α-nDCG .773/.373 .493/.698 .494/.698 .492/.705 .493/.704
ERR-IA - .456/.725 .456/.725 .455/.731 .455/.729

D7-nDCG - - .580/.612 .556/.692 .560/.682
LD7-nDCG - - - .544/.736 .547/.730
HD7-nDCG - - - - .762/.529
(C) TREC Web Track 2009-2013. Gold standard: N-rec and Precision

ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-
IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG

α-nDCG .761/.082 .245/.681 .236/.684 .243/.686 .241/.686
ERR-IA - .187/.712 .181/.715 .186/.718 .185/.717

D7-nDCG - - .068/.372 .300/.491 .274/.486
LD7-nDCG - - - .457/.504 .450/.513
HD7-nDCG - - - - .456/.485
(A) NTCIR-11 IMine. Gold standard: N-rec.

ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-
IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG

α-nDCG .973/.159 .385/.885 .420/.867 .458/.862 .419/.883
ERR-IA - .256/.944 .284/.933 .319/.922 .292/.935

D7-nDCG - - .548/.644 .643/.622 .540/.698
LD7-nDCG - - - .719/.626 .605/.721
HD7-nDCG - - - - .475/.852
(B) NTCIR-11 IMine. Gold standard: Precision.

ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-
IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG

α-nDCG .886/.227 .348/.841 .466/.812 .467/.829 .467/.811
ERR-IA - .287/.886 .361/.868 .363/.870 .366/.860

D7-nDCG - - .788/.587 .720/.636 .762/.619
LD7-nDCG - - - .662/.727 .663/.698
HD7-nDCG - - - - .738/.639
(C) NTCIR-11 IMine. Gold standard: N-rec and Precision.

ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-
IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG

α-nDCG .868/.050 .100/.733 .182/.698 .213/.707 .183/.710
ERR-IA - .067/.834 .116/.811 .139/.802 .120/.805

D7-nDCG - - .385/.346 .413/.350 .365/.405
LD7-nDCG - - - .439/.403 .337/.442
HD7-nDCG - - - - .295/.525
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Table 4.11: Five ranked list pairs from TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collec-
tions. 1st column: case IDs (query IDs). 2nd column: run IDs. 3rd column: number of
official intents covered by each run. 4th column: number of nodes in EIH covered by each
run. 5th column: relevance ratings for each intent at ranks 1-10. The rightmost column:
performance differences using each measure and arrows point to its preferred run.
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Table 4.12: Kendall’s τ / Symmetric τap by averaging over TREC Web track 2009-2013 or
NTCIR-11 IMine. Values (ě .950) are shown in bold.

(A) TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test collections
ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-

IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG
α-nDCG .923/.870 .840/.796 .845/.796 .843/.792 .844/.793
ERR-IA - .772/.699 .780/.706 .779/.704 .779/.706

D7-nDCG - - .976/.959 .976/.957 .977/.960
LD7-nDCG - - - .991/.988 .995/.993
HD7-nDCG - - - - .995/.994
(B) NTCIR-11 IMine test collection

ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-
IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG

α-nDCG .869/.763 .899/.922 .825/.843 .835/.878 .835/.878
ERR-IA - .787/.767 .713/.704 .723/.728 .723/.728

D7-nDCG - - .926/.913 .936/.949 .936/.949
LD7-nDCG - - - .990/.964 .990/.964
HD7-nDCG - - - - .999/.999

is traditionally used as the gold standard measure for diversity. We find that LA measures

are consistently less intuitive than LD7-measures, HD7-measures, and LAD7-measures.

We compare α-nDCG, ERR-IA, D7-nDCG, LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG, and LAD7-nDCG

in terms of intuitiveness. We do the concordance test on all the queries in TREC test

collections or all the queries in the NTCIR test collection, and show the results in Table

4.10. In Table 4.10, blocks (A) and blocks (B) use N-rec and Precision as the gold standard

measure respectively, whereas in blcoks (C), both N-rec and Precision are used as the

gold standard measures.

Table 4.10 suggests that: (1) In terms of the diversity, LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG, and

LAD7-nDCG are usually more intuitive than existing measures. This is expected because

these hierarchical measures depend on N-rec by means of Equation (4.8) and the like; (2)

D7-nDCG is consistently more intuitive than α-nDCG and ERR-IA, but generally less in-

tuitive than LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG, and LAD7-nDCG; (3) Among the hierarchical mea-

sures, LD7-nDCG is most intuitive in terms of diversity; HD7-nDCG is most intuitive in

terms of relevance; LAD7-nDCG is the most intuitive measure in terms of both diversity

and relevance.

Table 4.10 shows that LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG and LAD7-nDCG, which use the whole
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Table 4.13: Discriminative power of diversity measures weighted top-down based on the
paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05 on TREC Web Track 2009-2013 test collections.

OIH uniform top-down EIH uniform top-down
measure disc.power measure disc.power

α-nDCG-LAOUT 58.21% α-nDCG-LAEUT 58.32%
ERR-IA-LAOUT 52.32% ERR-IA-LAEUT 53.79%

nDCG-IA-LAOUT 54.11% nDCG-IA-LAEUT 55.37%
Q-IA-LAOUT 48.21% Q-IA-LAEUT 48.95%

D7-nDCG-LAOUT 56.32% D7-nDCG-LAEUT 57.47%
D7-Q-LAOUT 54.42% D7-Q-LAEUT 56.32%

LD7-nDCGOUT 57.16% LD7-nDCGEUT 57.58%
HD7-nDCGOUT 56.53% HD7-nDCGEUT 57.26%

LAD7-nDCGOUT 56.53% LAD7-nDCGEUT 57.26%
LD7-QOUT 55.79% LD7-QEUT 56.42%
HD7-QOUT 55.79% HD7-QEUT 56.53%

LAD7-QOUT 54.42% LAD7-QEUT 56.53%

intent hierarchy to measure diversity, are more intuitive than D7-nDCG in terms of di-

versity. HD7-nDCG and LAD7-nDCG, which use the whole intent hierarchy to measure

relevance, are more intuitive than D7-nDCG and LD7-nDCG in terms of relevance. We

get the same result when both diversity and relevance are considered. This indicates that

using the whole intent hierarchy instead of using the leaf nodes only can improve the

intuitiveness of measures. This is because: (1) Diversity is considered as covering as

many nodes of an intent hierarchy as possible, so the measures using the whole intent

hierarchy are more intuitive; (2) When using the whole intent hierarchy to compute di-

versity, using the whole intent hierarchy to compute relevance achieves a better balance

between diversity and relevance than only using the leaves.

Case Studies D7-nDCG, LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG, and LAD7-nDCG are closely related

(which is shown in Section 4.2.4). Besides, they are consistently more intuitive than the

others. We further examine their differences in terms of intuitiveness by looking at some

real examples from the submitted runs in TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity task.

Specifically, we select five pairs of real ranked lists from TREC Web Track diversity

runs in Table 4.11, and refer to them as Case A-E. For example, Case A stands for two runs

cmuFuTop10D and THUIR10DvNov for No. 77 query; The middle column shows the rele-

vance assessments of the top ten documents in each run (e.g. the first document retrieved
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Table 4.14: Discriminative power of diversity measures weighted bottom-up based on
the paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05 on TREC Web Track 2009-2013 test collections.

OIH uniform bottom-up EIH uniform bottom-up
measure disc.power measure disc.power

α-nDCG-LAOUB 58.21% α-nDCG-LAEUB 58.32%
ERR-IA-LAOUB 52.32% ERR-IA-LAEUB 53.79%

nDCG-IA-LAOUB 53.79% nDCG-IA-LAEUB 55.16%
Q-IA-LAOUB 47.89% Q-IA-LAEUB 49.16%

D7-nDCG-LAOUB 55.68% D7-nDCG-LAEUB 57.37%
D7-Q-LAOUB 54.53% D7-Q-LAEUB 56.53%

LD7-nDCGOUB 56.63% LD7-nDCGEUB 57.37%
HD7-nDCGOUB 56.21% HD7-nDCGEUB 57.26%

LAD7-nDCGOUB 56.00% LAD7-nDCGEUB 57.26%
LD7-QOUB 55.68% LD7-QEUB 56.63%
HD7-QOUB 55.47% HD7-QEUB 56.53%

LAD7-QOUB 54.42% LAD7-QEUB 56.53%

by cmuFuTop10D is relevant to intent i4 with a relevance rating 1); The last four columns

show the ∆’s for each query (e.g. score of cmuFuTop10D minus that of THUIR10DvNov)

where arrows indicate which run has higher score under each measure. Note that in this

section, the measures are computed for a document cutoff K “ 10 because we only have

space to show top 10 documents in Table 4.11. We categorize five cases into two classes

from the viewpoint of diversity (Case A-C) or relevance (Case D-E).

In Case A, we argue that D7-nDCG is less intuitive than the others. THUIR10DvNov

covers both “bobcat company” and “wild bobcat” while cmuFuTop10D only covers the

former (Please refer to the detailed description for the official intents of No. 77 query

shown in Figure 4.1) although both runs cover three leaf intents. From this point of view,

THUIR10DvNov is more diversified than cmuFuTop10D and should be preferred. Note

that this is also a case where I-rec cannot tell which run is better but N-rec can. The

rightmost column of Table 4.11 shows that only D7-nDCG disagrees with this intuition.

In Case B, we argue that D7-nDCG and HD7-nDCG are less intuitive than the other two.

Similar to Case A, UAMSD10aSRfu covers both “bobcat company” and “wild bobcat,”

whereas THUIR10DvQEW fails to cover the latter. So UAMSD10aSRfu should be pre-

ferred, and only LAD7-nDCG and LD7-nDCG agree with this. In Case C, we argue that

LD7-nDCG is the most intuitive among the four measures. In this case, both msrsv2div
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Table 4.15: Intuitiveness results on TREC Web Track 2009-2013 test collections. For each
measure pair (one measure using OIH and the other using EIH), the higher score is shown
in bold.

Uniform top-down Uniform bottom-up
OIH EIH OIH EIH

(A) Gold standard measure: I-rec
α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA .663 .729 .663 .724

nDCG-IA-LA .669 .724 624 .748
Q-IA-LA .662 .698 .653 .696

D7-nDCG-LA .788 .836 .710 .867
D7-Q-LA .760 .761 .758 .776

LD7-nDCG .826 .846 .781 .865
HD7-nDCG .809 .856 .735 .882

LAD7-nDCG .827 .852 .753 .886
LD7-Q .738 .801 .725 .793
HD7-Q .750 .793 .739 .795

LAD7-Q .814 .761 .815 .774
(B) Gold standard measure: Precision

α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA .539 .655 .539 .655

nDCG-IA-LA .593 .660 472 .744
Q-IA-LA .610 .659 .510 .743

D7-nDCG-LA .562 .659 .520 .666
D7-Q-LA .509 .718 .496 .730

LD7-nDCG .617 .614 .557 .672
HD7-nDCG .577 .655 .517 .668

LAD7-nDCG .569 .655 .511 .676
LD7-Q .631 .633 .602 .631
HD7-Q .620 .649 .584 .648

LAD7-Q .500 .761 .483 .754
(C) Gold standard measure: I-rec and Precision

α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA .349 .481 .349 .481

nDCG-IA-LA .365 .460 247 .534
Q-IA-LA .379 .451 .304 .510

D7-nDCG-LA .390 .510 .298 .545
D7-Q-LA .298 .486 .285 .510

LD7-nDCG .462 .473 .366 .545
HD7-nDCG .406 .520 .296 .556

LAD7-nDCG .415 .526 .307 .568
LD7-Q .374 .436 .333 .426
HD7-Q .375 .444 .330 .445

LAD7-Q .323 .503 .309 .529
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and qirdcsuog3 cover “bobcat company” and “wild bobcat”. However, Figure 4.1 shows

that msrsv2div covers both “bobcat tractors” and “bobcat company homepage,” which

are sub intents of “bobcat company,” while qirdcsuog3 does not cover “bobcat company

homepage.” Because of this, msrsv2div should be preferred and only LD7-nDCG agrees

with this.

In summary, from the viewpoint of diversity, LD7-nDCG is the most intuitive mea-

sure. HD7-nDCG is less intuitive than LAD7-nDCG, but is more intuitive than D7-nDCG.

The two runs in Case D and in Case E have the same I-rec and N-rec, hence the mea-

sures’ preference is determined by their Precision part (e.g. D-nDCG if it is D7-nDCG, and

HD-nDCG if it is HD7-nDCG). In Case D, we argue that D7-nDCG and LD7-nDCG are less

intuitive than the other two. No matter whether measuring by I-rec or by N-rec, qutir11a

and uwBBadhoc are equally good in terms of diversity. However, qutir11a should be pre-

ferred because its top ten documents are all relevant, whereas uwBBadhoc only has three.

From the rightmost column of Table 4.11, we find that D7-nDCG and LD7-nDCG fail to

reflect this. In Case E, we argue that HD7-nDCG is the most intuitive. UWatMDSdm

should be preferred because it returns much more relevant documents than 2011SiftR2.

In this case, only HD7-nDCG successfully recognizes this.

Generally speaking, from the viewpoint of relevance, LAD7-nDCG is more intuitive

than LD7-nDCG. LAD7-nDCG is able to measure the relevance of ranked lists more ac-

curately by considering the whole intent hierarchy, and thus make the measures more

consistent with Precision than LD7-nDCG.

Case A serves as a good example showing that more diverse search results score

higher under by hierarchical measures: THUIR10DvNov that covers both “bobcat com-

pany” and “wild bobcat” has higher score than cmuFuTop10D that only covers “bobcat

company” under by LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG, as well as LAD7-nDCG. Hierarchical mea-

sures achieve this by considering intents i1, i3, and i4 are more related than intent i2 (see

Figure 4.1 for the descriptions of the intents). Intuitively, hierarchical measures consider

search result diversity as covering as many intents that are less related to each other as

possible. This is the main difference between hierarchical measures and existing mea-

sures, which considers search result diversity as covering as many intents as possible
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Table 4.16: Discriminative power of diversity measures weighted top-down based on the
paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05 on NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.

EIH uniform top-down EIH nonuniform top-down
measure disc.power measure disc.power

α-nDCG-LAEUT 63.13% α-nDCG-LAENT 63.13%
ERR-IA-LAEUT 65.00% ERR-IA-LAENT 65.00%

nDCG-IA-LAEUT 70.63% nDCG-IA-LAENT 71.25%
Q-IA-LAEUT 69.38% Q-IA-LAENT 68.75%

D7-nDCG-LAEUT 68.75% D7-nDCG-LAENT 69.38%
D7-Q-LAEUT 70.63% D7-Q-LAENT 70.63%

LD7-nDCGEUT 68.75% LD7-nDCGENT 68.75%
HD7-nDCGEUT 69.38% HD7-nDCGENT 68.75%

LAD7-nDCGEUT 69.38% LAD7-nDCGENT 68.75%
LD7-QEUT 70.63% LD7-QENT 70.63%
HD7-QEUT 71.25% HD7-QENT 71.25%

LAD7-QEUT 71.25% LAD7-QENT 71.25%

Rank Correlation Results We compute Kendall’s τ and τap for different pairs of mea-

sures, and the results are shown in Table 4.12. We find that: (1) LD7-nDCG, HD7-nDCG,

and LAD7-nDCG are more correlated to D7-nDCG than α-nDCG and ERR-IA. This is be-

cause they are different kinds of extensions of D7-nDCG. Similar to D7-nDCG, they model

diversity and relevance in different components separately. They yield the same evalu-

ation results when the queries only have single-layer intent hierarchies; (3) LD7-nDCG

and HD7-nDCG are less correlated. As discussed in the case studies, LD7-nDCG prefers

highly diversified ranked lists, whereas HD7-nDCG prefers highly relevant ranked lists.

Using EIH is Better than Using OIH

The key factor influencing the performance of hierarchical measures is using OIH or us-

ing EIH. We have discussed some drawbacks of using OIH in Section 4.2.4. Since the

intent hierarchies in NTCIR-11 IMine test collection have already satisfied the five prop-

erties of EIH, we only use TREC Web Track 2009-2013 test collections to compare the

hierarchical measures using OIH and those using EIH.

Discriminative Power On TREC test collections, we apply the same method as de-

scribed in Section 4.6.3 to compute the discriminative power of hierarchical measures

using four types of intent hierarchies, i.e. OUT, EUT, OUB, and EUB (shown in Table
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Table 4.17: Discriminative power of diversity measures weighted bottom-up based on
the paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05 on NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.

EIH uniform bottom-up EIH nonuniform bottom-up
measure disc.power measure disc.power

α-nDCG-LAEUB 63.13% α-nDCG-LAENB 63.13%
ERR-IA-LAEUB 65.00% ERR-IA-LAENB 65.00%

nDCG-IA-LAEUB 72.50% nDCG-IA-LAENB 73.13%
Q-IA-LAEUB 71.88% Q-IA-LAENB 71.88%

D7-nDCG-LAEUB 70.00% D7-nDCG-LAENB 69.38%
D7-Q-LAEUB 71.25% D7-Q-LAENB 71.25%

LD7-nDCGEUB 69.38% LD7-nDCGENB 68.75%
HD7-nDCGEUB 69.38% HD7-nDCGENB 69.38%

LAD7-nDCGEUB 69.38% LAD7-nDCGENB 69.38%
LD7-QEUB 71.25% LD7-QENB 71.25%
HD7-QEUB 71.25% HD7-QENB 71.25%

LAD7-QEUB 71.25% LAD7-QENB 71.25%

4.2(A)). The results of discriminative power are shown in Tables 4.13 and 4.14. By com-

paring the first column with the second column in Table 4.13, and comparing the first

column with the second column in Table 4.14, we find that the hierarchical measures us-

ing EIH are consistently more discriminative than those using OIH. This finding holds

true no matter which weighting scheme is used (UT or UB).

Concordance Test To compare the intuitiveness of hierarchical measures using OIH

and those using EIH, we use I-rec and Precision as the gold standard measures. This is

because: (1) They are simple binary measures, and are traditionally used as the gold stan-

dard measures; (2) They do not depend on intent hierarchies being OIH or EIH. We use

all the queries in TREC test collections to compute the intuitiveness, and show the results

in Table 4.15. By comparing the first column with the second column, and comparing the

third column with the fourth column in Table 4.15, we find that the hierarchical measures

using EIH are mostly more intuitive than those using OIH regardless of the weighting

scheme used. This is because the hierarchical measures using OIH may reward high

relevance to some official intents, and fail to reward wide coverage of the official intents.

To sum up, we find that hierarchical measures using EIH outperform those using

OIH in terms of discriminative power and intuitiveness. This means that hierarchical

measures work better with EIH than with OIH. This is because for an atomic intent,
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Table 4.18: Discriminative power of diversity measures weighted top-down based on the
paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05 on NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.

EIH uniform top-down EIH nonuniform top-down
measure disc.power measure disc.power
D-nDCGEUT 77.50% D-nDCGENT 77.50%

HD-nDCGEUT 77.50% HD-nDCGENT 78.13%
D-nDCG-LAEUT 76.88% D-nDCG-LAENT 78.13%

D-QEUT 81.88% D-QENT 81.88%
HD-QEUT 81.88% HD-QENT 81.88%

D-Q-LAEUT 81.88% D-Q-LAENT 81.88%

Table 4.19: Discriminative power of diversity measures weighted bottom-up based on
the paired bootstrap test at α “ 0.05 on NTCIR-11 IMine test collection.

EIH uniform bottom-up EIH nonuniform bottom-up
measure disc.power measure disc.power
D-nDCGEUB 77.50% D-nDCGENB 77.50%

HD-nDCGEUB 76.88% HD-nDCGENB 76.25%
D-nDCG-LAEUB 76.88% D-nDCG-LAENB 77.50%

D-QEUB 81.88% D-QENB 81.88%
HD-QEUB 81.25% HD-QENB 81.25%

D-Q-LAEUB 81.25% D-Q-LAENB 81.25%

every layer of EIH either include it or one of its ancestors, but this is untrue for some

layers of OIH. This makes hierarchical measures bias towards some atomic intents and

be counterintuitive sometimes. For this reason, we use EIH when computing hierarchical

measures on TREC test collections in Section 4.6.3.

Weighting Bottom-up is Better than Weighting Top-down

Another factor that affects the performance of hierarchical measures is weighting intent

hierarchies top-down or bottom-up. We conduct the experiments on TREC Web Track

2009-2013 test collections and NTCIR-11 IMine test collection, and find that the conclu-

sions are consistent.

Discriminative Power We compute the discriminative power of hierarchical mea-

sures using different types of intent hierarchies on TREC Web Track test collections and

NTCIR-11 IMine test collection, and show the results in Tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.16, and 4.17.

We find that: (1) Hierarchical measures using OIH weighted top-down are mostly more
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Table 4.20: Intuitiveness results on TREC Web Track 2009-2013. For each measure pair,
the higher score is shown in bold.

TREC OIH uniform TREC EIH uniform
Top-down Bottom-up Top-down Bottom-up

(A) Gold standard measure: I-rec
α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

nDCG-IA-LA 0.775 0.613 0.727 0.685
Q-IA-LA 0.731 0.651 0.722 0.667

D7-nDCG-LA 0.967 0.641 0.814 0.877
D7-Q-LA 0.855 0.825 0.727 0.840

LD7-nDCG 0.894 0.847 0.821 0.893
HD7-nDCG 0.961 0.689 0.840 0.871

LAD7-nDCG 0.966 0.669 0.829 0.881
LD7-Q 0.764 0.867 0.786 0.813
HD7-Q 0.790 0.849 0.768 0.840

LAD7-Q 0.884 0.824 0.775 0.839
(B) Gold standard measure: Precision
α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

nDCG-IA-LA 0.746 0.483 0.618 0.662
Q-IA-LA 0.780 0.497 0.634 0.663

D7-nDCG-LA 0.644 0.526 0.633 0.638
D7-Q-LA 0.805 0.468 0.740 0.711

LD7-nDCG 0.739 0.505 0.566 0.661
HD7-nDCG 0.667 0.506 0.635 0.647

LAD7-nDCG 0.652 0.513 0.635 0.647
LD7-Q 0.760 0.613 0.671 0.731
HD7-Q 0.807 0.495 0.739 0.712

LAD7-Q 0.790 0.485 0.733 0.725
(C) Gold standard measure: I-rec and Precision
α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

nDCG-IA-LA 0.554 0.251 0.436 0.429
Q-IA-LA 0.578 0.307 0.460 0.428

D7-nDCG-LA 0.613 0.257 0.467 0.519
D7-Q-LA 0.660 0.310 0.487 0.551

LD7-nDCG 0.638 0.370 0.408 0.559
HD7-nDCG 0.629 0.268 0.486 0.521

LAD7-nDCG 0.618 0.263 0.476 0.530
LD7-Q 0.524 0.483 0.458 0.543
HD7-Q 0.597 0.359 0.508 0.552

LAD7-Q 0.673 0.314 0.510 0.564
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discriminative than those using OIH weighted bottom-up; (2) Hierarchical measures

using EIH weighted top-down are generally less discriminative than those using EIH

weighted bottom-up.

Concordance Test To compare the intuitiveness of hierarchical measures using intent

hierarchies weighted top-down or bottom-up, I-rec and Precision are used as the gold

standard measures for the same reasons as mentioned in the concordance test on TREC

Web Track 2009-2013. We use all the queries in TREC test collections or all the queries the

NTCIR test collection to compute the intuitiveness. The results are shown in Tables 4.20

and 4.21. By comparing the second column with the third column in Table 4.20, we find

that hierarchical measures using OIH weighted top-down are generally more intuitive

than those using OIH weighted bottom-up. However, by comparing the fourth column

with the fifth column in Table 4.20, comparing the second column with the third column

Table 4.21, and comparing the fourth column with the fifth column in Table 4.21, we find

that hierarchical measures using EIH weighted top-down are generally less intuitive than

those using EIH weighted bottom-up.

To summarize, it is preferable for OIH to be weighted top-down, whereas it is prefer-

able for EIH to be weighted bottom-up. This is due to that when weighting EIH top-

down, the leaves of a subtree that has many leaves will end up with minor weights,

and may be neglected by hierarchical measures. Because of this, intent hierarchies are

weighted bottom-up on NTCIR-11 IMine test collection in Section 4.6.3 for they are EIH.

Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.3 suggest that when nonuniform intent weights are not available,

it is preferable for hierarchical measures to use EIH weighted bottom-up. Since TREC

Web Track 2009-2013 do not provide nonuniform intent weights, hierarchical measures

use EIH weighted bottom-up on the test collections in Section 4.6.3.

Benefits of Using Nonuniform Weights

LD7-measures, HD7-measures, and LAD7-measures use N-rec to model diversity. Since

N-rec does not take weights into consideration, weighting schemes have no effect on its

discriminative power. D-measures, HD-measures, and D-measures-LA model relevance

and consider weights. We compare their discriminative power on NTCIR-11 IMine test
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Table 4.21: Intuitiveness results on NTCIR-11 IMine. For each measure pair, the higher
score is shown in bold.

NTCIR-11 EIH uniform NTCIR-11 EIH nonuniform
Top-down Bottom-up Top-down Bottom-up

(A) Gold standard measure: I-rec
α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

nDCG-IA-LA 0.653 0.721 0.669 0.673
Q-IA-LA 0.654 0.681 0.681 0.620

D7-nDCG-LA 0.636 0.821 0.753 0.771
D7-Q-LA 0.818 0.864 0.864 0.909

LD7-nDCG 0.565 0.768 0.736 0.753
HD7-nDCG 0.705 0.795 0.813 0.731

LAD7-nDCG 0.691 0.819 0.779 0.785
LD7-Q 0.882 0.647 0.912 0.794
HD7-Q 0.837 0.837 0.800 0.855

LAD7-Q 0.837 0.837 0.843 0.843
(B) Gold standard measure: Precision
α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

nDCG-IA-LA 0.620 0.697 0.618 0.687
Q-IA-LA 0.598 0.657 0.576 0.629

D7-nDCG-LA 0.649 0.709 0.620 0.753
D7-Q-LA 0.864 0.886 0.864 0.886

LD7-nDCG 0.464 0.761 0.545 0.781
HD7-nDCG 0.705 0.659 0.684 0.720

LAD7-nDCG 0.691 0.698 0.674 0.727
LD7-Q 0.412 0.765 0.735 0.824
HD7-Q 0.857 0.816 0.836 0.782

LAD7-Q 0.857 0.816 0.863 0.804
(C) Gold standard measure: I-rec and Precision
α-nDCG-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
ERR-IA-LA 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

nDCG-IA-LA 0.407 0.502 0.429 0.502
Q-IA-LA 0.413 0.492 0.437 0.445

D7-nDCG-LA 0.377 0.543 0.446 0.566
D7-Q-LA 0.727 0.750 0.750 0.795

LD7-nDCG 0.152 0.536 0.354 0.567
HD7-nDCG 0.438 0.472 0.518 0.497

LAD7-nDCG 0.403 0.523 0.477 0.552
LD7-Q 0.353 0.471 0.647 0.647
HD7-Q 0.694 0.653 0.636 0.636

LAD7-Q 0.694 0.653 0.706 0.647
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collections with different weighting schemes, and show the results in Tables 4.18 and 4.19.

By comparing the first column with the second column in 4.18 and comparing the first

column and the second column in Table 4.19, we find that D-measures, HD-measures,

and D-measures-LA using nonuniform weights tend to have higher discriminative

power than those using uniform weights.

Hierarchical Measures and Diversification Algorithms

Hu et al. [63] proposes two hierarchical diversification algorithms HxQuAD and HPM2

that use hierarchical intents. These two algorithms are demonstrated to outperform tra-

ditional diversification algorithms xQuAD, PM2, TxQuAD, and TPM2 that use a flat list

of intents. Hu et al. [63] automatically generates hierarchical intents whose height is

two. xQuAD, PM2, TxQuAD, and TPM2 can use the first-layer intents only, the second-

layer intents only, or all the intents in the first-layer and second-layer, which results in 12

different algorithms. Given two measures M1 and M2, the percentage of run pairs that

are significantly different in the total run pairs is computed as follows: (1) The topic set

in TREC Web Track 2009-2012 diversity test collections is randomly partitioned into five

equal sized subsets. We fix the specific partition of the original topic set afterwards. For

each of the five subsets, the remaining four subsets are used as the training data, and M1

is used to decide the best configuration of an algorithm in the training data, which gives

us the final run for the spared subset. In this way, we produce a final run for each of

the two hierarchical algorithms and 12 traditional algorithms; (2) We use M2 to evaluate

the final runs produced before, one for each algorithm. Two-tailed paired t-test with sig-

nificant level equal 0.05 is then used to test whether the run of a hierarchical algorithm

is significantly better than that of a traditional algorithm. The significance test is per-

formed between a hierarchical algorithm and a traditional algorithm, which gives us 24

run pairs in total. Finally, we compute the percentage of run pairs, which have signifi-

cant difference, in the 24 run pairs for the measures M1 and M2. The results are shown

in Table 4.22, where the measures in the leftmost column are used as training measures

and the measures in the topmost row are used as validation measures. We find that: (1)

No matter which measure is used to tune parameters, it is easier to show the significant
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Table 4.22: The percentage of run pairs that pass the two-tailed paired t-test with signif-
icant level equal 0.05 when comparing the runs by hierarchical algorithms and those by
traditional algorithms. The leftmost measures are used to tune algorithm parameters in
the training data, and the resulting final runs are evaluated by the topmost measures.

α- ERR- D7- LD7- HD7- LAD7-
nDCG IA nDCG nDCG nDCG nDCG

α-nDCG 66.67% 58.33% 58.33% 62.50% 62.50% 62.50%
ERR--IA 66.67% 66.67% 33.33% 45.83% 45.83% 45.83%

D7-nDCG 29.17% 12.50% 70.83% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00%
LD7-nDCG 50.00% 25.00% 62.50% 70.83% 70.83% 70.83%
HD7-nDCG 33.33% 12.50% 70.83% 75.00% 70.83% 70.83%

LAD7-nDCG 33.33% 12.50% 70.83% 75.00% 75.00% 70.83%

improvements of hierarchical algorithms when using hierarchical measures rather than

D-nDCG. This means that in some cases, existing measures cannot find the advantages of

hierarchical algorithms but hierarchical measures can; (2) α-nDCG remains a good choice

to tune parameters of hierarchical algorithms.

4.7 Summary

We studied the problem of personalized recommendation diversification. A personal-

ized diversification algorithm was proposed to incorporate user preferences and jointly

optimize both relevance and diversity. To overcome limitations of existing measures,

we proposed a personalized diversity measure to evaluate the personalized diversity

of recommendations. Experiments using real-world datasets showed that the proposed

algorithm outperforms baseline algorithms, including a state-of-the-art leaning-to-rank

algorithm. The experiments also validated the effectiveness of the proposed measure in

capturing user preferences.

we argued that flat lists are not expressive enough to model the relationships be-

tween user intents. In view of this, we introduced intent hierarchies with four differ-

ent weighting schemes. Then we proposed hierarchical measures that could work with

intent hierarchies, and illustrated their advantages over existing measures. We exper-

imented with a new test collection based on TREC Web Track 2009-2013 diversity test

collections, and the NTCIR-11 IMine test collection. Our main experimental findings are:
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(1) Hierarchical measures can be more discriminative than existing measures which use

flat lists of intents; (2) LD7-nDCG should be used when the diversity of search results

is more valued than the relevance, whereas HD7-nDCG should be used when the rele-

vance is more important. LAD7-nDCG is a better choice when diversity and relevance are

equally important; (3) The performance of hierarchical measures depends on the types of

intent hierarchies. When nonuniform weights are unavailable, it is preferable for hierar-

chical measures to use EIH weighted bottom-up uniformly. When nonuniform weights

are available, it is preferable for hierarchical measures to use EIH weighted bottom-up

nonuniformly; (4) The gain of using hierarchical intents to diversify search results may

be vague to existing measures based on flat lists. It is important to evaluate hierarchical

diversification algorithms using hierarchical measures.



Chapter 5

Recommendation Unbiasedness –
Doubly Robust Joint Learning

This chapter is based on a paper that has been published in the 36th International Conference

on Machine Learning (ICML 2019): Doubly Robust Joint Learning for Recommendation on Data

Missing Not at Random. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun, Jianzhong Qi.

5.1 Introduction

USERS’ preferences to items in recommender systems are often represented as bi-

nary or multi-scaled ratings [177]. Ratings are often sparse, i.e., only the ratings

to a small portion of items are observed, whereas the ratings to most of the items are

missing. Most studies aim at recommending the items that users may like based on such

sparse ratings [10].

Existing studies often assume that the missing ratings are missing at random (MAR) [97],

but usually this assumption does not hold and the missing ratings are missing not at ran-

dom (MNAR) [96]. For example, a recent study in song recommendation shows that the

probability of a rating being missing depends on the rating’s value [97]. Recent stud-

ies also show that correctly adopting the MNAR assumption helps improve the quality

of recommended items [159]. Hence, we aim to address the recommendation problem

based on the MNAR assumption. Ratings are MNAR largely because users are free to

choose what items to rate. Users normally rate an item that they like, and thus the rat-

ings of a lower value are more likely to be missing. In other words, the propensities, i.e.,

the probabilities of different ratings being observed, are not the same.

121
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MNAR ratings make it difficult to learn a prediction model that aims at accurately

predicting the (true) rating of a user to an item [87]. The common practice of using only

observed ratings yields suboptimal prediction models because the observed ratings are

not a representative sample of all ratings – whether observed or missing. MNAR ratings

also make it difficult to correctly estimate the performance of a prediction model [141].

The performance is typically defined as the prediction inaccuracy: the average of predic-

tion errors (e.g. squared difference between a predicted rating and the true rating) for all

ratings [124]. Given MNAR ratings, averaging over only observed ratings can be severely

biased: it can over- or under-estimate the prediction inaccuracy by a large amount, a.k.a,

the bias [89].

Two recent approaches address the MNAR problem: (1) The error-imputation-based

(EIB) approach computes an imputed error, i.e., an estimated value of the prediction error,

for each missing rating [142]. (2) The inverse-propensity-scoring (IPS) approach inversely

weights the prediction error for each observed rating with the propensity of observing

that rating [130]. The EIB approach often has a large bias due to imputation inaccuracy,

i.e., deviations of the imputed errors from the prediction errors [43]. Such inaccuracy

will also be propagated into training a prediction model and increase the prediction in-

accuracy. The IPS approach often suffers from the high variance of the propensities [150].

The propensities, once inversed, can cause training losses to oscillate and lead to a poor

generalization ability.

We propose a principled approach to overcome these limitations. First, we propose

a doubly robust estimator of the prediction inaccuracy. The estimator corrects the de-

viations of the imputed errors, inversely weighted with the propensities, for observed

ratings. We prove that the estimator has a desired property called double robustness: the

capability to remain unbiased if either the imputed errors or propensities are accurate.

Because of this property, our estimator reduces the bias in estimating the prediction in-

accuracy and alleviates the effect of the large propensity variance. A challenge of using

this estimator for learning a prediction model is to prevent the imputation inaccuracy

from increasing the prediction inaccuracy. We analyze this issue by deriving a general-

ization bound and then propose jointly learning of a prediction model and an imputation
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model to address this challenge. The imputation model learns to accurately estimate the

prediction errors made by the prediction model, while the prediction model learns from

the imputation model to reduce the prediction errors in itself. In this way, the prediction

and imputation models mutually regularize each other to reduce both prediction and

imputation inaccuracies.

The main contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose a doubly robust estimator for unbiased performance estimation in rec-

ommendation and theoretically analyze the bias and tail bound of the estimator.

• Based on the doubly robust estimator, we propose a novel approach to jointly learn

rating prediction and error imputation, which enjoys a rigorous performance guar-

antee.

• We conduct extensive experiments and the results show that the proposed approach

achieves up to a 12% drop in the prediction inaccuracy compared with the state-of-

the-art.

5.2 Preliminaries

Let U “ tu1, ..., uNu be a set of users, I “ ti1, ..., iMu a set of items, and D “ U ˆ I the

set of all user-item pairs. Let R P RNˆM be a true rating matrix where each entry ru,i is

the true rating of user u to item i. A recommendation method learns a prediction model

that aims to predict the true ratings and recommends items with the highest predicted

ratings [116]. Let R̂ P RNˆM be a prediction matrix where each entry r̂u,i is a predicted

rating computed by the prediction model. If we have a fully observed true rating matrix

R f , the prediction inaccuracy P of the prediction model can be measured by metrics such

as mean absolute error (MAE) or mean square error (MSE)

P “ PpR̂, R f q “
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
eu,i , (5.1)
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where eu,i “ |r̂u,i ´ ru,i| or eu,i “ pr̂u,i ´ ru,iq
2 is the prediction error for MAE or MSE, respec-

tively. Let O P t0, 1uNˆM be an indicator matrix where each entry ou,i is an observation

indicator: ou,i “ 1 if the true rating ru,i is observed, and ou,i “ 0 if the true rating ru,i is

missing. Let Ro and Rm be the set of the observed and missing entries in the true rating

matrix. Given the observed ratings Ro, the rating prediction problem aims to learn the

prediction model that minimizes the prediction inaccuracy P .

Since most entries in the true rating matrix are often missing, a naive (N) estimator

estimates the prediction inaccuracy by averaging the prediction errors for observed rat-

ings

EN “ ENpR̂, Roq “
1
|O|

ÿ

u,iPO
eu,i ,

whereO “ tpu, iq|u, i P D, ou,i “ 1u is the set of user-item pairs for the observed ratings. If

the missing ratings Rm are missing at random (MAR), the naive estimator is unbiased: the

expectation of its estimation over all the possible instances of O is exactly the same as the

prediction inaccuracy, i.e., EOrENs “ P . MAR means that the probability of observing

an instance of the indicator matrix only depends on the observed ratings ppO|R, Xq “

ppO|Roq, where X are all the other factors that affect the indicator matrix besides the true

rating matrix R [85]. In some cases, MAR does not hold and the missing ratings are

missing not at random (MNAR), e.g., the probability of a rating being missing depends

on its value [97]. In such cases, the naive estimator can have a large bias: a large difference

between the prediction inaccuracy and the expectation of its estimation over O, i.e., |P ´
EOrENs| " 0.

To reduce the bias, an error-imputation-based (EIB) estimator uses an imputation

model to compute imputed errors, i.e., estimated values of the prediction errors [140]. An

imputation model, called heuristic imputation, computes the imputed error êu,i “ ω|r̂u,i ´ γ|

or êu,i “ ωpr̂u,i ´ γq2 for MAE or MSE, where ω and γ are hyper-parameters [140]. Using

the imputed errors for missing ratings together with the prediction errors for observed

ratings, the EIB estimator estimates the prediction inaccuracy with

EEIB“ EEIBpR̂,Roq“
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
pou,ieu,i`p1´ ou,iqêu,iq ,
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where we call δu,i “ eu,i ´ êu,i the error deviation. Alternatively, Schnabel et al. (2016) learn

the propensity pu,i “ Ppou,i “ 1q, i.e., the probability of observing the true rating ru,i by,

e.g., naive bayes. They use the learned propensity p̂u,i to inversely weight each prediction

error for observed ratings and define an inverse-propensity-scoring (IPS) estimator that

estimates the prediction inaccuracy with

EIPS “ EIPSpR̂, Roq “
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD

ou,ieu,i

p̂u,i
.

When the imputed errors are accurate, i.e., δu,i “ 0 for u, i P D, the EIB estimator is

unbiased no matter whether the missing ratings are MAR or MNAR [157]. Similarly, the

IPS estimator is also unbiased when the propensities are accurate, i.e., ∆u,i “
p̂u,i´pu,i

p̂u,i
“ 0

for u, i P D. However, the EIB estimator usually has a large bias in practice due to the

imputation inaccuracy which can be measured by metrics such as MSE:

I “ IpR̂, R f q “
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
δ2

u,i .

On the other hand, the IPS estimator often suffers from a high variance [50]. Such vari-

ance can be reduced by a self-normalized inverse propensity scoring (SNIPS) estima-

tor [148]:

ESNIPS “ ESNIPSpR̂, Roq “

˜

ÿ

u,iPD

ou,i

p̂u,i

¸´1
ÿ

u,iPD

ou,ieu,i

p̂u,i
.

We propose to use both imputed errors and propensities to overcome the limitations of

the EIB and IPS approaches.

5.3 Doubly Robust Estimator

A straightforward idea of using both imputed errors and propensities is to combine the

EIB and IPS estimators as ESC “ λEEIB ` p1´ λqEIPS. A weakness of such a linear combi-

nation is that even when the propensities are accurate, the bias increases if the imputed

errors become less accurate. We observe that this weakness can be addressed by de-

signing an estimator in a doubly robust way such that the bias remains zero even with
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user-item matrices

1 1 5
1 1 5

« ff

True Ratings R

3 3 4
3 3 4

« ff

Predicted Ratings R̂

2 2 1
2 2 1

« ff

Prediction Errors E

1 0 0
0 0 1

« ff

Observation Indicators O

0.25 0.25 0.5
0.25 0.25 0.5

« ff

True Propensities P

1.5 1.5 0.5
1.5 1.5 0.5

« ff

Imputed Errors Ê

0.3 0.3 0.4
0.3 0.3 0.4

« ff

Learned Propensities P̂

2 1.5 0.5
1.5 1.5 1

« ff

BiaspEEIBq “ 0.33

3.17 1.5 0.5
1.5 1.5 1.75

« ff

BiaspEDRq “ 0.01

6.7 0 0
0 0 2.5

« ff

BiaspEIPSq “ 0.13

Figure 5.1: Our DR estimator (EDR) of the prediction inaccuracy has a smaller bias than
the EIB (EEIB) and IPS (EIPS) estimators.

deteriorated imputed errors. The key idea is to correct the error deviation δu,i for ob-

served ratings and inversely weight the corrections with the propensity p̂u,i to consider

the MNAR effect. Following this idea, we propose such an estimator, called a doubly

robust (DR) estimator, to estimate the prediction inaccuracy.

Given the imputed errors Ê “ têu,i|u, i P Du and learned propensities P̂ “ tp̂u,i|u, i P

Du, the DR estimator estimates the prediction inaccuracy P with

EDR “ EDRpR̂, Roq “
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD

˜

êu,i `
ou,iδu,i

p̂u,i

¸

.

The DR estimator augments the IPS estimator with the following low-variance term [132]

EDR ´ EIPS “
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD

pp̂u,i ´ ou,iqêu,i

p̂u,i
.

Note that the expectation of this term over O is equal to zero given accurate propensities,

which is formally stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1 (Zero-Expectation Term). Given any imputed errors Ê, suppose learned propensi-

ties P̂ are accurate, the expectation of the term EDR ´ EIPS over all the possible instances of the

indicator matrix O is equal to zero.
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Proof. When the learned propensities are accurate, we have ∆u,i “ 0 for u, i P D. There-

fore, we can compute the expectation of the term EDR´ EIPS over all the possible instances

of the indicator matrix O by

EOrEDR ´ EIPSs

“ EO

«

1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD

pp̂u,i ´ ou,iqêu,i

p̂u,i

ff

,

“
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
EO

«

pp̂u,i ´ ou,iqêu,i

p̂u,i

ff

,

“
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
Eou,i

«

pp̂u,i ´ ou,iqêu,i

p̂u,i

ff

,

“
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD

pp̂u,i ´ pu,iqêu,i

p̂u,i
,

“
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
∆u,i êu,i ,

“ 0.

This completes the proof.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the advantage of the DR estimator. At the top of Figure 5.1,

we have the true rating matrix R and prediction matrix R̂. If the true rating matrix is

fully observed, we have the prediction error matrix E “ |R´ R̂| from MAE at the top

right. We compute the prediction inaccuracy P “ 1.67 by averaging over all entries of

the prediction error matrix. For illustration purpose, we make a MNAR assumption:

only one of the four ratings of value 1 (the top-left entry) and one of the two ratings of

value 5 (the bottom-right entry) are observed (indicated by the indicator matrix O at the

middle left). Hence, the true propensities of observing the ratings of value 1 and 5 are

0.25 and 0.5 (shown in the true propensities P at the middle right). We use the heuristic

imputation with ω “ 1 and γ “ 4.5, which produces the imputed errors of 1.5 and 0.5

for the ratings of value 1 and 5 (shown in the imputed errors Ê). Hence, the bias of the

EIB estimator in this example is BiaspEEIBq “ |P ´ EEIB| “ 0.33. We perturb the true

propensities by 20%, which gives us the learned propensities of 0.3 and 0.4 for the ratings
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of value 1 and 5 (shown in the learned propensities P̂). The bias of the IPS estimator is

BiaspEIPSq “ |P ´ EIPS| “ 0.13. By using both imputed errors and propensities, the bias of

the simple combination is BiaspESCq P r0.13, 0.33s, whereas the bias of the DR estimator is

the smallest BiaspEDRq “ |P ´ EDR| “ 0.01.

We formally derive the bias of the DR estimator as follows.

Lemma 5.2 (Bias of DR Estimator). Given imputed errors Ê and learned propensities P̂ with

p̂u,i ą 0 for all user-item pairs, the bias of the DR estimator is

BiaspEDRq “
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
∆u,iδu,i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

. (5.2)

Proof. By definition, the bias of the DR estimator is

BiaspEDRq “ |P ´EOrEDRs| .

The second term on the right hand side can be expanded as

EOrEDRs “
1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD

˜

êu,i `
pu,iδu,i

p̂u,i

¸

. (5.3)

We treat the prediction and imputed errors as constants when taking the expectation

since O does not result from any prediction or imputation models [130]. Subtracting

Eq. 5.3 from Eq. 5.1 yields the stated results.

We summarize the bias of the EIB, IPS, and DR estimators in Table 5.1. The bias of

the EIB and IPS estimator is derived in Lemma 5.3 and by Schnabel et al. (2016), respec-

tively. If either δu,i « 0 or ∆u,i « 0, the DR estimator is close to the prediction inaccuracy,

whereas the EIB estimator requires δu,i « 0 and the IPS estimator requires ∆u,i « 0. More-

over, if δu,i « 0 and ∆u,i ! 1´ pu,i, the DR estimator is less biased than the EIB estimator.

Similarly, if ∆u,i « 0 and δu,i ! eu,i, the DR estimator is less biased than the IPS esti-

mator. Thus, the DR estimator effectively takes advantage of both imputed errors and

propensities for less biased estimation of the prediction inaccuracy.
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Table 5.1: Bias of the EIB, IPS, and DR estimators.

EEIB EIPS EDR
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD

p1´ pu,iqδu,i

|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD

∆u,ieu,i

|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD

∆u,iδu,i

|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Lemma 5.3 (Bias of EIB Estimator). Given imputed errors Ê, the bias of the EIB estimator is

given by

Bias
´

EEIB

¯

“
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
p1´ pu,iqδu,i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

.

Proof. According to the definition of the bias, we can derive the bias of the EIB estimator

as follows
Bias

´

EEIB

¯

“ |P ´EOrEEIBs| ,

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

P ´EO

«

1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
ou,ieu,i ` p1´ ou,iqêu,i

ffˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

,

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

P ´ 1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
Eou,irou,ieu,i ` p1´ ou,iqêu,is

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

,

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

P ´ 1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
ppu,ieu,i ` p1´ pu,iqêu,iq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

,

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
eu,i ´

1
|D|

ÿ

u,iPD
ppu,ieu,i ` p1´ pu,iqêu,iq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

,

“
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
p1´ pu,iqδu,i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

,

which completes the proof.

We formally describe double robustness as follows. The proof substitutes either δu,i “ 0

or ∆u,i “ 0 into the bias of the DR estimator in Eq. 5.2.

Corollary 5.1 (Double Robustness). The DR estimator is unbiased when either imputed errors

Ê or learned propensities P̂ are accurate for all user-item pairs.

Proof. On one hand, when the imputed errors are accurate, we have δu,i “ 0 for u, i P D.
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In such case, we can compute the bias of the DR estimator by

BiaspEDRq “
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
∆u,iδu,i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
∆u,i ¨ 0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“ 0 .

On the other hand, when the learned propensities are accurate, we have ∆u,i “ 0 for

u, i P D. In this case, we can compute the bias of the DR estimator by

BiaspEDRq “
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
∆u,iδu,i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
0 ¨ δu,i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“ 0 .

In both cases, the bias of the DR estimator is zero, which means that the expectation of

the DR estimator over all the possible instances of O is exactly the same as the prediction

inaccuracy. This completes the proof.

We next analyze the tail bound of the DR estimator. Following existing work [130],

we assume that the indicator matrix O contains independent random variables and each

one ou,i follows a Bernoulli distribution with probability pu,i.

Lemma 5.4 (Tail Bound of DR Estimator). Given imputed errors Ê and learned propensities

P̂, for any prediction matrix R̂, with probability 1´ η, the deviation of the DR estimator from its

expectation has the following tail bound

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDR ´EOrEDRs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď

g

f

f

f

e

log
´

2
η

¯

2|D|2
ÿ

u,iPD

˜

δu,i

p̂u,i

¸2

.

Proof. To keep the notation uncluttered, we define random variable `u,i that equals

`u,i “ êu,i `
ou,ipeu,i ´ êu,iq

p̂u,i
.

Since we assume that each observation indicator ou,i follows a Bernoulli distribution with

probability pu,i, we can rewrite the random variable `u,i as follows

$

’

&

’

%

Pp`u,i “ êu,i ` ρu,iq “ pu,i ,

Pp`u,i “ êu,iq “ 1´ pu,i ,
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where ρu,i is given by

ρu,i “
eu,i ´ êu,i

p̂u,i
“

δu,i

p̂u,i
.

We can see that the random variable `u,i takes value in the interval rêu,i, êu,i ` ρu,is of size

ρu,i with probability 1. Recall that we assume that the observation indicators tou,i|u, i P

Du are independent random variables, so the random variables t`u,i|u, i P Du are also

independent. Therefore, according to the Hoeffding’s inequality, for any ε̃ ą 0, we have

the following inequality

P

˜ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,i

`u,i´EO

«

ÿ

u,i

`u,i

ffˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ě ε̃

¸

ď 2exp

˜

´2ε̃2
ř

u,i ρ
2
u,i

¸

.

Here, the three summations are summed over all user-item pairs u, i P D. Setting ε̃ “ ε|D|
(ε̃ ą 0 ô ε ą 0) in the above inequality and simplifying the inequality with the definition

of the DR estimator yield

P
´
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDR ´EOrEDRs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ě ε

¯

ď 2 exp

˜

´2ε2|D|2
ř

u,i ρ2
u,i

¸

.

Setting the right hand side of the inequality to η and solving for ε complete the proof.

We further present the following corollary to compare the tail bound of the DR and

IPS estimators. The corollary indicates that the DR estimator will almost surely have a

lower tail bound than the IPS estimator when the imputed errors do not deviate from the

prediction errors by a large amount, e.g., |δu,i| ď eu,i. We will also empirically show such

results in the experiments.

Corollary 5.2 (Tail Bound Comparison). Suppose imputed errors Ê are such that 0 ď êu,i ď

2eu,i for u, i P D, then for any learned propensities P̂, the tail bound of the DR estimator will be

lower than that of the IPS estimator.

Proof. To simplify the notation, we define a constant C as

C “
log

´

2
η

¯

2|D|2 .
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Then, we can derive the following inequalities

0 ď êu,i ď 2eu,i for u, i P D ,

ñ δ2
u,i ď e2

u,i for u, i P D ,

ñ

g

f

f

eC
ÿ

u,iPD

˜

δu,i

p̂u,i

¸2

ď

g

f

f

eC
ÿ

u,iPD

˜

eu,i

p̂u,i

¸2

.

In the last inequality, the left hand side is the tail bound of the DR estimator and the right

hand side is the tail bound of the IPS estimator [130]. This completes the proof.

5.4 Joint Learning Approach

A challenge of using the DR estimator for recommendation learning is to prevent the

error deviations caused by the imputation model from worsening the training of the pre-

diction model. We derive a generalization bound to analyze this issue and observe how

the error deviations affect the prediction inaccuracy of a prediction model trained with

the DR estimator. Based on the observation, we propose a joint learning approach to

address this challenge.

Given observed ratings Ro, we obtain the optimal prediction matrix R̂; by minimizing

the estimated prediction inaccuracy by the DR estimator over a hypothesis space H of

prediction matrices

R̂; “ argmin
R̂PH

!

EDRpR̂, Roq
)

.

We prove that the prediction inaccuracy of the optimal prediction matrix has the follow-

ing generalization bound. For ease of presentation, we use the same superscript to denote

the correspondence between an error deviation and a prediction matrix (e.g., δ;u,i and R̂;).

Theorem 5.1 (Generalization Bound). For any finite hypothesis spaceH of prediction matrices,

with probability 1´η, the prediction inaccuracyPpR̂;, R f q of the optimal prediction matrix using
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the DR estimator with imputed errors Ê and learned propensities P̂ has the upper bound

EDRpR̂;, Roq `
ÿ

u,iPD

|∆u,iδ
;

u,i|

|D|
l jh n

Bias Term

`

g

f

f

f

e

log
´

2|H|
η

¯

2|D|2
ÿ

u,iPD

˜

δ§
u,i

p̂u,i

¸2

l jh n

Variance Term

,

where δ§
u,i is the error deviation corresponding to the prediction matrix R̂§ “ argmaxR̂hPH

!

ř

u,iPD
´

δh
u,i

p̂u,i

¯2)

.

Proof. To simplify notation, let EDRpR̂q “ EDRpR̂, Roq. Note that we can rewrite the finite

hypothesis space withH “ tR̂1, ..., R̂|H|u. We define ρh
u,i as follows

ρh
u,i “

eh
u,i ´ êh

u,i

p̂u,i
“

δh
u,i

p̂u,i
,

where eh
u,i and êh

u,i are the prediction and imputed errors corresponding to a prediction

matrix R̂h P H, respectively. Similarly, we define ρ§
u,i as follows

ρ§
u,i “

e§
u,i ´ ê§

u,i

p̂u,i
“

δ§
u,i

p̂u,i
,

where e§
u,i and ê§

u,i are the prediction and imputed errors corresponding to the prediction

matrix R̂§ P H, respectively. By making the arguments of uniform convergence and

union bound, for any ε ą 0, we have

P
´ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDRpR̂;q ´EOrEDRpR̂;qs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď ε

¯

ě 1´ η ,

ð P

˜

max
R̂hPH

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDRpR̂hq ´EOrEDRpR̂hqs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď ε

¸

ě 1´ η

(by the argument of uniform convergence) ,

ô P

˜

Y
R̂hPH

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDRpR̂hq ´EOrEDRpR̂hqs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ě ε

¸

ă η ,

ð

|H|
ÿ

h“1

P
´ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDRpR̂hq ´EOrEDRpR̂hqs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ě ε

¯

ă η

(by the argument of union bound) .
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We further use Hoeffding’s inequality in Lemma 5.4 and definition of the prediction ma-

trix R̂§ to derive

P
´
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDRpR̂;q ´EOrEDRpR̂;qs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď ε

¯

ě 1´ η ,

ð

|H|
ÿ

h“1

P
´ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
EDRpR̂hq ´EOrEDRpR̂hqs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ě ε

¯

ă η ,

ð

|H|
ÿ

h“1

2 exp

˜

´2ε2|D|2
ř

u,iPDtρ
h
u,iu

2

¸

ă η

(by Hoeffding’s inequality in Lemma 5.4) ,

ð 2|H| exp

˜

´2ε2|D|2
ř

u,iPDtρ
§
u,iu

2

¸

ă η

(by the definition of the prediction matrix R̂§) .

We solve the inequality in the last line for ε and obtain, with probability 1´ η, the

following inequality

EOrEDRpR̂;qs ´ EDRpR̂;q ď

g

f

f

f

e

log
´

2|H|
η

¯

2|D|2
ÿ

u,iPD

˜

δ§
u,i

p̂u,i

¸2

. (5.4)

Given the optimal prediction matrix R̂;, imputed errors Ê; “ tê;u,i|u, i P Du, and learned

propensities P̂, the bias of the DR estimator can be upper bounded as follows

PpR̂;, R f q ´EOrEDRpR̂;qs ď
1
|D|

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

u,iPD
∆u,iδ

;

u,i

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
ÿ

u,iPD

|∆u,iδ
;

u,i|

|D| . (5.5)

After adding the two inequalities in Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.5, we can rearrange the terms to

obtain the stated results.

We can see that the generalization bound contains a bias term and a variance term,

both of which are positively correlated with the magnitude of the error deviation |δu,i|.

Hence, the generalization bound indicates that we can guarantee a low prediction inac-

curacy if the error deviations are of a small magnitude, i.e., the imputation inaccuracy

is also low. To minimize both prediction and imputation inaccuracies, we propose joint
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Algorithm 4: Alternating Training for Joint Learning

Input: observed ratings Ro and learned propensities P̂
1 while stopping criteria is not satisfied do
2 for number of steps for training the imputation model do
3 Sample a batch of user-item pairs tpuj, ijqu

J
j“1 from O

4 Update φ by descending along the gradient ∇φLepθ, φq

5 end
6 for number of steps for training the prediction model do
7 Sample a batch of user-item pairs tpuk, ikqu

K
k“1 from D 1

8 Update θ by descending along the gradient ∇θLrpθ, φq

9 end
10 end

learning of a prediction model fθpxu,iq and an imputation model gφpxu,iq. The prediction

model r̂u,i “ fθpxu,iq, parameterized by θ, aims to accurately predict the true rating ru,i

given a vector xu,i encoding all the features of user u and item i. We train the prediction

model by minimizing the estimated prediction inaccuracy by the DR estimator and use

the training loss

Lrpθ, φq “
ÿ

u,iPD

˜

êu,i `
ou,ipeu,i ´ êu,iq

p̂u,i

¸

` υ}θ}2F ,

where eu,i “ p fθpxu,iq ´ ru,iq
2, êu,i “ p fθpxu,iq ´ gφpxu,iq ´ Kp fθpxu,iqqq

2 with K the opera-

tor that sets the gradient of the operand to zero so ∇θKp fθpxu,iqq “ 0 and Kp fθpxu,iqq “

fθpxu,iq
2, υ ě 0, and } ¨ }2F is the Frobenius norm. Meanwhile, we also learn the param-

eters of the imputation model, which we call imputation learning. The imputation model

êu,i “ gφpxu,iq, parameterized by φ, aims to accurately estimate the prediction error eu,i

given the feature vector xu,i. We train the imputation model by minimizing the squared

deviations of the imputed errors from the prediction errors and use the training loss

Lepθ, φq “
ÿ

u,iPO

pêu,i ´ eu,iq
2

p̂u,i
` ν}φ}2F ,

where eu,i “ ru,i ´ fθpxu,iq, êu,i “ gφpxu,iq, and ν ě 0. We inversely weight the squared

deviation for each observed rating with the propensity p̂u,i to consider the MNAR effect.

2This operator K has been implemented in scientific libraries, e.g., TensorFlow as stop gradient and
PyTorch as detach.
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We compute the prediction error eu,i by the difference (instead of the absolute or squared

difference), so the imputation model can learn to distinguish whether a predicted rating

is larger or smaller than the true rating. We alternate between training the prediction

and imputation models via minbatch stochastic gradient descent. We summarize the

alternating training process in Alg. 4. Note that Theorem 5.1 assumes fixed imputed

errors and provides performance guarantees on the inner loop of Alg. 4.

5.5 Experiments

First, we compare our joint learning approach with existing rating prediction approaches

to show its effectiveness and flexibility. Next, we create a synthetic dataset to study the

bias and standard deviation of our doubly robust estimator.

5.5.1 Inaccuracy in Rating Prediction Problem

Dataset. Unbiased estimation of the prediction inaccuracy needs MAR ratings [96]. To

our knowledge, two real-world datasets have MAR ratings as follows.

1. COAT has 4,640 MAR and 6,960 MNAR ratings of 290 users to 300 coats [130].

2. YAHOO has 54,000 MAR and 311,704 MNAR ratings of 15,400 users to 1,000 songs [96].

We also conduct experiments on the following two real-world datasets that have only

MNAR ratings.

1. AMAZON has 1,000,086 MNAR ratings of 33,326 users to 21,901 television shows [55].

2. MOVIE has 10,000,054 MNAR ratings of 71,567 users to 10,681 movies [54].

Experiment Setup. Following prior work [130], we use MNAR ratings for training

and MAR ratings for testing on COAT and YAHOO. This allows us to unbiasedly eval-

uate the capability of an approach to debias learning on biased data. Since AMAZON

and MOVIE do not have MAR ratings, we randomly split the MNAR ratings into a train-

ing set (90%) and a test set (10%) [180]. We use 5-fold cross-validation to set the hyper-

parameters of all approaches. We use the methods proposed by Schnabel et al. (2016)
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Table 5.2: Inaccuracy of rating prediction on MAR test ratings.

COAT YAHOO

MAE MSE MAE MSE

MF 0.920 1.257 1.154 1.891
PMF 0.903 1.239 1.103 1.709
AutoRec 0.900 1.238 0.984 1.438
Gaussian-VAE 0.893 1.220 0.963 1.381

CPT-v 0.969 1.441 0.770 1.115
MF-HI 0.922 1.261 1.158 1.905
MF-MNAR 0.884 1.214 1.177 2.175
MF-IPS 0.860 1.093 0.810 0.989

MF-JL 0.866 1.136 0.899 1.256
MF-DR-JL 0.778 0.990 0.747 0.966

* MF-JL and MF-DR-JL are the proposed approaches.

to learn propensities as follows. On COAT, we use logistic regression based on all pairs

of user features (e.g., gender) and item features (e.g., color). We cross-validate logis-

tic regression to maximize the log-likelihood of observing the MNAR ratings. YAHOO,

AMAZON, and MOVIE do not have user and item features, which makes logistic regres-

sion not applicable. Hence, we set aside 5% of the test ratings and use naive bayes to

learn propensities.

Prediction Inaccuracy. We call approaches that explicitly deal with MNAR ratings

and those that do not debiasing and biased approaches, respectively. We compare with

the following debiasing approaches: CPT-v [96], MF-HI [140], MF-MNAR [59], and MF-

IPS [130]. We also compare with the following biased approaches: MF [75], PMF [101],

AutoRec [133], and Gaussian-VAE [86]. We call our joint learning approach using MF [75]

to implement the prediction and imputation models MF-DR-JL. We call MF-DR-JL trained

with uniform propensities p̂u,i “ 1 MF-JL.

The prediction inaccuracy under MAE and MSE on COAT and YAHOO (datasets with

MAR ratings) is shown in Table 5.2. Our MF-DR-JL performs the best under both metrics

on both datasets, e.g., MF-DR-JL (0.778) outperforms MF-IPS (0.860) by 10% under MAE

on COAT. Both imputed errors and propensities are critical to MF-DR-JL since remov-

ing either (MF-IPS or MF-JL) causes a significant increase in the prediction inaccuracy.
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Table 5.3: Inaccuracy of rating prediction on MNAR test ratings.

AMAZON MOVIE

MSE MSE-SNIPS MSE MSE-SNIPS

MF 0.949 0.931 0.803 0.793
PMF 0.969 0.911 0.824 0.773
AutoRec 0.900 0.887 0.782 0.776
Gaussian-VAE 0.874 0.861 0.770 0.765

CPT-v 1.277 1.236 1.235 1.180
MF-HI 0.964 0.935 0.812 0.803
MF-MNAR 0.943 0.913 0.803 0.764
MF-IPS 0.956 0.924 0.819 0.780

MF-JL 0.868 0.851 0.767 0.756
MF-DR-JL 0.871 0.844 0.782 0.745

* MF-JL and MF-DR-JL are the proposed approaches.

In general, the debiasing approaches outperform the biased ones except that: (1) MF-

MNAR performs worst on YAHOO. A possible explanation is that MF-MNAR makes

several generative assumptions (e.g., hierarchical Gaussian priors) which may not hold

on YAHOO. Unlike MF-MNAR, our MF-DR-JL does not make any generative assump-

tions and performs consistently well across datasets. (2) CPT-v performs worst on COAT.

This is partly because CPT-v learns propensities by conditioning on the true ratings. The

learned propensities are inaccurate because they can depend on user and item features.

In contrast to CPT-v, MF-DR-JL is more robust to inaccurate propensities and learns more

accurate propensities by regressing on all available user and item features. (3) MF-HI per-

forms even worse than MF, which suggests that the heuristic imputation can be harmful

for learning a prediction model.

The prediction inaccuracy under MSE and MSE-SNIPS on AMAZON and MOVIE is

reported in Table 5.3. The results under MAE and MAE-SNIPS are similar to those

in Table 5.3 and are reported in Table 5.4. To simulate testing on MAR ratings, we

compute MAE-SNIPS and MSE-SNIPS with the learned propensities [147]. We can see

that our MF-JL and MF-DR-JL are competitive with or better than the other approaches.

MF-JL outperforms MF-DR-JL under MSE, while opposite results are obtained under

MSE-SNIPS. This is expected because uniform propensities are used by MF-JL and MSE,
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Table 5.4: Inaccuracy of rating prediction on MNAR test ratings.

AMAZON MOVIE

MAE MAE-SNIPS MAE MAE-SNIPS

MF 0.764 0.761 0.745 0.743
PMF 0.767 0.764 0.754 0.748
AutoRec 0.759 0.755 0.743 0.737
Gaussian-VAE 0.730 0.727 0.733 0.728

CPT-v 1.001 0.991 0.956 0.939
MF-HI 0.773 0.770 0.749 0.742
MF-MNAR 0.747 0.739 0.741 0.727
MF-IPS 0.768 0.759 0.752 0.738

MF-JL 0.721 0.720 0.694 0.693
MF-DR-JL 0.725 0.717 0.703 0.689

* MF-JL and MF-DR-JL are the proposed approaches.

whereas learned propensities are used by MF-DR-JL and MSE-SNIPS. Overall, the de-

biasing approaches do not have clear advantages over the biased ones when tested on

MNAR ratings.

Error Imputation. We study the advantage of the imputation learning over the heuris-

tic imputation.We call MF-DR-JL using the heuristic imputation MF-DR-HI. The left of

Figure 5.2 shows the prediction (P) and imputation (I) inaccuracies under MSE against

training epochs on COAT. We can see that MF-DR-JL has a lower prediction inaccuracy

than MF-DR-HI because the imputation learning effectively reduces the imputation inac-

curacy. We further use MAR ratings to estimate the tail bound (η “ 10´4) of estimators

used at training. The right of Figure 5.2 shows the tail bound against training epochs on

COAT. We can see that the tail bound at training MF-DR-JL is lower than that at training

MF-IPS, while that at training MF-DR-HI remains high.

Recall that when 0 ď êu,i ď 2eu,i, the tail bound of the DR estimator is lower than that

of the IPS estimator. We use MAR ratings to compute the percentage of user-item pairs

that satisfy the condition 0 ď êu,i ď 2eu,i under MSE. Figure 5.3a shows the percentage

against training epochs on COAT. We can see that most user-item pairs (ą 99%) satisfy the

condition. The percentage increases until reaching around 99.9% when the imputation

learning is used. Figure 5.3b shows the values of the prediction and imputed errors for
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Figure 5.3: Advantage of imputation learning (MF-DR-JL).

100 user-item pairs, randomly selected and sorted by the prediction errors, at epoch 80

on COAT. We can see that the imputed errors that violate the condition have a very

small magnitude. The tail bounds are dominated by the imputed errors that satisfy the

condition and have a large value. Besides, the heuristic imputation results in quite small

imputed errors that do not well correlate with the prediction errors.

Propensity Variance. We study how the propensity variance affects the learning

process. Let p̂l “ maxDtp̂u,iu and p̂s “ minDtp̂u,iu, we use propensities rescaled by

p̃u,i “ p̂l ´
pp̂l´ρqpp̂l´p̂u,iq

p̂l´p̂s
for learning. The variance of the rescaled propensities increases

as ρ “ minDtp̃u,iu goes to 0. We call MF-DR-JL using uniform propensities to train the im-

putation model MF-DR-UI. Figure 5.4 shows MSE (left) and number of training epochs

took to reach an MSE of 1.5 (right) against varying levels of propensity variance on COAT.
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Figure 5.4: Learning with varying levels of propensity variance.

We can see that MF-DR-JL has a lower MSE and takes less training epochs than MF-IPS

at all levels of propensity variance. MF-DR-JL also has a slower increase in MSE and

number of training epochs than MF-IPS as the propensity variance grows. These results

suggest that the proposed approach is less affected by the high variance of the propen-

sities. By comparing MF-DR-JL with MF-DR-UI, we can also see the benefit of using the

propensities to train the imputation model on MNAR ratings.

Model Implementation. We study how different model implementations affect the

prediction inaccuracy. We compare with two other biased approaches: FM [114] and

NFM [56]. FM generalizes MF to work with any user and item features and NFM ex-

tends FM to model high-order user-item interactions. We also compare with two other

debiasing approaches: FM-IPS and NFM-IPS [130]. We call our joint learning approach

using FM (or NFM) to implement the prediction and imputation models FM-DR-JL (or

NFM-DR-JL). We call FM-DR-JL (or NFM-DR-JL) trained with p̂u,i “ 1 FM-JL (or NFM-

JL). The prediction inaccuracy under MAE and MSE on COAT and YAHOO is reported

in Table 5.5. We can see that our approaches benefit from improved model implemen-

tations. For example, NFM-DR-JL (0.756) outperforms MF-DR-JL (0.778) by 3% under

MAE on COAT.

5.5.2 Bias of Prediction Inaccuracy Estimation

Dataset. Computing the prediction inaccuracy requires a fully observed true rating ma-

trix, which does not exist in any real-world datasets. Hence, we create such a true rat-
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ing matrix on YAHOO as follows [130]. First, we use MF [75] to complete the partial

true rating matrix but MF gives unrealistically high ratings to all items. We therefore

adjust the completed true rating matrix to match a more realistic rating distribution

rv1, v2, v3, v4, v5s, estimated from the MAR ratings [96], for values of 1 to 5. We achieve

this by sorting the matrix entries in ascending order, assigning a value of 1 to the lowest

v1 fraction of the matrix entries, assigning a value of 2 to the next v2 fraction, and so on.

Experiment Setup. For fair comparison, we use the following five prediction matrices

used by Schnabel et al. (2016).

1. ONE: We randomly select 137,800 entries (i.e., the same number of the true ratings

with a value of 5) with a value of 1 and set their values to 5 in the true rating matrix.

2. FOUR: We randomly select 137,800 entries with a value of 4 and set their values to

5 in the true rating matrix.

3. ROT: The predicted rating r̂u,i “ ru,i ´ 1 if the true rating ru,i ě 2. Otherwise, the

predicted rating r̂u,i “ 5.

4. SKEW: The predicted rating r̂u,i is sampled from N pµ “ ru,i, σ “
6´ru,i

2 q and is

clipped to r0, 6s.

5. CRS: The predicted rating r̂u,i “ 4 if the true rating ru,i ě 4. Otherwise, the predicted

rating r̂u,i “ 3.

We model the MNAR effect where higher ratings are more likely to be observed on

YAHOO [130]. We define the true propensity pu,i “ p when the true rating ru,i “ 5, and

pu,i “ pαminp4,6´ru,iq otherwise. We obtain an instance of O by sampling for each entry an

observation indicator ou,i from a Bernoulli distribution with probability pu,i. We control

the MNAR effect by varying α and p and set their values so that the expected rating spar-

sity is 5%. To produce a rating distribution of observed ratings that reasonably matches

the observed MNAR rating distribution on YAHOO, we set α “ 0.5 in all experiments.

We simulate error imputation of varying inaccuracies using the heuristic imputation.

By varying ω P r0, 1s, we vary the inaccuracy of imputed errors: as ω goes to 0, the
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Table 5.5: Inaccuracy of rating prediction on MAR test ratings.

COAT YAHOO

MAE MSE MAE MSE

FM 0.911 1.252 1.154 1.891
NFM 0.888 1.218 1.001 1.488

FM-IPS 0.853 1.086 0.810 0.989
NFM-IPS 0.832 1.065 0.798 0.979

FM-JL 0.859 1.129 1.032 1.528
NFM-JL 0.838 1.114 1.016 1.509
FM-DR-JL 0.775 0.986 0.747 0.966
NFM-DR-JL 0.756 0.967 0.736 0.957

* The bottom four rows show the proposed approaches.

Table 5.6: Bias and standard deviation in terms of percentage over the prediction inaccu-
racy under MSE. DR is the proposed estimator.

EIB IPS SNIPS NCIS DR

ONE 22.8˘1.8 20.7˘1.8 20.7˘1.8 26.0˘1.7 9.9˘0.9
FOUR 64.5˘1.7 66.8˘1.8 66.8˘1.8 84.0˘1.8 24.1˘0.6
ROT 18.4˘0.3 18.5˘0.3 18.5˘0.2 23.1˘0.2 10.3˘0.2
SKEW 15.7˘0.5 14.8˘0.7 14.9˘0.5 17.8˘0.4 10.1˘0.3
CRS 18.6˘0.3 16.1˘0.5 16.2˘0.3 20.7˘0.2 9.0˘0.1

imputed errors usually become less accurate. We compute the values of ω and γ by
ř

D êu,i “
ř

D
ou,ieu,i

p̂u,i
and γ “ 1

|D|
ř

D
ou,iru,i

p̂u,i
, unless otherwise stated.

We also simulate propensity estimation of varying inaccuracies. We obtain the propen-

sities by 1
p̂u,i
“

1´β
pu,i
`

β
pe

and pe “
1
|D|

ř

D ou,i. We vary the inaccuracy of the propensities

by varying β P r0, 1s. We obtain similar results when varying β and set β “ 0.5, unless

otherwise specified.

Bias and Standard Deviation. We compare our DR estimator with the EIB, IPS,

SNIPS, and NCIS (the propensities are clipped to p0, 1
40 s) estimators [50]. We first use the

estimators to estimate the prediction inaccuracy of the five prediction matrices for the

given level of error imputation and propensity estimation inaccuracies. We compute the

bias and standard deviation of the estimators using 50 instances of the indicator matrix.

The results in terms of the percentage over the prediction inaccuracy under MSE and
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Table 5.7: Bias and standard deviation in terms of percentage over the prediction inaccu-
racy under MAE. DR is the proposed estimator.

EIB IPS SNIPS NCIS DR

ONE 21.7˘1.7 20.5˘1.8 20.5˘1.8 25.8˘1.6 9.8˘0.8
FOUR 66.9˘1.7 66.8˘1.8 66.8˘1.8 84.0˘1.8 24.1˘0.6
ROT 12.7˘0.2 12.7˘0.4 12.8˘0.2 16.0˘0.2 7.1˘0.1
SKEW 10.9˘0.3 10.3˘0.7 10.5˘0.3 12.2˘0.2 7.1˘0.2
CRS 13.5˘0.2 12.4˘0.6 12.5˘0.4 16.5˘0.2 6.9˘0.1
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Figure 5.5: Bias of varying imputation and propensity inaccuracies.

MAE are shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. We can see that the DR estimator

achieves the smallest bias with the lowest standard deviation.

In the last set of experiments, we study how the inaccuracies of imputed errors and

propensities affect the bias of the estimators. We compute the bias with root mean squared

error (RMSE) over the five prediction matrices and 50 instances of the indicator ma-

trix [130].

Inaccurate Imputation. We study the bias of the EIB and DR estimators when varying

the inaccuracy of imputed errors ω P r0, 1s. The DR estimator only uses a small number

(50) of MAR ratings to learn propensities via naive bayes. As shown in Figure 5.5a, the DR

estimator is consistently less biased than the EIB estimator, especially when the imputed

errors are severely inaccurate, e.g., ω “ 0.

Inaccurate Propensities. We study the bias of the EIB and SNIPS (the best baseline)

estimators when varying the inaccuracy of propensities β P r0, 1s. Figure 5.5b shows
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that the bias of the SNIPS estimator increases rapidly as β goes to 1. The bias of the DR

estimator increases gradually because the DR estimator uses relatively accurate imputed

errors to reduce the bias caused by the deteriorated propensities.

5.6 Summary

We proposed a principled approach to handle missing not at random data for recommen-

dation. First, we proposed a doubly robust estimator, which achieves double robustness

by using both imputed errors and propensities to estimate the prediction inaccuracy.

Next, we proposed a joint learning approach, which learns rating prediction and error

imputation jointly to guarantee a low prediction inaccuracy at inference time. We con-

ducted extensive experiments on four real-world datasets. The results showed that our

approach outperforms the state-of-the-art in rating prediction. The results also showed

that the proposed estimator significantly reduces the bias of estimating the prediction

inaccuracy.





Chapter 6

Recommendation Unbiasedness –
Learning to Debias Training

This chapter is based on a paper that has been published in the 14th ACM International Web Search

and Data Mining Conference (WSDM 2021): Combating Selection Biases in Recommender Systems

with A Few Unbiased Ratings. Xiaojie Wang, Rui Zhang, Yu Sun, Jianzhong Qi.

6.1 Introduction

NORMALLY, recommendation datasets are collected during users’ normal use of

recommender systems and are subject to selection biases [97, 130]. For example,

Fig. 6.1 shows two major types of selection biases in movie recommendation: (1) Systems’

item selection process: the right half of Fig. 6.1 shows that the system aims to recommend

movies that Bob may like by filtering out low-rated movies that Bob dislikes; (2) Users’

self-selection behavior: the left half of Fig. 6.1 shows that Bob usually rates recommended

movies that he likes and rarely rates recommended movies that he dislikes. Due to such

selection biases, high ratings are more likely than low ratings to be observed [88]. Back to

the example in Fig. 6.1, there are a total of two high ratings (the top-right corner) and both

ratings are observed. The percent of high ratings being observed is thus 100%, which is

greater than that (17%) of low ratings (one out of six is observed). Therefore, high ratings

account for majority of observed ratings and low ratings are under-represented. Usually,

observed ratings are used to train a rating prediction model and items are ranked in

descending order of predicted ratings when recommended to users [159]. Since observed

ratings are biased from the population of all ratings – whether observed or not, it is

147
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Figure 6.1: An example of selection biases in movie recommendation.

difficult to accurately estimate the real performance of a rating model. This creates a

widely-recognized challenge for training recommender systems on biased datasets [59,

96].

To address this challenge, unbiased estimators of the real performance of a rating model

have been recently introduced [130]. Theoretically, the unbiased estimators can yield ac-

curate estimation of a rating model’s real performance even on biased datasets. This is

achieved mostly by inversely weighting each observed rating with the propensity (i.e.,

probability) of observing that rating. An intuitive justification is that ratings that are

under-represented within observed ratings should be up-weighted. According to the

definition of propensity, the ratings that are under-represented are those that have a

small propensity of being observed. Those ratings, once weighted by inverse of the small

propensity, will be assigned a large weight and thus be correctly up-weighted.

Most previous studies that explicitly handle selection biases assume that no unbiased

dataset is available for training [59,96,130]. However, unbiased ratings are often gathered

to create a testing set by, e.g., asking users to rate a number of randomly-selected items.

This is because it is straightforward to use unbiased datasets for accurately estimating

the real performance of a rating model. Whenever it is possible to gather unbiased rat-

ings, a small unbiased dataset can be created for training. Hence, we depart from the

assumption that all training ratings are biased and assume that a small subset of training
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ratings is unbiased.

In this paper, we propose an objective that utilizes a small unbiased dataset to explic-

itly strengthen the generalization ability of a rating model. Specifically, we constantly

validate the performance of the rating model on the unbiased dataset while training the

rating model on a biased dataset. The optimal rating model is thus the one that is trained

on biased datasets but performs well on unbiased datasets. This closely matches the def-

inition of generalization ability because unbiased datasets can provide accurate estima-

tion of the generalization ability. A key idea of the objective is to introduce a propensity

model that uses the unbiased dataset to dynamically determine the propensities of biased

ratings. The main purpose of this idea is to find a weighted combination of biased rat-

ings that can best approximate unbiased performance estimation on the unbiased dataset.

This way, training the rating model on biased datasets will be equivalent to training the

rating model on unbiased datasets. To update the propensity model’s parameters, we

directly optimize the rating model’s performance on the unbiased dataset. The ratio-

nale is that the best propensity model should optimize the performance on unbiased

datasets that are consistent with the testing procedure. A recent study that also uses un-

biased datasets simply assumes that the propensity of observing a rating only depends

on the rating’s value [130]. In contrast, our propensity model is free of this simplified

assumption and can use all user and item information (e.g., user age) to better model the

propensity.

To optimize the objective, we propose an algorithm where the propensity model’s

parameters are efficiently updated simultaneously with the rating model’s parameters.

This algorithm makes use of automatic differentiation [1] and obviates complex deriva-

tion of gradients. Hence, it can be conveniently applied when we use different unbiased

estimators and a diverse set of model architectures [136, 169]. This makes the proposed

algorithm appealing to practitioners. A well-known challenge in applying unbiased esti-

mators is to obtain stable gradients to update the rating model [147, 148]. This is because

inverse propensity weighting may cause large gradient updates to the rating model’s pa-

rameters, especially when the propensity estimates are small. This motivates us to use

the sample variance of propensity estimates to regularize the training of the propensity
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model, which results in low-variance propensity estimates. Empirical results show that

our approach substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art ones that do not employ un-

biased data, as well as a recent one that also uses unbiased data.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

1 We propose a novel objective that utilizes a small set of unbiased data to alleviate

selection biases and improve the training of recommender systems on biased data.

2 To optimize the objective, we propose an efficient algorithm that can also effectively

reduces the variance of propensity estimation during training model parameters.

3 We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets. The results show

that our approach improves the performance of rating prediction by up to 7.9%

and reduces the variance of propensity estimation by orders of magnitude.

6.2 Related Work

6.2.1 Recommendation Debiasing

Existing studies on recommendation debiasing focus on two tasks: rating prediction and

item ranking [142]. The rating prediction task aims to predict the rating that a user may

give to an unseen item, while the item ranking task aims to provide a user with an item

list that maximizes a ranking metric [140]. Both tasks have been widely studied by aca-

demics and industry over the last few years [90]. In this paper, we tackle the rating

prediction task. We use existing model architectures [57,75], which output a rating given

user and item features as inputs, to implement underlying rating model. Our approach

benefits from advances in designing such model architectures, e.g. the ones based on

deep neural networks [57, 135].

A widely-recognized problem in the rating prediction task is that datasets for train-

ing are usually biased [97]. To handle biased datasets, early studies optimize a joint

likelihood of a propensity model and a rating model, which requires highly complex

inferences [59, 96]. To avoid such inference complexity, recent studies adopt two-phase
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learning, which first learns a propensity model and then applies propensity weighting

techniques to train a rating model [130]. The main difference between these studies and

our work is that we directly relate the objective for the propensity model to the final goal

of the debiasing problem, i.e., optimizing the performance of a rating model on unbiased

datasets.

As for the item ranking task, recent studies show that directly using biased datasets

in learning to rank approaches usually yields suboptimal results [3,72]. These studies on

item ranking are largely orthogonal to our work on rating prediction.

6.2.2 Bi-level Optimization

Bi-level optimization, which performs upper-level learning subject to the optimality of

lower-level learning, has received increasing attention recently [70, 93]. Among existing

approaches of bi-level optimization, the most related one is from Ren et al. [113], which

dynamically determines weights of training examples. This approach may generate neg-

ative weights, and it resorts to heuristics for adjusting these weights to avoid unstable

training behaviors. In contrast, our approach generates non-negative weights based on

propensity estimates, and explicitly controls the variance of the weights for a better per-

formance of rating prediction.

Generally, it is challenging to train parameters in bi-level optimization because the

lower-level learning cannot be performed in closed form [70, 134]. To tackle this chal-

lenge, an early approach applies implicit differentiation, and assumes that the optimality

to the lower-level learning uniquely exists [106]. This assumption often does not hold in

practice, and thus this approach may incur large errors in gradient computation. To ad-

dress this issue, recent studies differentiate a certain parameter update function to better

compute gradients [46, 47]. We further develop this approach by regularizing the upper-

level learning with the variance of propensity estimates, which helps stabilize training at

the lower level and thus results in better generalized rating models.
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6.3 Preliminaries

Let tum|m “ 1, ..., Mu be a set of users, tin|n “ 1, ..., Nu be a set of items, and A “

tpum, inq|m “ 1, ..., M; n “ 1, ..., Nu be the set of all user-item pairs. Let xu,i “ rxu,i,k|k “

1, ..., Ks be a feature vector of user u and item i, where xu,i,k P R is the k-th feature (e.g.,

user gender). Let R “ rru,i|u, i P As be a true rating matrix, where ru,i P R is the true rating

given by user u to item i. Users may freely select a fraction of items to rate and the ratings

to these selected items are observed. The observed ratings, denoted by RB (B Ď A),

are biased, meaning that the probability of observing a rating depends on that rating’s

value [97]. Such a probability is often called the propensity pu,i “ ppou,i “ 1q, where ou,i is

a Bernoulli variable indicating whether the true rating ru,i is observed ou,i “ 1 or missing

ou,i “ 0. Given the biased ratings RB , a debiasing problem of recommendation aims to

learn a rating model yφpxu,iq « ru,i (with parameters φ) that can accurately predict all

true ratings. Formally, the goal is to minimize the real performance EpAq of a rating model,

which can be computed if all ratings are observed

EpAq “ 1
|A|

ÿ

u,iPA
peu,iq

2, eu,i “ yφpxu,iq ´ ru,i, (6.1)

where eu,i is a prediction error. The real performance can be unbiasedly estimated by a

naive estimator that averages prediction errors over a set of unbiased ratings RU (U Ď A)

EpAq « EpUq “ 1
|U |

ÿ

u,iPU
peu,iq

2. (6.2)

To gather unbiased ratings, we may ask users to rate randomly-selected items. This way,

the propensities of observing different ratings are the same and the observed ratings are

thus unbiased.

To solve the debiasing problem, recent studies separate learning into two consecutive

phases, which we illustrate in Fig. 6.2a [130]. As shown by the left half of Fig. 6.2a, the

first phase aims to learn a propensity model qθpxu,iq « pu,i (with parameters θ) that can

accurately estimate the propensity. There are two types of propensity models. The first

type is a naive Bayes model [130]. It assumes that the propensity pu,i “ ppou,i “ 1|ru,i “ rq
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only depends on the true rating, and estimates the propensity by the Bayes’ theorem

qθpxu,iq “
ppru,i “ r|ou,i “ 1qppou,i “ 1q

ppru,i “ rq
. (6.3)

To simplify notation, we define pr “ ppru,i “ rq, po “ ppou,i “ 1q, and p1
r “ ppru,i “

r|ou,i “ 1q. Given biased ratings RB and unbiased ratings RU , the parameters θ “

tpr, po, p1
r |r “ 1, ..., Ru are fitted by maximizing a likelihood function as follows

FNBpθq “
ź

u,iPU
pru,i `

ź

u,iPB
po

ź

u,iPM
p1´ poq `

ź

u,iPB
p1

ru,i
, (6.4)

where M “ AzB is the set of missing ratings. The second type is a logistic regression

model [130]. It estimates the propensity by applying a logistic function on the user and

item features xu,i

qθpxu,iq “ σpwᵀxu,i ` bq “
exppwᵀxu,i ` bq

exppwᵀxu,i ` bq ` 1
, (6.5)

where θ “ tw, bu are parameters. To fit the parameters, we maximize the likelihood of

observing the biased ratings RB (i.e., the ratings self-selected by users) as follows

FLRpθq “
ź

u,iPB
qθpxu,iq

ź

u,iPM
p1´ qθpxu,iqq. (6.6)

Given the propensity model, the second phase aims to train a rating model, as shown

in the right half of Fig. 6.2a. This is achieved by minimizing an unbiased estimator of

the real performance, e.g., inverse-propensity-scoring (IPS) estimator [130] and doubly-

robust (DR) estimator. The DR estimator needs an error model gξpxu,iq « eu,i (with pa-

rameters ξ) that can accurately impute the prediction errors.

Note that the naive Bayes model requires an unbiased dataset and has two issues.

First, it assumes that the propensity depends on the rating only, which may not hold in

practice. Second, if a rating value r is absent on the unbiased dataset, the naive Bayes

model qθpxu,iq in Eqn. (6.3) is not well defined because in such case the denominator will

be zero (i.e., pr “ 0).
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(a) Existing two-phase learning.
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(b) Proposed bi-level optimization.

Figure 6.2: During the training process of updating a rating model ys, two-phase learning
(a) uses a fixed propensity model q2, but bi-level optimization (b) adaptively updates the
propensity model qs.

6.4 Proposed Approach

We study the debiasing problem where a set of unbiased ratings RU , in addition to a set of

biased ratings RB , is available for training. Unbiased ratings are more costly than biased

ratings to gather because asking users to rate randomly-selected items may negatively

affect user experience. We thus assume that the number of unbiased ratings is much

smaller than that of biased ratings |U | ! |B|. Under these problem settings, we propose

an objective to effectively utilize the unbiased dataset in Sec. 6.4.1. Then, we propose an

efficient algorithm to optimize the objective in Sec. 6.4.2.

6.4.1 Training Objective

Since we assume that the number of unbiased ratings RU is small, using only the unbiased

dataset to train a rating model may cause severe overfitting. Hence, we use the large

biased dataset RB to train the rating model and rely on unbiased estimators to obtain

accurate performance estimation on the biased dataset. For the estimators to be unbiased,

we need a good propensity model that can produce accurate propensity estimation. In

such case, the unbiased estimators will be equivalent to a naive one on the unbiased
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dataset given by Eqn. (6.2). This observation motivates us to utilize the unbiased dataset

to train a propensity model. In particular, we aim to learn a propensity model such

that a rating model trained on the biased dataset performs well on the unbiased dataset.

Formally, this goal can be formulated as a bi-level optimization problem

θ˚ “ arg min
θ
LUpφ

˚pθq;Uq (6.7)

s.t. φ˚pθq “ arg min
φ
LLpφ, θ;Bq. (6.8)

Following the terminology in bi-level optimization, Eqn. (6.7) and Eqn. (6.8) are called

upper level and lower level, respectively. The lower level aims to minimize a lower loss LL

w.r.t. the rating model’s parameters φ on the biased dataset RB for a given propensity

model, whereas the upper level aims to minimize an upper loss LU w.r.t. the propensity

model’s parameters θ on the unbiased dataset RU .

We define the lower loss based on an unbiased estimator to obtain accurate perfor-

mance estimation on the biased dataset. To give a unified treatment of the IPS estimator

and the DR estimator, we define the lower loss by

LLpφ, θ;Bq “
ÿ

u,iPB
`u,ipφ, θq `

ÿ

u,iPM
ˆ̀u,ipφq, (6.9)

where `u,ipφ, θq and ˆ̀u,ipφq are losses for the observed ratings RB and the missing ratings

RM, respectively. Specifically, we can instantiate the lower loss by IPS as follows. The IPS

loss minimizes a square prediction error su,ipφq “ pyφpxu,iq ´ ru,iq
2, inversely weighted by a

propensity estimate qθpxu,iq, for each observed rating and ignores all missing ratings,

`u,ipφ, θq “
su,ipφq

qθpxu,iq
, ˆ̀u,ipφq “ 0. (6.10)

Alternatively, we can instantiate the lower loss by DR as follows. The DR loss treats

an imputed error gξpxu,iq as the prediction error to train the rating model. It obtains a

“true rating” r̂u,i “ yφspxu,iq ` gξspxu,iq by adding a predicted rating and an imputed error

at current training step s. For each missing rating, it minimizes a square imputed error
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ŝu,ipφq “ pyφpxu,iq´ r̂u,iq
2 between the rating model’s next prediction and the “true rating”

ˆ̀u,ipφq “ ŝu,ipφq. (6.11)

Once the true rating is observed, it further introduces a correction (i.e., the difference

between the square prediction error su,ipφq and the square imputed error ŝu,ipφq), and

inversely weights this correction by the propensity estimate qθpxu,iq

`u,ipφ, θq “ ŝu,ipφq `
su,ipφq ´ ŝu,ipφq

qθpxu,iq
. (6.12)

By the above optimization, for any propensity model qθ , we can obtain a correspond-

ing rating model yφ˚pθq that minimizes the lower loss. We aim to find the propensity

model such that the corresponding rating model performs well on the unbiased dataset.

To this end, we define the upper loss as an average of square prediction errors on the

unbiased dataset

LUpφ
˚pθq;Uq “

ÿ

u,iPU
su,ipφ

˚pθqq (6.13)

“
ÿ

u,iPU
pyφ˚pθqpxu,iq ´ ru,iq

2. (6.14)

Note that the propensity model often has a small number of parameters, which can be

properly fitted on the small unbiased dataset. We illustrate the proposed bi-level opti-

mization in Fig. 6.2b: instead of using a fixed propensity model, it learns to assign adap-

tive propensity weights while debiasing the training of a rating model. Hence, we name

the proposed approach learning to debias (LTD).

6.4.2 Training Algorithm

Next, we detail how to train the parameters within LTD tφ, θ, ξu. We encounter two

challenges in the training: (1) Since LTD builds on bi-level optimization, it is often com-

putationally expensive to minimize the upper loss to find a good propensity model [47].

This is because the upper loss depends on the best parameter values of the rating model,
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Algorithm 5: VRT: Variance-Regularized Training

Input: S, RB , RU , φ0, θ0, ξ0
1 for s “ 0, ..., S´ 1 do
2 Sample mini-batches Bs Ă B (Ms ĂM) and Us Ă U
3 Compute the lower loss LLpφs, θsq on Bs (andMs)
4 Compute an update function φs`1pθsq Ð φs ´ η∇φsLLpφ, θsq

5 Compute the RU loss LRUpφs`1pθsqq on Us and Bs
6 Update the propensity model θs`1 Ð θs ´ η∇θsLRUpφs`1pθqq
7 Compute the lower loss LLpφs, θs`1q on Bs (andMs)
8 Update the rating model φs`1 Ð φs ´ η∇φsLLpφ, θs`1q

9 end
Output: φS, θS

which has no closed form. (2) LTD applies inverse propensity weighting, and thus it

is difficult to obtain stable gradients to update the rating model [148]. The reason for

this is that such inverse may cause large gradient updates to the rating model, especially

when the propensity estimates are small. Note that the two challenges are not specific

to our approach, but are known in approaches based on bi-level optimization [47] and

inverse propensity weighting [148]. To tackle these challenges, we propose a variance-

regularized training algorithm in this section.

To simplify notation, we define two operators that compute partial gradients w.r.t.

parameters ρ P tφ, θ, ξu

∇ρsp¨q “
B

Bρ
p¨q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ρ“ρs
, ∇ᵀ

ρsp¨q “ p∇ρsp¨qq
ᵀ, (6.15)

where ρs are the values of parameters ρ at training step s.

The lower loss is differentiable w.r.t. the rating model’s parameters φ. Hence, we

can apply vanilla stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or other SGD variants to update the

rating model. Here, we apply vanilla SGD for illustrative purpose.

It is difficult to minimize the upper loss because the best parameter values φ˚pθq

within the upper loss have no closed form. A common practice is to replace the best

parameter values with a sequence of approximate ones that can converge to the best

ones [47, 113]. To obtain such approximate parameter values, at each training step s, we

define an update function that simulates a single parameter update of the rating model
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Algorithm 6: Doubly-Robust Variance-Regularized Training

Input: T, S, RB , RU , φ0, θ0, ξ0
0

1 for t “ 0, ..., T´ 1 do
2 for s “ 0, ..., S´ 1 do
3 Sample a mini-batch Bs

t Ă B
4 Compute the EI loss LEIpξ

s
tq on Bs

t
5 Update the error model ξs`1

t Ð ξs
t ´ η∇ξs

t
LEIpξq

6 end
7 Call Alg. 5 by φt`1, θt`1 Ð VRTpS, RB , RU , φt, θt, ξS

t q

8 Copy the error model’s parameter values ξ0
t`1 Ð ξS

t
9 end

Output: φT, θT, ξ0
T

by vanilla SGD

φs`1pθsq “ φs ´ η∇φsLLpφ, θsq, (6.16)

“ φs ´ η
ÿ

u,iPBs

∇φs`u,ipφ, θsq ´ η
ÿ

u,iPMs

∇φs
ˆ̀u,ipφq,

where η P R` is a learning rate; Bs Ă B andMs ĂM are mini-batches of observed and

missing ratings. This update function models how the propensity model affects train-

ing of the rating model, and does not actually update the rating model’s parameters.

The update function performs a single parameter update for computational efficiency

at training. We find that performing more parameter updates does not further improve

the performance but increases computational cost, which has also been observed pre-

viously [70]. Then, we replace the best parameter values φ˚pθq in the upper loss with

the approximate ones φs`1pθsq computed by the update function, and differentiate this

update function to compute gradients w.r.t. the propensity model’s parameters

θs`1 “ θs ´ η∇θsLUpφs`1pθqq, (6.17)

where the gradients can be derived by the chain rule

∇θsLUpφs`1pθqq “
ÿ

v,jPUs

∇θs sv,jpφs`1pθqq,
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“
ÿ

v,jPUs

p∇θs φs`1pθqq∇ᵀ
φs`1pθsq

sv,jpφq,

“
ÿ

v,jPUs

˜

∇θs

˜

´ η
ÿ

u,iPBs

∇φs`u,ipφ, θq

¸¸

∇ᵀ
φs`1pθsq

sv,jpφq,

“ ´η
ÿ

u,iPBs, v,jPUs

p∇θs∇φs`u,ipφ, θqq∇ᵀ
φs`1pθsq

sv,jpφq,

where Us Ă U is a mini-batch of unbiased ratings. The last equation holds because, by

definition, the loss ˆ̀u,ip θq is constant w.r.t. the propensity model’s parameters. This

equation requires second-order gradients, which can be computed by

∇θs∇φs`u,ipφ, θq “ ´
∇θs qθpxu,iq∇ᵀ

φs
pyφpxu,iq ´ ru,iq

2

qθspxu,iq
2 , (6.18)

∇θs∇φs`u,ipφ, θq “ ´
∇θs qθpxu,iq∇ᵀ

φs
psu,ipφq ´ ŝu,ipφqq

qθspxu,iq
2 , (6.19)

when using the IPS estimator and the DR estimator, respectively.

Variance Regularization

The propensity model trained using the above algorithm often has an increasing variance

in propensity estimation (see Fig. 6.5b for empirical evidence). Such variance may cause

training of the rating model to diverge because a portion of biased ratings may receive

low propensity estimates. This portion of biased ratings will dominate the lower loss

and thus lead to large gradients for training the rating model. To reduce the variance of

propensity estimation, we propose a regularized-upper (RU) loss that regularizes the up-

per loss with the sample variance of propensity estimates on the mini-batch Bs of biased

ratings

LRUpφs`1pθsqq “ LUpφs`1pθsqq ` λLSVpθsq. (6.20)

Here, λ P R` is a regularization hyper-parameter and

LSVpθsq “
1

|Bs| ´ 1

ÿ

u,iPBs

˜

qθspxu,iq ´
ÿ

v,jPBs

qθspxv,jq

|Bs|

¸2

(6.21)
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is the sample variance. Since the sample variance is differentiable w.r.t. the propensity

model’s parameters, we can straightforwardly compute the gradients of the RU loss as

∇θsLRUpφs`1pθqq “ ∇θsLUpφs`1pθqq ` λ∇θsLSVpθq. (6.22)

where the gradients of the sample variance are given by

∇θsLSVpθsq “
2

|Bs| ´ 1

ÿ

u,iPBs

qθspxu,iq∇θs qθpxu,iq (6.23)

´
2

|Bs|p|Bs| ´ 1q

ÿ

u,iPBs

qθspxu,iq
ÿ

u,iPBs

∇θs qθpxu,iq.

We summarize the whole algorithm of training the propensity model and the rating

models with variance regularization in Alg. 5. When using the IPS estimator, we do not

need to sample mini-batches of missing ratings, which is shown in parentheses in Alg. 5.

At each training step s, we update the propensity model (lines 3-6) before performing

actual update of the rating model (lines 7-8). We can directly apply Alg. 5 when using

the IPS estimator, but need to train an extra error model when using the DR estimator.

Following Wang et al., we train the error model by minimizing an error-imputation (EI)

loss, i.e., a weighted average square of the differences between imputed errors tgξpxu,iqu

and prediction errors teu,iu on the biased ratings RB

min
ξ
LEIpξq “

ÿ

u,iPB

pgξpxu,iq ´ eu,iq
2

qθpxu,iq
. (6.24)

We show the complete algorithm when using the DR estimator in Alg. 6. We alternate

between training the error model and the rating model until a certain stopping criteria is

satisfied.

Training Efficiency

Fig. 6.3 shows computation performed by LTD to update the propensity model and the

rating model at a training step. We can see that LTD performs two forward and back-

ward passes of the rating model on biased ratings and unbiased ratings, respectively,
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Figure 6.3: Computational graph of the proposed variance-regularized training algo-
rithm at training step s, which employs deep neural networks to estimate propensities
qθ and to predict ratings yφ.

and a forward and backward pass of the propensity model on biased ratings. Then, LTD

performs a backward-on-backward pass to obtain gradients for the propensity model,

and a final backward pass to obtain gradients for the rating model. A backward-on-

backward pass often takes about the same time as a forward pass [113]. Suppose both

models take the same time for a forward and backward pass and are trained for the same

number of steps, LTD only needs about 2ˆ training time compared to two-phase learn-

ing, which performs two forward and backward passes for the propensity model and the

rating model, respectively.
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6.5 Experiments

In this section, we empirically study the proposed LTD with the aim of answering the

following research questions:

RQ1 What is the performance of LTD in rating prediction compared with existing ap-

proaches to the debiasing problem? Does LTD reduce the variance of propensity

estimation compared to likelihood functions used by two-phase learning? How

does the variance-regularized training algorithm of LTD converge compared to ex-

isting two-phase learning?

RQ2 How does each component of LTD, the propensity model and the variance regular-

ization, contribute to the performance? How does the size of the unbiased dataset

used in the upper-level optimization affect the performance?

RQ3 What propensity estimates does LTD automatically learn from an unbiased dataset?

How does inverse propensity weighting contribute to improving the performance?

6.5.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets

Unbiased datasets are usually used to unbiasedly evaluate the performance of rating

prediction because it is difficult to obtain unbiased performance estimation on biased

datasets. To the best of our knowledge, there are only two public datasets where unbiased

ratings are available: (1) MUSIC dataset has 311,704 biased ratings and 54,000 unbiased

ratings given by 15,400 users to 1,000 songs [97]. (2) COAT dataset has 6,960 biased and

4,640 unbiased ratings given by 290 users to 300 coats [130].

Compared Approaches

We refer to approaches that do not explicitly handle biased datasets and those that do as

traditional and debiasing approaches, respectively. We compare with two traditional ap-

proaches: (1) Matrix factorization (MF) [75]; (2) Neural factorization machine (NF) [57].
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We compare to debiasing approaches that optimize a joint likelihood function: (3) CPT-

V [96]; (4) PMF-NMAR [59]. We also compare to debiasing approaches that adopt two-

phases learning: (5) (MF/NF)-IPS where the underlying rating model is MF or NF [130];

(6) (MF/NF)-DR where the rating model and the error model are MF or NF. We pretrain a

propensity model for (MF/NF)-(IPS/DR) as follows: (1) On COAT and MOVIE, we train a

logistic regression model using all pairs of user and item covariates [130]; (2) Due to lack

of user and item covariates, we train a naive Bayes model on MUSIC and BOOK. We use

(MF/NF)-(IPS/DR)-LTD to denote the proposed approach where the lower level is in-

stantiated with the second phase of two-phase learning approaches (MF/NF)-(IPS/DR),

respectively. The propensity model trained by LTD can use all features of observed rat-

ings as inputs. On MUSIC and COAT, the used features include: (1) Number of ratings

given by a user and received by an item. (2) Average rating given by a user and received

by an item. (3) True rating of a user to an item. On COAT, additional features are used:

(1) Gender of a user. (2) Age group of a user. (3) Location of a user. (4) How much a user

is interested in fashion. (5) Gender of a coat. (6) Jacket type of a coat. (7) Color of a coat.

(8) Whether a coat is promoted on front page. We represent discrete features by one-hot

encoding and normalize continuous features into unit space.

Evaluation Protocol

To unbiasedly evaluate an approach’s capability to handle biased datasets, we split the

ratings on MUSIC and COAT as follows. We use 90% of the biased ratings to train a rating

model, and use the remaining 10% as a validation set to tune hyper-parameters. We split

out 5% of the unbiased ratings to train a propensity model, and use the remaining 95% as

a testing set. The 5% of the unbiased ratings is also used to train the rating model of LTD

because the resulting rating model performs better. To ensure LTD does not use more

ratings for training, other approaches treat the ratings for training both the rating model

and the propensity model as their training set.

We measure the performance by averaging mean square error (MSE) and mean ab-

solute error (MAE) on the testing set over 10 different runs. A straightforward metric

of the estimation variance of a propensity model qθ is the sample variance (SV) of the
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Table 6.1: Performance averaged over 10 different runs.

MSE ˘ standard deviation MAE ˘ standard deviation

Approach MUSIC COAT MUSIC COAT

MF 1.951 ˘ 0.003 1.349 ˘ 0.007 1.167 ˘ 0.002 0.948 ˘ 0.005
NF 1.586 ˘ 0.007 1.299 ˘ 0.013 1.034 ˘ 0.005 0.919 ˘ 0.009

CPT-V 1.181 ˘ 0.004 1.512 ˘ 0.020 0.914 ˘ 0.003 0.992 ˘ 0.012
PMF-NMAR 2.243 ˘ 0.010 1.279 ˘ 0.009 1.190 ˘ 0.006 0.910 ˘ 0.005
MF-IPS 1.069 ˘ 0.005 1.179 ˘ 0.012 0.857 ˘ 0.003 0.891 ˘ 0.008
NF-IPS 1.047 ˘ 0.006 1.137 ˘ 0.011 0.842 ˘ 0.005 0.863 ˘ 0.009
MF-DR 1.037 ˘ 0.003 1.058 ˘ 0.006 0.793 ˘ 0.002 0.807 ˘ 0.004
NF-DR 1.024 ˘ 0.007 1.033 ˘ 0.013 0.782 ˘ 0.003 0.784 ˘ 0.007

MF-IPS-LTD 1.009 ˘ 0.003 1.062 ˘ 0.006 0.836 ˘ 0.002 0.827 ˘ 0.004
NF-IPS-LTD 0.992 ˘ 0.006 1.041 ˘ 0.009 0.827 ˘ 0.003 0.812 ˘ 0.006
MF-DR-LTD 0.982 ˘ 0.002 0.982 ˘ 0.003 0.781 ˘ 0.001 0.770 ˘ 0.002
NF-DR-LTD 0.977 ˘ 0.003 0.973 ˘ 0.006 0.774 ˘ 0.002 0.759 ˘ 0.004

* The bottom four approaches, (MF/NF)-(IPS/DR)-LTD, are proposed.

propensity estimates on an unbiased dataset RU

SVpqθq “
1

|U | ´ 1

ÿ

u,iPU

˜

qθpxu,iq ´
ÿ

u,iPU

qθpxu,iq

|U |

¸

, (6.25)

Another metric is mean inverse square (MIS) of the propensity estimates, which charac-

terizes the variability of a training process using propensity weighting (up to a certain

constant) [130]

MISpqθq “
1
|U |

ÿ

u,iPU

1
qθpxu,iq

2 . (6.26)

Since on a biased dataset RB the true propensities satisfy a condition EBr
ř

u,iPB p´1
u,i s “

MN, we normalize propensity estimates by qθpxu,iq Ð pM´1N´1 ř
u,iPB qθpxu,iq

´1qqθpxu,iq

before comparing the variance of propensity estimation.

Implementation Details

We implement the propensity model as a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with one hidden

layer. For the MLP, we search the activation function from {ReLU, sigmoid, tanh} and
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Table 6.2: Variance of propensity estimation on MUSIC and COAT

SV MIS

Approach MUSIC COAT MUSIC COAT

Two-phase 7.079 ¨ 10´4 6.827 ¨ 10´3 5.996 ¨ 103 2.164 ¨ 103

Bi
-l

ev
el

MF-IPS-LTD 4.876 ¨ 10´6 1.635 ¨ 10´5 2.682 ¨ 103 1.473 ¨ 102

NF-IPS-LTD 4.136 ¨ 10´6 4.962 ¨ 10´6 2.661 ¨ 103 1.471 ¨ 102

MF-DR-LTD 9.203 ¨ 10´7 9.898 ¨ 10´6 2.507 ¨ 103 1.467 ¨ 102

MF-DR-LTD 7.066 ¨ 10´7 4.534 ¨ 10´6 2.494 ¨ 103 1.466 ¨ 102

the hidden layer size from {4, 16, 64, 256}. We search the regularization hyper-parameter

λ from 0.01 to 100. To avoid overfitting, we apply L2 regularization on model parameters

and search the L2 regularization from 0.01 to 1. We set the batch size to 128 on MUSIC

and 64 on COAT. All models are trained by AdaGrad [42] with a learning rate from

{0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05}. We tune all hyper-parameters based on the performance on the

validation set.

6.5.2 RQ1 Comparative Results

Overall Performance

We show the MSE and the MAE of all approaches on MUSIC and COAT in Table 6.1.

We can see that the proposed LTD significantly outperforms the corresponding two-

phase learning approach. For example, MF-IPS-LTD (1.062) outperforms MF-IPS (1.179)

by 9.9% on COAT. We also find that NF-DR-LTD performs the best on both datasets,

e.g., NF-DR-LTD achieves the smallest MSE (0.977) on MUSIC. By comparing (MF/NF)-

(IPS/DR)-LTD, we can see that LTD benefits from: (1) Advanced model architecture: NF

enhances the expressiveness of MF by modeling non-linear and high-order interactions

between features. (2) Improved lower loss: the DR estimator addresses the variance issue

of the IPS estimator by introducing an error model. In general, the debiasing approaches

outperform the traditional ones by explicitly handling selection biases in the training set.

However, the debiasing approaches, CPT-V and PMF-NMAR, perform worst on COAT

and MUSIC, respectively. These two debiasing approaches are probably not properly fit
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Figure 6.4: Comparing convergence of NF-DR and NF-DR-LTD on MUSIC.

because of making strong generative assumptions and requiring highly complex infer-

ences. Unlike CPT-V and PMF-NMAR, our approaches neither make generative assump-

tions nor require complex inferences, which leads to consistent improvements across the

datasets. The improvements of LTD by MAE are not as significant as those by MSE be-

cause the losses of LTD are based on square errors rather than absolute errors.

Variance of Propensity Estimation

We compare the variance of propensity estimation when completing the training of de-

biasing approaches based on propensity weighting. We show the results under SV and

MIS on MUSIC and COAT in Table 6.2. The variance of propensity estimation by bi-level

optimization is much smaller than that by two-phase learning (up to 3 orders of magni-

tude).

Since NF-DR-LTD performs the best on all datasets, we will focus on its results in the

following. We observe that the results of other LTD approaches are similar to those of

NF-DR-LTD.

Analysis of Convergence

It is well-known that bi-level optimization is difficult to perform and we further intro-

duce variance regularization into the optimization, so it is meaningful to analyze the
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Table 6.3: Performance of NF-DR-LTD on MUSIC and COAT.

MSE MAE

Propensity model MUSIC COAT MUSIC COAT

Simple propensity model 1.044 1.028 0.812 0.784
Logistic regression model 1.003 1.006 0.791 0.774

MLP with one hidden layer 0.977 0.973 0.774 0.759
MLP with two hidden layers 0.996 0.990 0.783 0.763
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Figure 6.5: Effects of the variance regularization on MUSIC.

convergence of LTD. We plot training loss and testing MSE of NF-DR and NF-DR-LTD

against training epochs on MUSIC in Fig. 6.4a and Fig. 6.4b, respectively. We can see that

after eight epochs, both training loss and testing MSE of NF-DR-LTD converge. The con-

vergence rate of NF-DR-LTD in terms of training epochs is comparable to that of NF-DR.

6.5.3 RQ2 Ablation Studies

Propensity Model

To study the preferred model architectures for propensity estimation, we also use a sim-

ple propensity model qθpxu,iq “ σpwu,iq (wu,i P R is a parameter) [113] and a logistic

regression model to perform propensity estimation in NF-DR-LTD. We show the results
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Figure 6.6: Effects of varying unbiased dataset size on MUSIC.

by MSE and MAE on MUSIC and COAT in Table 6.3. We can see that using MLP with one

hidden layer performs the best. Using more hidden layers does not further help largely

because the unbiased dataset is too small to train the parameters of additional hidden

layers. The simple propensity model performs the worst because it ignores all features

(e.g., the true rating), which can be quite predictive in propensity estimation. MLP is

preferred over the logistic regression model due to its ability to approximate almost any

continuous functions in theory [34].

Variance Regularization

We study how the regularization hyper-parameter λ affects the performance of LTD. We

plot the result by MSE on MUSIC in Fig. 6.5a. We can see that the variance regularization

is indeed beneficial, e.g., MF-IPS-LTD with λ “ 1 (1.009) outperforms that with λ “ 0

(1.026) by 1.7%. We further compute the sample variance of propensity estimates on

the unbiased testing set. We show the result during training NF-DR-LTD on MUSIC in

Fig. 6.5b. We find that the sample variance keeps growing when λ “ 0, but drops af-

ter a few epochs when λ ě 1. The sample variance in NF-DR-LTD during training is

consistently smaller than that in two-phase learning (7.079 ¨ 10´4) in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.7: Average propensity of rating 1 to 5 by NF-DR-LTD on MUSIC.

Unbiased Dataset Size

We study how the size of the unbiased dataset used for training affects the performance.

We resplit unbiased ratings into a fixed testing set (50%) and a varying training set for

the propensity model (1%-50%). We show the results by MSE on MUSIC in Fig. 6.6a.

We can see that LTD performs better when the unbiased dataset size increases, as ex-

pected. We further explore the unbiased dataset size required to learn a good propensity

model within LTD by computing improvements between NF, NF-DR, and NF-DR-LTD.

We show the results in terms of percentage decrease in MSE on MUSIC in Fig. 6.6b. We

can see that improvements of NF-DR-LTD over NF and NF-DR keep growing when we

vary the unbiased dataset size from 1% to 20%, but do not grow afterwards (improve-

ments over NF-DR are up to a 7.9% drop in MSE). In contrast, improvements of NF-DR

over NF keep steady because a small unbiased dataset can fit the naive Bayes model well.

6.5.4 RQ3 Propensity Weighting

To explore what propensity estimates does LTD learn, we average propensity estimates

for each distinct value of the true ratings (i.e., 1 to 5) on the training set. We show the

results when we complete training NF-DR-LTD on MUSIC in Fig. 6.7a. We can see that

on average higher ratings do have larger propensity estimates, which is consistent with
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Table 6.4: Comparing the performance of NF-DR-LTD to that of NF for each distinct value
of the true ratings on MUSIC and COAT.

MSE dec. (Ó) or inc. (Ò) MAE dec. (Ó) or inc. (Ò)

Rating value MUSIC COAT MUSIC COAT

1 Ó 86.77% Ó 47.88% Ó 65.54% Ó 36.26%
2 Ó 60.85% Ó 21.90% Ó 25.71% Ó 12.65%
3 Ò 79.10% Ò 10.08% Ò 63.53% Ò 5.98%
4 Ò 93.52% Ò 10.72% Ò 67.60% Ò 6.24%
5 Ò 82.82% Ò 10.75% Ò 58.19% Ò 7.06%

the findings in previous studies [96, 97]. We study how such results are achieved by

computing the average propensity estimate for each distinct value of the true ratings

during training. We show the results of training NF-DR-LTD on MUSIC in Fig. 6.7b.

We can see that the higher a rating value is, the slower its average propensity estimate

decreases. These results indicate that by learning from an unbiased dataset, LTD correctly

assigns larger propensity estimates to higher ratings to make the training sets less biased.

We also compare NF-DR-LTD to NF by averaging MSE and MAE for each distinct rating

value on MUSIC and COAT in Table 6.4. Compared to NF, NF-DR-LTD performs better

on lower ratings by sacrificing the performance on higher ratings.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we showed the impact of having a small set of unbiased ratings on al-

leviating selection biases when training recommender systems. We proposed learning

to debias (LTD), a novel approach that utilizes the small unbiased dataset to improve

the generalization of a rating model trained on biased datasets. To learn the parameters

within LTD, we developed an efficient training algorithm, which can effectively reduce

the variance of propensity estimation while training the rating model. We showed how

to apply LTD to improve over two representative types of unbiased performance esti-

mators on two real-world datasets. Compared to the state-of-the-art approaches, LTD

achieves up to a 7.9% improvement in the performance of rating prediction and reduces

the variance of propensity estimation by several orders of magnitude. For future work,
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we will explore theoretical bounds on the generalization ability of a rating model trained

by LTD.





Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

IN this thesis, we aimed to improve accuracy, diversity, and unbiasedness of recom-

mendation results, which is important to guarantee users’ satisfactions. Towards this

aim, we studied a wide variety of important applications of recommendation systems

in the real world from both algorithmic and theoretical point of view. In particular, we

studied the problems of personalized result diversification, learning with privileged pro-

visions, and debiasing training on biased datasets.

7.1 Conclusions

In Chapter 3, we studied the problem of learning with privileged provisions and pro-

posed two training frameworks called adversarial distillation. In adversarial distillation,

a student model and a teacher model play a minimax game against a discriminator by op-

timizing adversarial losses. At the same time, the student model and the teacher model

learn from each other by optimizing distillation losses. One training framework adopts a

binary-class discriminator for efficient training while another training framework adopts

a multi-class discriminator for accurate inference. Both frameworks have desired theo-

retical guarantees that the student model and the teacher model can perfectly model the

real data distribution at the equilibrium. Furthermore, we proposed a novel Gumbel-

Softmax trick for the training frameworks, which results in low-variance gradients for

updating model parameters at training. We performed extensive experiments in two

real-world applications, namely deep model compression and image tag recommenda-

tion. The experimental results showed that adversarial distillation has significantly better
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performance than state-of-the-art approaches in the two real-world applications. Besides,

the experimental results showed that using the Gumbel-Softmax trick decreases the gra-

dient variance from the discriminator and hence accelerates the training.

In Chapter 4, we studied the problem of recommendation diversification and pro-

posed a joint optimization approach to recommend personalized rank lists of diverse

items. We analyzed users’ historical ratings to items on recommendation datasets and

we found that users typically have varied preferences over different categories of items.

The joint optimization approach aims to present to a user an item rank list that can well

satisfy the user’s unique preferences over different item categories. To achieve this goal,

the approach jointly optimizes the relevance and diversity of recommended items and ex-

plicitly considers users’ preferences in diversification. We also proposed a personalized

diversity measure to address the issue that existing measures are not suitable for eval-

uating personalized diversity of recommendation results. We experimented with two

real-world datasets from a movie recommendation system and a music recommendation

system, respectively. The experimental results showed that the joint learning approach

significantly outperforms several start-of-the-art approaches for recommendation diver-

sification. Moreover, the experimental results showed that the proposed measure is more

effective than existing diversity measures in capturing users’ preferences.

In Chapter 5, we studied the problem of debiasing for recommendation and proposed

a joint learning approach for rating prediction by optimizing a new doubly robust estima-

tor. The doubly robust estimator leverages both imputed errors and estimated propen-

sities to evaluate the inaccuracy of rating prediction of a recommendation model. This

estimator has a desire property called double robustness: the estimator is unbiased when

either the imputed errors or the estimated propensities are accurate. By optimizing the

doubly robust estimator, we proposed a joint learning approach which simultaneously

trains a rating prediction model and a error imputation model. Through such a training

process, the resulting rating prediction model can achieve a low prediction inaccuracy at

stage of making recommendation on unseen data. We adopted four widely-used datasets

from real-world recommendation systems and five representative synthetic datasets in

our experiments. The experimental results demonstrated that the joint learning approach
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significantly outperforms a wide range of previous rating prediction approaches. The ex-

perimental results also showed that the doubly robust estimator considerably decreases

the bias and variance of estimating the prediction inaccuracy.

In Chapter 6, we further studied the debiasing problem and proposed learning to de-

bias (LTD) for training recommendation models when a small unbiased dataset is avail-

able. Existing two-phase learning approaches for the debiasing problem separate the

training of a propensity model and a rating model, which may lead to sub-optimal re-

sults. To address the issues of two-phase learning, the proposed LTD jointly trains the

propensity model and the rating model by minimizing the recommendation error on

a small unbiased dataset. Furthermore, we proposed a novel training algorithm with

variance regularization to effectively decrease the variance of propensity estimates when

training the parameters within LTD. We demonstrated how we applied the proposed

LTD to enhance two representative classes of two-phase learning approaches on real-

world datasets from various application domains. Extensive experiments showed that

LTD reaches up to a 7.9% decrease in the recommendation error compared with state-

of-the-art debiasing approaches. The experimental results also demonstrated that LTD

decreases the variance of propensity estimates by orders of magnitude compared to two-

phase learning.

7.2 Future Work

In the following, we outline several future research directions for each problem that we

studied in the thesis.

For the problem of personalized result diversification, potential future research direc-

tions include:

• The proposed joint optimization approach builds on matrix factorization which fac-

torizes each rating into a user embedding and an item embedding. It has been

shown that matrix factorization underperforms recommendation models that are

based on deep learning such as neural factorization machines. It is worthwhile to

explore how to integrate deep learned recommendation models into the joint learn-
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ing process to provide more personalized diverse results.

• Currently, we only use users’ historical ratings on items for recommending a per-

sonalized rank list of diverse items to satisfy a user’s preferences. We plan to also

use side information of users and items, such as user gender and item color, to

improve personalized diversity of the recommended items.

• We plan to conduct more experiments to comprehensively compare the proposed

personalized diversity measure with existing diversity measures. For example, we

can compare different diversity measures in terms of discriminative power which

is an important criteria for evaluating diversity measures.

For the problem of learning with privileged provisions, potential future research di-

rections include:

• At present, we treat image tag recommendation as a classification problem and

use a training loss that is independent from ranking metrics for evaluation. This

may yield sub-optimal results in the problem of image tag recommendation be-

cause there exists a mismatch between the training loss and evaluation metrics. To

bridge this mismatch, a potential solution is to adapt a certain surrogate function

for evaluation metrics to define the training loss for distillation.

• We have presented theoretical analyses showing that the variance of gradients w.r.t.

parameters of a student (or a teacher) in ADIM is lower than that in NGAN. The

theoretical analyses are not complete because we do not consider how introduc-

ing the Gumbel-Softmax trick will affect the variance of gradients during training.

We plan to complete the theoretical analyses by considering effects of the Gumbel-

Softmax trick with a certain annealing schedule for temperature hyper-parameter.

• The experiments are based on medium-scale datasets: deep model compression

uses 500,000 training images and image tag recommendation uses 200,000 train-

ing images. We plan to experiment with large-scale datasets such as the ImageNet

dataset [38], where millions of images and thousands of labels are available.
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For the problem of debiasing training on biased datasets, potential future research

directions include:

• As discussed in Section 2.4, two closely-related problems in recommendation are

called rating prediction and item ranking, respectively. We have addressed the

problem of rating prediction, which is based on pointwise evaluation metrics and

hence is relatively easy to apply doubly robust techniques. We plan to apply dou-

bly robust techniques to the problem of item ranking, where listwise rank metrics

are adopted to evaluate the quality of recommendation results. First, we will de-

rive doubly robust estimators for a number of widely adopted rank metrics such

as nDCG, ERR, nERR, etc. Second, we will design joint learning algorithms that

effectively optimize these estimators to train a rank model for recommendation.

Third, we will explore how to leverage additional information from a small unbi-

ased dataset to improve rank quality given biased dataset for training.

• We have presented theoretical results that compute a generalization bound for a rat-

ing model trained by optimizing doubly robust estimators. However, the theoreti-

cal results characterize only a sub-routine of the proposed joint learning approach,

i.e., training the rating model given an error model. We plan to derive theoretical

results that characterize the complete process of jointly training a rating model and

an error model given propensity estimates.

• Empirical results on real-world datasets show that the proposed variance-regularized

training algorithm converges, which however is not backed by theories. We plan to

theoretically analyze convergence behaviors of our training algorithm and provide

theoretical convergence results such as convergence rates.
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Appendix

A.1 Networks in Deep Model Compression

In this section, we describe network architectures which we use to conduct experiments

in the task of deep model compression. First, we describe the network architectures in

the task of deep model compression on the MNIST dataset. We implement the scoring

function of a student model as an MLP [78]. The architecture of the MLP is given by

1. An input layer of a 28ˆ28 grayscale image.

2. A stack of 2 fully connected layers with 800 neurons.

3. A softmax layer with 10 classes.

On the MNIST dataset, we implement the scoring function of a teacher model as a LeNet [78].

The architecture of the LeNet is given by

1. An input layer of a 28ˆ28 grayscale image.

2. A convolutional layer with 64 kernels of size 5ˆ5 and stride 1.

3. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

4. A convolutional layer with 256 kernels of size 5ˆ5 and stride 1.

5. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

6. A fully connected layer with 1024 neurons.

7. A softmax layer with 10 classes.
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Next, we describe the network architectures in the task of deep model compression on

the CIFAR dataset. We implement the scoring function of a student model as a LeNet [78].

The architecture of the LeNet is given by

1. An input layer of a 32ˆ32 colored image.

2. A convolutional layer with 64 kernels of size 5ˆ5 and stride 1.

3. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

4. A convolutional layer with 128 kernels of size 5ˆ5 and stride 1.

5. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

6. A fully connected layer with 256 neurons.

7. A softmax layer with 10 classes.

On the CIFAR dataset, we implement the scoring function of a teacher model as a 250-

layer DenseNet [65] with the growth rate k “ 24 and the compression factor θ “ 0.5.

A.2 Networks in Image Tag Recommendation

In this section, we describe network architectures used in the task of image tag recom-

mendation on the YFCC dataset. We use the same network architectures when exper-

imenting with the two datasets of images labeled with the 200 most popular tags and

with 200 randomly sampled tags, respectively. We implement a VGGNet [138] to extract

visual features. The architecture of the VGGNet is given by

1. An input layer of a 224ˆ224 colored image.

2. A stack of 2 convolutional layers with 64 kernels of size 3ˆ3 and stride 1.

3. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

4. A stack of 2 convolutional layers with 128 kernels of size 3ˆ3 and stride 1.

5. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.
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6. A stack of 2 convolutional layers with 256 kernels of size 3ˆ3 and stride 1.

7. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

8. A stack of 2 convolutional layers with 512 kernels of size 3ˆ3 and stride 1.

9. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

10. A stack of 2 convolutional layers with 512 kernels of size 3ˆ3 and stride 1.

11. A max pooling layer with size 2ˆ2 and stride 2.

12. A fully connected layer with 4096 neurons.

13. A fully connected layer with 4096 neurons.

14. A fully connected layer with 100 neurons.

We implement a LSTM [61] to learn textual features. The architecture of the LSTM is

given by
ft “ sigmoidpW f ¨ rht´1, xts ` b f q,

it “ sigmoidpWi ¨ rht´1, xts ` biq,

ot “ sigmoidpWo ¨ rht´1, xts ` boq,

st “ ft d st´1 ` it d tanhpWs ¨ rht´1, xts ` bsq,

ht “ ot d tanhpstq,

where rh, xs denotes the vector concatenation and d denotes element-wise product. We

set the hidden size of the LSTM to 100 in the experiments. Let vx P R100 be a visual

feature vector extracted by the VGGNet and vz P R100 be a textual feature vector learned

by the LSTM. We implement the scoring function of a student model as an MLP [5]. The

architecture of the MLP is given by

1. An input layer of a feature vector with size 100 (i.e. the image features vx).

2. A stack of 2 fully connected layers with 800 neurons.

3. A softmax layer with 200 classes.

We implement the scoring function of a teacher model as an MLP [5]. The architecture of

the MLP is given by
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1. An input layer of a feature vector with size 100 (i.e. the element-wise product of vx

and vz).

2. A stack of 2 fully connected layers with 1200 neurons.

3. A softmax layer with 200 classes.
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